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ABSTFACT

The plane strain fracture toughness of a high strength row arloy
steel, En 25, ternpered from the as-quenched state to 65ooc, and a high
strength arurninium alroy, 7075-T6, have been determined using compact,
tension specimens of varying thicknesses from 4 to 25nm. The size of
the shear lips, Br"r measured at the free surfaces of the specimens was
found to be independent of the specimen thickness and to be related to
the true plane strain fracture toughness, Krc, through ttre expression

BsL =.0.41, *r"/oys )r.o2,

where o"= it the 0-2t proof stress of the material.'A rationaLe for this
behaviour is that 

"r" 
ir approximatery equar to the size of the prane

stress prastic zoner ry, at the surfaces of a prate specimen, which from
theoretical anal_ysis, has been shown to be

r =!t* /- \2-yI'.-TC"yS'

rtte AsTItl standard pl-ane strain fracture toughness test metlrod has
been proven to be insensitive to detect excess yielding in the specimens
tenpered at temperatures higher than 4500c. At high ternpers, yieJ-ding
fracture meshanics approaches rdere used to determine the true Kr" values.

The fracture toughness versus shear lip size rerationship is
beLieved to have considerable importance in the anal.ysis of service
failures and in the preliminary study of specimen size effect in prane
strain fracture toughness determination.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTTON

When a plate with a through-the-thickness crack is subjected

to a tensile load, tJ:e elastic stress intensity at the vJ-cinity of the

tip of the crack can be very high. The intense stresses would be

expected to produce plastic deformation when the appropriate yield
criterion is satisfied. Conseguently, a plastically deformed region

called the plastic zone is formed around the crack tip. The size of
the plastic zone t T., t is estimated to be (t),

K
- , C t2ty =^ to .|

ys

where K is the critical stress intensity factor, O--^ is the 0.2t proof
c-ys

stress of the material and A may be taken as L/ 2'tl fot Plane stress.

conditions and L/6Tt for plane strain conditions. A simplified three

dimensional schematic representation of the crack tip plastic zone

therefore consists of a cylinder an{ two cones as shown in Fig.l.l.

The bases of the cones are on the surfaces of the plate specimen while

tl e vertices point to each other. The two cones which represent the

plane stress plastic zone on the specimen surfaces are connected by a

cyJ-inder which represents the plane strain plastic zone at the interior

of the specimen,

Consider the fracture surface of the plate after it has been

fractured apart. At tJle centre of the p).ate where plane strain stress

state dominates, as in the case of a thick plate, slluare fracture occurs

while at the plate surfaces, the stress state changes to plane stress

because of the diminishing effect of the stress acting in the plate thick-

ness direction. The failure of the plane stress regions gives rise to the

slant fracture generally referred to as the shear lips. lfhe cross-

sectional profile of such a mixed mode fracture is shown in fig.I.2.

In fracture toughness testing, it has been observed that the

temperature dependence of the material fracture toughness is approximately

coincident with the temperature dependence of the amount of shear fip(2)

1.1
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or the absolute' siae of tlle shear tin, arr(3).

p.lane s,tress
Bropagation

\
plane strain

'propagaticrr

Shear

rip

o

I
t
v = R (K/o.r*) 3

3i.9.1.1t Flagtie zone at
tiSr of tlrrough-ttrickness

c,rack.

V
Bgr,

rtg.l..2 : Cross-sectional profile of

fraetured pl,ate speeilrer! .

fols 'woufd seem to suggeEt that a relationship exists between t'he

naterial fraehrre toughness and tbe shear liB sJ-ze- Since tlre forna-

tion of the shear lips is a aonseguence of the plane stress fractrrre

$ode, eomBaring tfue fonral representation of fie crack tip ptr"astia

zone in Fig.1,.1 with tJie,eross-seqtlonatr profile of a nixed mode

fractu.re shor+ril ia Fig.l .r, l* is inde,ed terqrtj.ng to sutr15rose that the

ahea.r lf;p size is at least, to a f:irst approxinatign? equal to Ltre

ae5r-th of material at the craek .ip whtch is i,n a Plane. stress stress

state; Fleferri.ng to eguatiorr 1..1r rsrae f,ollswiltg relationshlp would

therefore holcl:

K' 9 r2 " r'2BsL = A (61.'
ys

That lE, the s,ize of, the shear llp, BsL, is p-nopartional to. the square

of the relative toughness, (Kdy'oys),. T.he eonstant A ti{elt be taken as

I/?'n as b.efore,



3.

A relati.onship J.ike equation I.2 would pnovide a use,futr tool
for failure anal1rsi.s. fnstead of e-stimating tlie fracLtrre tougtuness of
a faLled component usinq the cudbersome e,onventisnal standardl teStingr
i.t eoul,d by means of the above e^quati-on be obta:i.ned by. rneasurl.ng tlae

:sLz,e of, the .sheat J.lpr ts*or and the yleld stress, oys. The latter
coltrld porhaps be foundl from a hardness test.

The basic aims ,of the present, Lnvestig.ati.on rtteret

I) To detennine the effect of temSre,ring ternperature on t}re

size of, tFre shear lips anil the naterial fraoture tougbness

of a ooumercial loru-alIoy hi.ggh-streng,th sleel.

2) To de'tertuine ttre effect of epeelrnen thicknesg oo un*e slze
e..f, t-b.e sh'ear I-irB anil the mat'e+ial fraeture toughness.

3) To relate the size of ttre shear lip to t}e relative tough-

. ness of the rnaterlal.

Using couipact tension specirnens o:f, thi.eknesses var!'ing f,rom 4mrn

to 2Sriun, thg abo've aimsr wene exanirl,e,i witJl a Locally available 2.5t
Ni-Q;-11E ste.el {aXso cal.led iCoxnsteel En?5) ternqpred from ttre as-quenched

state to a temperature of 65,OeC and a high streag,th 7O75-16 a:lulri.aJ-um alIoy.

I
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CTIAPTER 2

FNACIn'RE. IOU;GI{NEES - gONCEPlI AND TESTING

2.1.. EAS]TC. CONgEPT OF FRACTUBE pOUGln[ESs

(/l'!l
fL was stated by Grtffitb *=' ttrat erack p-roBagatio-n wiX.l take

place if the energy released upon erack grow,t-lr ls- suf,ficient to Frovi'de

,ai1 fhe, en€rgy re-quked for crack 'growttt. Consider an inf,inite cracked

plate of thicltness B with ,a eentral traRsverse crack sf lengttr 2ar

sirbjected to a4 a,5rplie-d stresE of d at infinity (r$9.2'L)-

FiE.2.13 Craeh subjeeted to tensile loading

fhe tqtal stored energ"ltr Ua, of, lhe sy,stern with
t" be(5),

tlre crack can be shown

ut=
(k+l)traaBoz + uo

to (3-4v) for plane straitr, stress st-ate

st:ress state; V is the Poisson's :latio,
the s'bred energy of the plate r*ithout

2.L
8U

where k is equal

fon plane s,tress

modulus and U is
o

and (3-v),/(r+\')

U is Lhe :s'heanr

tbre presence



of, t-be craek. f&e tern (A+1)na2ry27Sy j-s the decyoase in stored

energV as a result. otr the erack and is equivalent to that comtr)uted

from the stress analysis ot rngtis (6) 
.

lbe total surf,ace, energy of the q;acl< i.,s,

U - 4a3i.s

wlr€re Y ic t-he sutiface enefgy lxtr lrnit Effera.

Irlhen the oracik grows by iuereaelr.rg i€s le:rEth by a snal-I"

amourl.t 26a, the .stored enefgy wiLl be drerngedl bE

r-- (k+1) TraBOz f6ua=ff6a.. ......2.3

simtlatly. ttr,e change in surface errerg"y is

6U = 4BYda ...........2.4
s

Craak growth wil-I be unstab1e ,if

6u">ilu".:.irt r....

B,ut at the thieshold of instab-itityr o becones tlre f,racture sE:r'ess,

Orr whioh c,an be eval-uatecl, from equations.2.3,r 2.4 and ttre Griffittt
energL' aari-t.eri.orr f,or fract*" (4) , to be

o = at'{$ +-[ .r..]'....-....'.2.'5
F

Tlnder Bl-ane strain coRditionsr erguatior 2.6 is red-ueed to

g - ffiT) r.r.i-!.!rr!...i...r' ..."'2.7
l.

and under plane stness conclitions,

Equati-on, 2.,6i however, is onJ.y appl.icabl,e to trulg brittle materiale
1i.ke glass i{i w}itch ,t}re, errergpr for er.aelt growth is, agtproximately t}re

surface enerEy to form new surfaces. trn the caEe of mebal's, plastl'c
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deformation occurs at the tips of the crack and energ'y is expended in
forming yielded zones at these locations. rt is hence necessary

that for the crack to grow, more energry than the surface energy is

required. To accommodate this plastic deformation, it was suggested
r?-o \tr-Y), to modify the Griffith analysis above by replacing y by (Y + Yp)'
where y, is the energy of plastic deformation absorbed by the fracture'p
process. rrwin urrd xi"r(10) considered that the modified theory involved

finding the instantaneous value of the rate of supply of available energy.

This energy rate takes the for*(10)

uu.rr. 
= P" "" /Ea 2.9

rrr,bere P is the applied load and C is the compliance of the specimen.

In equation 2.9, EU,/3a is denoted by the symbol G after Griffith
and is known as strain energ'y rerease rate. r*in(Il) regarded G as a
force, and hence G is also known as the crack extension foree. At the

critical value when the crack starts to propagate, thg stored elastic
strain energy and the energy absorbed by crack extension are equal. G at

critical condition is denoted by G", generally referred to as the critical
strain energry release rate or critical crack extension forcer ott simplyt

the fracture toughness. With this term G^, equations 2.7 and 2.8 can be

rewritten as

t
2

o, = '6c /r-na O-vzl

o,= ffi /nu

for plane strain and

for plane stress

2.LO

2.LL

/'t r\
By considering westergaardrs resultt"' (see section 3.I) in

which the elastic stresses at the vicinity of the tip of the crack is
analysed, it can be shown that the strain energy release rater G, is
related to the stress intensi-ty factor, K, through the expret"iorr(11)

c _ ,, 
;}l*,*,

Decomes

and

respectively.

Under plane stress and plane strain conditions, equation 2.11

K2=EG

K2 = r,G,/ (t-v21
2.L2
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Cornbining equatictrts 2.1O and Z.l:Zt therefore, K = Affi...i..i.....,2.13

3,t cri-tioaf. condlition, K is denoted by Ko al#l is often re.ferred
to a-s the fraeture toughness. Since K is a paranr,reter riltlicft depends on
the a.ppli,ed stress, it has t-trre .ad"v,antage o{/er G in t}rat its evaluation in
tenns of tbe aSlplied Etress arrd slrecirnen diupnsior:rs is a normal 1inear
elastic sttess alral-ysis problerr. as long as a4 expression for K pan be
determined, experil@nta1 value o.f K" can be obtaitled fxom reco:cding tfie
atrrplied str-esS end craek length at critical cenditiqn, l@thods to derive
th,e sprss..sion fer K are rsel1 dod-unentecl in the wo:rk of, paris irn6 g,il1(13)

and recentJ-y peviewed by Cartwrigl,rt et.aL. (14) 
S-ome of theee exBressions

for dj-ff,erent praetical speetmen geome,tries are f,oJrad in Referenceg(I3rL5-12).

?.2 Frugcg or pinsric yltrql$t;,4r_qFscr rrp

In the sirrgnrlar f,ield irmrediately ahead of a eraelr tip (rig.2.l) 
n

t*re elas,ti* a.tressres are(12 r13r1'8)

ox

6y oE
,/2r

oeos ;

1*"* I *." F

I+Bin I "* P

03eljrn t cos t-

...2.14

foy

O . ... plane stres.s

V(g:+o') .... plane strainxy

trhere r and €, are 'the porar coordiaatee of a point in tfte vicLnitlr of flre
'craclc tip ana u J-s ttre Poisson's ratlo. The distrf,butilon of the stres,s, o
as a funetion of rr at 0 = O is shown in Figr.2.2.

e-rack

6
z

oz

FIg.2.2 -. E1astie stress d"istribution at ttre crack tip".
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It is observed that whenr is small, the stress tends to infinity. fn

practice, this is not possible because plastic yielding will occur at tfre

crack tip to keep the stress finite" A plastic zone will therefore be

created. Provided that the size of this yield zone is small in comparison

to the length of the crack, as well as the net remaining cross section,

the linear elastic analysis above will be invalidated.

It was suggested that the presence of the plastic zone gave rise

to an increase in the effective length of the crack. Iherefore, to

accommodate to some extent the yielding ahead of tJ:e crack, ft"in(19)
postulated the use of an effective crack length of (a+rr;, where r" is the

radius of the pl-astic zone given by

. =! r59r 2-r5tY - 2tl to r "'
ys

with o being the yielcl stress of the material.ys

From equation 2.13, the rnodified stress intensity factor under

plane stress conditions becomes

K* = o t6("+r ) 2.16aPp y

where o is the applied stress.

Equation 2.15 can be obtained by combining equations 2.13 and

2.14 with o" = or". Howevet, ty = h (Kc/oyJ2 is onry appricable to

condition uniler plane stress. Because of tJ:e effect of .constraint in
restricting plastic flow, tJle plane strain plastic zone size is snaller
than that in plane stress. A factor of one-third reduction has been

/'t \suggested'*'. A more detailed deseription of the size and shape of the

crack tip plastic zone wilJ- be taken up again in Chapter 3. Nevertheless,

it is convenient to give here the formal representation of the plastic

zone at the tip of a through-the-thickness crack in a plate specimen as

shown in Fig.2.3(20).



o

Y
+

I

| -a'l/
)Z- --->x

I x,r

f-,"c
I

Fig.2.3 : Forma1 representation of plastic zone in front of a
through-thickness crack in a plate.

2.3 EFFECT OF SPECIMEN THICKNESS

rn measuring the fracture toughness of a plate specimen of a given

high-strength material at a given temperature, it has been found that the

measured values of K or G are strongly dependent on the specimen thick-
(2L-25) c c

ness . rnis thickness dependency is related to the change in the

appearance of the fracture surface. In somewhat thin specimens, 45o

slant fractures are observed along the free surfaces while along the

central region, the fracture is square or flat. Fully slant fracture

results as the thickness is reduced. On the other hand, the proportion of

square fracture increases when the plate tltickness is increased. This ls

followed by a decrease in the value of K" as shown in Fig.2.4. Although

the exact shape of the curve is influenced by work hardening exponent,

yield strength and the toughness level of the material 
(261 

, similar curves

have been observed(2L-24'27-29) for other engineering materials. A liniting

value of K is observed when the specimen thickness is increased to a state
c

of complete plane strain. K" val-ue measured under this condition is denoted

by *-a (or Gr") where the subscript I denotes the opening rnode (see Fig.2.sl.

KIC, generally referred to as the plane strain fracture toughness, is

considered a material constant. Ttre value of KtC is of special importance
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To examine the variation of fracture toughness with plate

thickness, Fig.2.4 is divided into three regions for convenience. The

corresponding schematic loao/displacement records are shown in Fi9.2.5.

When the plate thickness is small, as in region A, fracture toughness

increases linearly with the increase in prate thickness(24t3L'32) ,

although roughly constant fracture toughness values have also been
. - (33)

ooserveo . Because of the lack of constraint, the stress in the

thickness direction tends to zero, giving rise to a stress-state that
is virtually plane stress. This stress-state is illustrated in
Fig.2.7(a) using Mohr's Circle analysis. ft is noted that the maximurn

shear stress, fmax, acts on the planes rotated 45o from the directions

of 01 and 03.

HINGE-TYPE
DEFORMATION

Fig.2.7 : Plane stress versus plane strain

These planes subtend an angle of 45o with both the plate surfaces and

the loading direction. Since plastic deformation is a resul-t of shear

stressesr the plate fails by shear rupture on a 45o slip p1ane. This

mode of separation generally involves both the opening mode and the

tearing (or antiplane strain) *ode(31'35). The first stage of crack

propagation from the starter notch is confined to the rnid-thickness of

t

I

AT THE CRACK

e
*

t\
I
I
I
I
I

>,f..-rt\
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the p1ate. Ttris cracking, usually triang.ular in shape, is a square

type fracture with its plane normal to the loading direction
(rig.2.8(a) ). The 45o slant fracture along the ptate surfaces
progressively grow until at some point the sguare fracture disappears

completely. Thereby, the entire fracture is of the slant type.

Starting
crack
front

(a) Fully developed slant fracture

(b) Predominantly square fracture

Fig.2.8. Schematie drawing of stages of crack propagation,

The occurrence of the initial square fracture does not give rise to
instability in the plate because the developing slant fractures require
increasing strain and load before separation can take place. However.

it produces a gradual decrease in slope in the loa{r/displacement record

as shown in Fig.Z.6(a). (The non-linearity is also partly due to crack

tip plasticity). As the energy per unit area required to form slant
fracture increases at the same rate as the prate thickness(37), K-.or G-

in region A of t'ig-2.4-increasesapproximately ti.r."tly(38) rto* .r.iy tr,ii
sheet to a maximum level at thickness B = Bo.

rn the case of very thick specimen, consider a notched plate
being loaded in tension. The high longitudinal stress at the root of
the notch causes the material there to contract. Due to the constraint
of the elastic material at the notch, this contraction sets up a trans-

\---. --J-
i,N{
r\ \, 

tt ttt'
23 4 5 6

a, 
---. I

\.\
BI
//

//
7
Ilf , I I ,,'t t I t /
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verse tensile stress , 6i, in the thickness direction(39). o,

is maximum at tlte centre of the plate while at the surfaces, it drops

to zero as the plate surfaces are not loaded externally. Hence the

centre of the plate is under triaxial or plane strain stress state and

the surfaces, biaxial or plane stress stress state. With specimen

thickness in region C of Fig.2.4, 1che surface effect is small and can

be neglected.

rt can be noted fromFig'2'7(b)that the planes of maximum shear

stress under plane strain situation are different from those of plane
(40)

stress'--'. The plane strain stress state, as illustrated by the Mohrrs

circle analysis, produces shear planes that are perpendicular to the

specimen surface but make an angle of about 45o witJ: the direction of

crack propagatiorr(35'41). such a sl.ip system is krrown as hinge-type
(32)detormatron . However, this process may not be favourable if the

shear stress in plane strain condition i= lot(34).

If the condition of stress approaches idealized plane strain

in very thick plate, the initial instability can cause the entire specimen

to fracture apart. The Load displacement record then will look like that

shown in Fig.2.6(c). The fracture surface of such a specimen will consist

of so great a proportion of sguare fracture that the contribution of the

45o slant fracture at the surfaces will not be cletectable.

However, it is observed that many materials do not fail

catastrophically at initial instabitity, instead m*roscopic slow crack

growth occurs first before failure (42'431 
. In these specimens, initial

instability in the form of sguare type fracture is initiated at the notch

root in the central low toughness pl,ane strain region. Ttris sudden
(43 )

initial extension of the crack is often referred to as pop-int=". The

fracture moves forward so that the leading crack front is U or semi-

circular in shape as shown in Fig.2.$(b). The crack front is bounded by

thin plane stress regions at the plate surfaces, which are no longer

negligible in specimens of thicknesses in region B of Fig.2.4. The initial

burst of crack growth is thus arrested by the high energy plane stress

boundary regions. With the occurrence of pop-in, the maximum longitudinal

stress is transferred from the central plane strain region onto the plane

stress regions at the surfaces. Further crack extension takes place at
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the central region, but at higrher load because the plane stress
( 441

regions require increasing load to be deformed Finally' a

maximum load is reached, as shown in Fig.2.6(b), when the shear

strength of the surface plane stress regions is surmounted by the

increase in applied stress due to the decrease in specimen area.

The entire fracture becomes unstable and failure occurs in a l-aminate

fashion: with the central square fracture tunnels in while the

boundary regions lag behind and fail by shear rupture on planes

inclined at 45o to the loading direction forming the so-called shear

tip"(23'45). At the thick end of region B, the fracture surface will

therefore consist of a large proportion of square fracture' and the

proportion of slant fracture decreases until it becomes insignificant
(<lSt tot.t) (46) 

in region C. On the other hand, the proportion of

slant fracture increases as the plate thickness is decreased until Bo

is reached, as shown in Fig.2.4, when tJ:e square fracture just
(4 q)

disappears forming either double (or V-slant''-' ) or single shear

fracture

The thickness effect is stronqly dependent on the size of

the crack tip plastic zone relatir.'e to the thickness of the plate

specimen. This aspect will be discussed later in section 3.7.

2.4 FRACTURE TOUGHNESS - THICKNESS CURVE

The

in Fig.2.4, is
shear 1ips.

dependency of K" upon specimen

redrawn in Fig.2.9 where Br"
thickness' B' as shown

is the thickness of the

Many models have been proposed to establish quantitativeJ-y

a basis for predicting this experimentally observed relationship

between K and B.
c
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A B I

Slant fracttre Mixed mo' e fractrlre square
f:racttrre

B+

FiE,2.9 s Dependence gf K- and f:raeirure 4PPearance. on Speciraen
thickness

Essentialli, f,rom the pri-nei.ple of energy balq,rice, the total critical
fractrrre €.ner!l]1 ,Grr is tlre sun of t*re fraction of engrg'Xr dissipat'ed
ln the strear liXl feunation andl 916 Saaction of enerq1l dissipatedl in
the square, fractulre. l*Iathernatical-ly, Lhat is,,

Ef = ESL * 
"U, 

...!............r.......i...... 2.L7

wher.e E, is the total fracturre energy p€r unit f,racture area, *d EsLr.

E f are the per tihit area ftaeture energy of the shear 1i5r anril f,lat
fraetr.lre, or s,guarer f,racture, respectiveiy. It is noted that by clef,,i-nitLorrr
F _F(44)-B--c

his model, Bluhm(44) made tJle assurptions that

a) the size sf the shear llp, B"o, beyorrd the c:riLical pJ.ate

thi'ekness, Bo, is :independent ef ttre plate tlriekrlessn

bl flat fracture is a surface pher,ronenon while tLre :fsrrrat:lorl

of Shear lip j*s a vollame sensitj.ve lecharrism,.

AssurrBtion (,a) implies that
.I

"sl,=i"o .....2.18

Froln- assumption, (b) , j.t ean be dleducedl that, for unit length,

f
K
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EsL c l" tsfB'"

us" .o # "o'/"

B

El. e tr-rgt

It follows that sirtee Gc= E[

and

;iurd

}B)BO

.... 2.2,4

2 -L9

2,23

n = # kso "n [B,z;o) B1B, < I

oG" = i*r" Bo (8o.,/B) * *r, (r - 
B"-lB-l B/e.z 

L

where *UL ** krU are assriled to be rrraLerlaL eonstatrts rrshleh are evaluated
- exserime.ntan Iy.

FI
For very thicls specinens where G, = GIC, -orlB << I. Equation 2.20

givee

t1 - l' . 2.2Lorc.- ^ff '

tDhe naxirnum G value oocrurs at B = B- as Ehoron i-n FiE.2.9. At this point,-oo
f,rorn equ,atiqn 2.2D' G- is qiven blrc

G = lf-- t- torE3,./7, = J ,,....,..,..i,.ra...'.2.2.2
T*zijLlo

S very si,rnitra:r Fsdetr to Bluhrnt s is postulated bryr Kraf'f,t,

sulti\r.in and Ecryr1e@T). !,{,aking the sarne aesurnptions as befote, ti€ model
(4sl

yaelos

6c=(#) (1 -s)*(p#
ahe,re (dWs,rdAl is ttte work d<rrre :in p:roduci'nE renit area of' square fracture a

(dwpldv) is the plasLic worle densj.tlr dssocj..ated with th;e shear 1ip fo.rma-

Li.err, atrd S is ttre fracti.onal part of the fracturd strrfaee oooullied by the

ehe.ar 1l.ps. It. is observed that erquatlon 2.a3 ean essenti.ally be resotrvecl Go

G" = S?G 
"* 

+ (l - g) GrC - rrirr.....r..'e r... 2.24
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Ilow.everr the arralyeis of, Tete:lnan and MsEviry(30), yieliits

G* = SG; (45'o) +'(t - S)Grc 2.15

where G (45o) i.s the work done in t}c 45o srast frastur€.
c

thg tr,r,eclcing:inr ci*r dep:ression erssoc-iated. witlr shea:r'1ip form-

atiorl tras been demonstratedl by, ttahn eL.alGg'so) to be related Lo the

fractufe,enerEqg of the shear lip. The: relationshiBs are, fo.r 5nr urrit

alrea, R""r Arrd per Urit voJ.Une"pg' slreat 'Ilp fracture energies, respectively,

Rst, =oAlBs'L

{*o -zie/a*L

2.25
Ehd

wh.ers d is trre average flow stre.ss sf
widttr resp€etiv€L.y of, t.}.e :de5rres'siear

th6 rhateriaL, A eind l,

as shown in Fi9.2.10.
ars the area and

Sheor lip de-pression
qreq A (shoded,l

Flig.?.lO: Cross-sectional view of plate slrowing sliear lip
depression,

Frotrl ener.gy balanrce, the teLatr ftacture energy R is, therefore
given by ttre expression(49),

where \ ir tlne, frae: ure ener,gy per uni,t area of t}-e sqfiare f,racture-

Subetitiiting equation 2.26 into equation ?.27, R i.s reduced

to
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It can be noted that although different parameters are used

in tlre analysss, equations 2.20 of Bluhm(44) , 2.23 of Krafft et.al .G7)
and 2 .28 of Hahn et.a1(49) are analogous. Ttre model of Tetelman and

McEviIy is, however, different in that equation 2.25 contains only an

s term instead of an s2 term (cornpare with equation 2.23 for example).
This is critical because the agreement of these theoretical relations
witlt experinrental data appears to rest on the use of the square of the
fraction of shear tip= (48) 

.

Other analyses of the relation between G" and specimen

thickness are given in References (5f-53).

2.5 EFFECT OF TEST AND IVIETAI.LURGTCAI VAMABI,ES

2.5.1- Effect of Temperature and Strain Rate

The functional dependence of plane strain fracture toughness
on stress and strain can be expressed by the equatio. (54)

Grc (r) = f [o"s (r) . ef (T) ] 2 .2s

where e, is the. true strain at fracture and T is the temperature. Like
other materiar properties, temperature has a great influence on the
fracture toughness also. However, unlike the dependence of yield stress
on temperature which is wel-l understood, the temperature effect of KtC

of a high strength material has not heretofore been predictabLe.

Generally in steel_, as temperature increases the yield
strengrt'h level falls and the material exhibits more ductility in the
fracture thus giving an increase in toughness (for example, see References
(55-58) ) - This tenperature effect or Krc is greatest in relatively low
strength structural stee1. For very high-strength steels and non-ferrous
alloys, the variation of toughness with temperature is small(59). This
trend is analogous to the brittle-ductile transition obtained in a

conventional charpy irnpact test. rndeed, due to the difficulties in
testing rather large specimens of 1ow yieJ-d strength high toughness steel,
attempts have been made to relate *r" ao charpy impact energry(60,51) so

that srnarr test speci-mens can be employed to determine the Kr" value.
such empirical relationships have been found between plane strain Kra
and impact Charpy V-notch test resurtr(60).

The transition temperature behaviour, which is observed to be
unaffected by the *rc to K" stress-state transition, is thought to be
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associated with the change in rnicroscopic fracture mechanism

Corten and Shoemrt.r(62) postulated that Krc ,= not only
dependent on temperature, but also the strain rate 6 of the material
through the rate pararneter I Ln A/t, where A is the frequency factor.
For strain rate sensitive, relatively 1or.r strength structural steels,
it is for.rnd that Kr" decreases with decreasing temperature and
j-ncreasing strain rate. Corten and Shoemakerts rate parameter is
however not applicable to high strength steels sinee these materials
are fairly strain rate insensitive. Eftis .ta rr.tt(63) showed that
the fracture touqhness of mild steel varies with strain rate as shown

in Fig.2.11.
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Fig.2.1l: Variation of KrC with loading rate

At. high strain rate (in a dynarnic test, for example), the fracture
toughness of a material using precracked, side-notched, impact charpy
specimen has often been found to be larger than the value obtained from
static roa<ling of the sane type of specimen(54). Hahn et aI.(49)
demonstrated that the fracture toughness of high strength sAE 4340

steel at a crack speed of about 9OO rnrlsec. is almost double that
obtained in a static test.

2.5.2 Effect of Anisotropy

Deformation during processing produces anisotropy which
affects the properties of the material. Fracture toughness tests show

that Kr" values are sensitive to the testpiece orientation in the
parent material- (65-68) . flris effect is partly due to fiJcering generally
found in rolled products and partly to chemical segregation banding in
the material(69). As a result, it is easier for cracks to propagate in
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a directiori parallel to the

designation of the different
suggested by Goode 

(70) 
.

fibre direction. Fig.2.L2 shows tlte

fracture t-oughness specimen orientations

'$''u**

Fig.2.12 : CoJe system for crack orientation in plate

Generally, it is found that L-T orientation gives t}le highe=t KIC value

while the S-L orientation gives the lowest. The difference between

varues depends on the thickness of the material(65'66). Thicker
(6q)

material- shows a larger difference in Kr" values. Zinkham' ' explains

that the greater degree of anisotropy in thicker material is due to the

better alignment of the inclusion stringers and the more elongated grain

structure.

2.5.3 Effect of Impurities

Fracture toughness parameters are very sensitive to the micro-

structures of the materials. The volume fraction, distribution, hardness

and rnorphology of inclusions in a materiaL will affect its value of *rc(71).
('t 2\

Evans et.aI"'' showed that the *r" of high-purity steel of En 24 is about

double tJ:at for the sarne but commercially produced material. This improve-

ment in toughness may be attributed to the reduction in inclusion content

in the purer steel.

Sulphur and phosphorus contents in high levels are proven to have

deleterious effects on the fracture toughness of high strength steels(73'74).

Fig.2.13(a) illustrates the effect of sulphur on the fracture toughness of a

nredium carbon, nickel-chrome molybdenum steel heat treated to a yieJ"d

strength of about 1460 MPa (2I2 Ksi). In steels with pearl-itic micro-
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structures (carbon and silicon contents fall in the range from 0'10 to

0.30t and 0.05 to 0.25t respectively), decrease in carbon or increase

in silicon levef was found to improve the fracture toughness(75).
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Fig.2.13 : Effect of (a) sulphurr(b) silicon on fracture toughness

Using AISI 4340 type ultrahigh strength steel, w"i(68) obtained the effect

of silicon level on fracture toughness to be that shown in Fig'2'13(b)'

fn the latter material, it is believed that the mechanisms to improve

toughness are inhibit"a(68). cottrerl(74) has demonstrated that the

addition of sulphur, phosphorus, arsenic and tin to a pure 2* nickel-

chromium-molybdenum steel reduces the value of its fracture toughness'

Beside the above alloy impurities, interstitial alloy elements """nt?31
carbon, nitrogen and oxygen can produce a deleterious effect On Kr"

While chronr-ium, manganese and vanadium improve S. KtC vaLue, nickel and

nrclybdenum appear to reduce the toughness after a certain tempering temperature
(77) 

.

In the case of aluminium alloys, it is found that the Aluminium

Association 7000 series is superior in toughness than the 2000 series due

to the lower contents of insoluble intermetallic phases(78). Carmen et'al'
(7e)

worKt-ng wrth 7075-T6 alloy showed that reducing the iron and silicon

contents produces remarkable imProvement in Kr" value. For the 7000 series

high strength heat treatable a]loys, it is found that both zinc and

magnesium additions will reduce the fracture toughness value 
(80) 

' Addition

of copper in the yield strength range of 4oo to 500 MPa is believed to

improve toughness. However, silicon addition is undesirable although it

increases the fracture toughness of the TOOO series aluminium alloy' This

is because of the formation of Mg2Si which reduces the yield strength of
ra'r )the material'--
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2.6 SHEAR LIPS

The development of 45o slant fracture or shear lips at the

specirnen srrrfaces in cracking plates of high strength a1loys is a

familiar fractographic phenomenon. rt is suggested (for example'

Reference 82) that shear lips only occur in materials that can undergo

plane stress yielding and in specimens where constraints are such that
plane strain yielding can take place at most in the specimen interior.

Shear lips are observed to occur either on parallel or

perpendicular planes (see fig.2.14) in thick specimens. In thin specimens,

however, they generally appear on parallel planes. This preference may be

due to the asymmetry in the crack tip stress field introduced as a result

of the appearance of a small shear lip on one side of the specimen(83).

The size of the shear lips, 
"a", 

or"* fully deveJ.oped., is constant along

the length of the fracture p"tn (56 
' 84' 85) 

.

SHEAR LIP
(sL ANr ) -

FRACIURE

SOUARE

Shear lips on
parallel planes.

Shear lips on
perpcndicular planes.

Fi9.2.I4: Shear lips on free surfaces of plate

rn addition, it is usuall-y observed although exceptions do occur(86-88),
that Ba" of a fully grown shear l1n^lb:l:nd Bo of Fig.2.4) is independent

of the specimen thickness(24'47'57'89'90).gt a constant thickness, however,

shear lip size increases $rith the increase J-n temper.trrt"(3) and crack

speed{d9). The temperature dependence of the.*o*t(56) of shear 1ip or

the absolute shear tip =i". 
(57) is approximately coincident with the

temperature dependence of the maLerial fracture toughness.

The profile of the slant fracture or shear lip is conventionally

assumed to incline at an angle of 45o to the plane of crack propagation.

It appears that this general shape does not change with the testing
condition (9r) 

. Thi-s is plauslble since the pJ-astic zone size for a slant

fracture has a maximum at 45o 
(92'g3). Trr:deau(94'951 , considering that
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shear lips are actually zero-isocl-inic surfaces characterized by

purely normal displacernents and zero shear, postulated that the shear

lip profile starts at 600 to the plane of the square fracture and

gradually decreases to an angle of 45o, Fracture contours from a

number of crack-notch toughness specimens were found to follow closely
an elastic zero isoclinic even when the fracture was pr"""dt$Olv a few

percent plastic flow. On the other hand, the work of Yusuf

showed that an angle in the range of 50-590 is found for DTD.687 and 7075-

T6 aluminium alloys and 35o for the 68 Al, 4B V titanium alloy. The well
defined profile of the shear lip is thought to have a well defined

mechanical cause e4) , and its simultaneous appearance on both sides of
a plate must be due to the satisfaction of some requirements, for

. (83)example'"'' , the attainment of a critical K. value and the existence of
a plane stress state (although plane stress does not necessarily lead

to shear lip formatiorr(I7), as in berylJ-ium and some titanium alloys).
rndeed, Krafft et al (47 t9'1 ) rngg*"ted that shear lip is the elastic
plastic boundary of the plastic zone at the free surface and hence a

measure of the size of this plastic zone. Mathematically, therefore,
t -K.:shear lip size = r" = fr (UF)' 2.30

The relationship shows that the fracture surface shear lip is a measure

of the first trace of plastic shear reaching the free surface and in
turn the plane sLress plastic zone radius. Equation 2.3O has also been

/oo\
suggested. by Gran et al'-u' . The validity of the above plastic zone/

shear lip size relationshrp has been demonstrated by Mowbray "t.r.(57)
using Ni-Mo-V steels,. Ktctt(36) using 7075-T6 aluminium al1oy data of

r^a\ . (99)Krafftet al. t=" and Holt, Khor and Lar' usr-ng 3,/8t' thick single-
edge-cracked tension specimens of Comsteel 3140. fn a failure analysis
study of a t7.8mm thick plate of D6AC steel, Hertzbern(10O1 showed that
equation 2.30 can be used to estimate the fracture toughness vaLue of a

material. carr et a1(101'r02), have suggested that the shear lip is
formed inside the plastic zone and consequently, the nt.tttlnlone size
can be larger but not smaller than the size of the shear lip t= " . This

is schematically illustrated in f.iq.2.15.

Shear lips are not only associated with metafs, they are a1-so

observed in the fracturing of many organic thermoplastics like poly-

ureLhane polymers (ro3), polycarbonates (82'), porystyrene, vinyl chloride
vinyl acetate copolymers(104) and Ni-Fe base metatlic arast""(tou'106).
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Plast ic Zonc
Format ion

Slant Mired Mode

Fig. 2.15: Relationship between plastic zone and shear lip in
plate specimen.

Even in Lhese materialsr shear lips are

45o to the tensile axis or the plane of

In fatigue cracking of Plate
shear lips are always developed at the

has propagated a certain distance in a
(17'40'107-111) as shown in Fig.2.:16.

sheor mooe

tensile mode

found to incline at an angle of

fracture propagatior, 
(105) 

.

specimens, it is observed that
specimen surfaces after the crack

square or 90 degree fracture mode

acute ang
shear lip

ang
obtuse

Ie shea lip

Fi9.2.16; The transition of a fatigue crack in plate

From considerations of stress distribution, Liu(112) suggested that the

transition from one mode of fracture to another is dependent on the

thicknesS of the specimen tested. Wilhern(113), however, experimentally

demonstrated that the transition in 2C.24-T3 alurninium is independent of

the specimen thickness but dependent only on the stress intensity factor

at transition.

The formation of shear tips has been postulated to occur by

shear rupture on planes that are inclined at 45o to the plane of the

notch(3P). Erongated shear dinples are generally observed on the shear

pranes(r14'r15). open elongated dinples (dimples wit-h the open end of

the parabolas toward the fracture edge) are found exclusively on the

slantl.-f lEt_i stant

angle
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acute angle shear 1ip while cLosed elongated dimples (dimples with the

closed end of the parabolas toward the fracture edge) along the obtuse
(11_6 )angre snear Irp

2.7 STANDARD PI,ANE STRAIN FRACTURE TOUGTINESS ?ESTING

The procedure for standard plane strain fracture toughness

testing is fully discussed in Ref. (11-7) and documented in the nstu(118) and

British (1I9) Standards. The rnin aim is to incorporate the requirements to
be fulfifled to produce plane strain conditions at the crack tip so that a

reproducible value for tJre lower limiting critical fracture toughness of a

metallic material can be obtained. Basically, the procedure involves
testing a notched, fatigue precracked specimen of specified thickness and

geometry under tensile loading or three point bending. The load corresponds

to a 2t increment of crack is established from the loa{,/displacement curve

that is recorded autographically durlng the test. The critical fracture
toughness of the material is then calculated from this load using theoretical
expression analysed for the particular specimen geometry. If the require-
ments with respect to specimen thickness arrd crack length are satisfied, the

test is valid and. the critical fracture toughness is taken as the plane

strain fracture toughness Kr" va1ue.

Many t11pes of specimens described by srawley and Brown 
(2o 

'45) ,
are suitable for fracture toughness testing but only two are recommended in
the stand.rd"(f18'119). These are the three-point bend specimen and the
compact tension specimen as shown in Fig.2.L7(a) and (b) respectively. In
designing the specimen dimensions, it is necessary that a state of plane

strain is established at the crack tip. To ensure this, the specimen must

be thick enough so that the shear lip contribution to the toughness can be

approximately omitted. Secondly, the plastic zone size at the crack tip
must be small compared to the length of the crack, a, so that a single-valued
K parameter can be used to characterise the fracture atcl.itical condition.
Finally, the width of the specimen ligament, W-d, must be large compared to
the plastic zone size so that the crack tip stress field is not influenced
by the free boundary of the specimen. It is ot'rrious that these require-
nents should be a multiple of the plastic zone size which is expressed in
terms of the characteristic dimension (xyg/oys)2. fhe recomrnendation is
that (20 

' 
31)

a, W-a, B >2.5 "(m 2.3L
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wlNieh is slxteen Lirnes the Blane stress pJ-astic zone size irf r"- fitrcra/or*) 
t.

Ai.g.2,t7 3 ASBU s,tandard sBea,i_nre1s,

Under th,€,sle restrictions, KIe values aIe reproductlble tp abOut t tO* 
(40) 

.

It is nec€ssarcy to pro-vide a sharp erae-e at the tip o,f the

sts'r€ss Go.ncentrator in al1 s1re'elmeos' As shsvm in F{'g'2'18 slnce tfie
f,racturre touqrhness decrea'ses wittr ttre noteh root radii until. a liniting
ra&ius is reached 

(120) 
, fatlgue eraeking is general.ly used to strar,trpa the

s-tatter notc*l . To ensure tlrat a shrarp f,atigue erack j"e achleved,r'ttle

maxirnurn stres's i:rtensltlr' duri.ng the final stage of fatigue erapk extension

nus.t not eNe€ed 60 of, the Kr" value subeeguentlY determined..

:l.G

z
=$
/ittoei.,c'|

o
l,
a
6r
tl-

o = O.45 - O.55 W

o=9.45.0.55 W

Fig.2.L8; Effect of root radius on fraoture toughness
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results of May(12r) orThis requirement may be appreciated from the
Brown and, srawl-er(lzz1 as shown in Fig.2.Lg.

l8 Ni 100 grade maraging slegl

0,20 inch sheet; age 900' F, 6 hr
oy5 . E3 ksi

l0
K1, ksi.

-*i 0. ll 1*
TT_T_A]| | l-\irl arolul 

-ii-onIl -\P-l

Fig.2.t9 3 Effect of fatigue cracking stress intensity on
fracture touqhness (L22) '

The experimental procedure is to record autographically the
l-oad on the test specimen and the displacement across the opposite faces
of the stress eoncentrator. The latter is rnonitored with a double-
cantilever beam clip gauge to be described. in section 5.5.I. The fracture
toughness vaLue is evaluated at a 1oad, pnr corresponding to a 2t
increment in crack extension. This is graphicalry determined by a

specified deviation from linearity on the load versus displacement record
( 118, 123 ) The calculated fracture toughness val-ue is considered as

is the maximum load sustained by
max
the specimen dimension requirements

valid K-^ if the ratio P /P^ where Pru max' g
the specimenris less than 1.10, and if
describe! above 4re satisfied.

Although the ASTM standard requirements for plane strain fracture
toughness testing are generally applicable to most materials, there are cases
in which they are bel-ieved to be inadequate. In a recent study of the effect
of specimen size on plane strain fracture toughness of 22L9-T851 aLuminium
alloy, Kaufman and Nelson(124) found that in order to obtain size independent
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K,- results, it is nesessary to inerease t|e crack Leng,t*r linit to
v.

a>5(Ky6/oys'12 erren w,ithin the gene-.ral p,il.ane straful region,. Tlii.s has
tbe ef,fect of lreeplng Se net-sectLon stress below two-thl.rds of the
yield stress. on the e,ffeet of specime-n size using Ti-6i{1-4v7 Mraz. - (12s)et.al- csncLtided that the AS.T!| recomaendation fof speeinerl thi.eft-
nes-s cannot avoid thi'ckness dependent K^ values and that p-__-/p

v - rf,rxr. g
<LJ' O requi.reure'nt f,or v,alid Lest is unable to excludle the effect of
t-hickness. 'Ttre i-ncilusion of t-l,le p /.F- ratio to re,striot thenElx Icontriblrtiorr of sracJr tip plasttcity to tbe di.s;lacegrent at tlp neasure-
merrt poi.nt P," is there€ore questionabre(126t. sgreerrnen size ilependentv
K.,, valuesr even when ASTM size requirement. was satisfied, were alsov (9d ,L27,Lzglolbta.ined by ottrear laveStigatrers
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CRACK TIP PI-ASTIC ZONE
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,EHAtrTgR= 3,

qBp.s. rr.P PrJASary EqNP

3.1, CRACK TJjP FfRESS FrELD

rn f,raeture meeheimies.- the interrest lrles in the elastlc state

ei.t the vicinity of ttrc 'craets tip.. he f'undaneirtal prtnciple is that
the stness fielcl ahead of a shar;r crack ean be characterised by three

quantitie", KI, KII -d RI* eaqn- associated with a lscal @cl-e of,

deforlnatioR as s,hown in Fi,g.?'S. Tlre quantities ate known as the stresg

-i,ntenslty faot'qrs vrhieh are .a neaEur€ of, the stre.ss 'singulanit! at the

crack tlp, The Bresent diseussisn deal-s only with the o.lrcning node,

Mode I which is asso,eiated with local displacement j.n which the crack
sur-f,ac,es msve directll aBart.

- Th€ stress fields i.n ttre vicinity of the erack tip srubjected to
ttlode I d,efo:rmaL-iou (aefer to Appendix A f,or derl.v,atioa) jare given bf
17 ,r2,tr3,1A)

o*= 5L cos ? [l-sar,$ *t"f ]xffi

,a-..= + ccis I [r+sin$ "tnf]...pa.r!..g.1YrM

r=&singcosgcosP:(Yrffizrz

o = v(o+o)zxy

T = T =Q*z yE

wtrere thc coorrdinatses r and 0 aaa the stress components are sherrn in Ftg.3.l,
srtd 1, is thp Peisson's natto of the material. Squatio:rs 3.1 are w,ritten for
the easre of F1ane straiq condit.ions, that i.g, qs = \J(gx+oy), but can be

applied to the pLane stress s'ituation by talsi-rrg g, = o. xt i-s noted that
tl.re eqqetions lhanls been deri,.vedl hy ornl.tbing, ttre higher-order tesLB in r.
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EAOING EDGE
OF THE CRACK

Fig.3.l.: Coordinate system and stress components ahead sf 3 crack tip.

As such' they are exact in the l-irnit as r approaches zero but are only
a good approximation in region lrhere r is smalL compared to the x - y
planar dimensions of the specimen such as crack length. The equations
also show that the magnitude of the elastic stress fietd can be described
by the stress intensity factor, Kr, which is independent of the coordinates
r and 0. From dimensional analysisr K, must be linearly related to the
magnitude of the apptied stress and the square root of a characteristic
length, the crack size. Accordingly, Kr reflects the redistribution of the
stress in a body as a resurt of the introduction of a crack.

3.2 CRACKjTP PJ,ASSTC ZONE

Equations 3.1 indicate that the elastic stress in the vicinity of
a crack where a stress singurarity exists, can be very large at3((3. The
stress at the crack tip is higher than the overall applied stress and at a

sharp crack, localised plastic deformation occurs when the appropriate
yield criterion is satisfied even at very small applied stress Level-s.
Hence a stress singularity cannot exist and a plastically deformed region
is created in front of the crack tip. This plastic region is generarly
known as the crack tip plastic zone. rf the plastic zone is small. enough
relative to the el-astically stressed region around it, the elastic stress
singularity described by eguations 3.1 will still be a good approxirnation
to the stress fiel-d. This condition is readily satisfied if the plastic
zone size is small compared to the length of the crack and to the distance
to the next nearest boundary of the specimen. ftre size and shape of the
plastic zone depend on the mode of deformation that acts on the crack and
the yield criterion (Tresca or Von Mises) that is applicabre. A rough
estimate of the plastic zone size is sinrply to treat the problem as one of
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Plane stress alird to assume that the,plastie zone w"ould cove:r the area
where the ef,astic solution, gives gtfesses greater than tbe tensLl_e
yield stress, oy=r of the n_aterial.

The stre,ss q -d,istributJ.on in the, vicinity of a craelt tip
is showh in rig.3.2. untiL a distanc* ty, ttre stress is g:reater thar-r
the yierd str€.ss or" ou lhe mate*iaL. Etie s.i.a.e of the pJ-asti,e aone is
thus, to a first approximation, that of distance r,r which e.arl be
deter:nined by substituting oy" irto equations r.1 ior ou and g = o.

Fig.3.2 !

The:refotre,

---+-"-J

g=
Ys,

Strgss distrj.bution at crack tlp and firs.t eetination
of plastic zone gize.

K

ffi
Y

,K ,2t= t- irrrr.t..,
lJ ys,

wi.thin tn-e plagtic zoaer, t-he maximum te,osile gt:ress is reduced
from the elastic value shojia hy the curva g* = K/t@, to the tensile
yierd stress o", ot the material,. accordinlJ-y, in o.rder to take uI! the
load that, is c-arried by the el,ast{e ma.terial in the region s<r<ry (the
shaded area), the pJ.astic uone ,must extend to a distanee gre.ater than rr.

A seeond approsimation of the plasti,c zone size can be obtained
by evaluirting the t'ota1 area under the curve oy = Ktffi between E = o

-1?:-y 21r
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andr=r - ftcanbe
v

the shaded area must be

extends in front of the
shown in Fig.3.3,

shown that this
O r . Henceysy
crack tip to a

r =2r
P

I
=y?I

"p -l

Fig.3.3 : Secorrrd estimation of plastic zone size.

rt was postulatea ly rrrin (2) 
that the occurrence of the

plastic zone causes the plate to behave as if it contained a crack of
slightly larger in size. The effective half crack size is then equal to
a + r , the phvsicaL crack size plus a correction term t .t . Thisv
supplemental term is known as rrwin's plastic zone correction term for
matching an equivalent erastic crack to an elastic-plastic crack (129).

rf the prastic zone correction is applied to the stress intensity factor,
K would be given by

x = o--fr-6TT)y-y

Ki/-- \'to t ' J'J
ys

is equal to 26--_r --i consequently,ysy
the plastic zone effectively
distance approximately 21--. As.v

3.4

The use of eguation 3.4 involves an iteration procedure. But
this can be avoided by taking K = o/xra to estimaa" r, and then evaluating
the corrected value of K from equation 3.4. plastic zone correction is
not necessary in situation where linear elastic fractupe mechanics is
applicable since the plastic zone size is negligible compared to the crack
size' However, when plastic zone size is large which happens when the net
section stress exceeds about o.rorr (15), 

the application of a plastic zone
correction becomes somewhat redundant due to the limited accuracy of the
expression for the stress intensity factor. rn practice, therefore, the
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plasti.e zone eor,rection tejtur is not oftsen r.rsed.,

3.3. P!{ASTIC ECINE s.IZE PRED,IC.TTCIN

3.3.1 Du{rgaie godel

A mqre preeise apSrroao-h f,or d.etermining the s,ize of, tbe
ptrastie zone: for a sharp tensile craek lrnder ptrane stress eqndit,ion
in a non-strai.n-hardening m'ate:rial is given b1r Dugdale(l3O). Like
rfiitin (Iag) 

, Dugdale oonsiderea aq effeetive cracJr of length lertger
than the actual physieal crack as strown in Fi9.3.4.

Flg.3.4: SpreaA of plasticity fron a cracks Dugdalers rnodel.

The Blastlcitii spreads from the tip of the crack, to a f,urt:her'd"is'taDce P.

The reglon p is hcnrever not a erack be'cause it has been elssed up by an

Lnternal benei'le stress. S,ince :i.nterne.Lty applied fotrces a:re in static
equilibriurn, this intehal tensile stress rnuEt be egual ao o"= because the

tensile s,treqg existing in tha Blastic a,one is U . The slze of the reEion

p is so otrosen that the s:tre,s,s's.lagnrlanity disappears' that isn K = O. To

acquire this, ttre stress intensity Ko due to the ruiiform applied stl€s,g O

must compensate the ,stress intensity K; due to tlre wedge fo:rces or",
Mat}enatically, then

K = K .-d!.sP
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The stress in,tenslty due to the wedge forces Ka 
;e:tur be e<rrq:uted

using Grreenls fql1ction(1$)', and the result i, f,t17r,r, "",

with lJestergaard streEs funetions, 'Burdektn and stone E3r)

'showed that tt-te frisplaeernent a,t tbe enack tiB in the y-4i1.ectJ,onr,
denoted by 6 is given by

aO
6 = # # e.0n [see L[ $ ]l !rr............,. 3.g

y,s

wherr,e E is the vounqls !(odu1us. 6 ls Eenerally. krrov@ as tbe Crack,
o'peaing Di.qpiLacement which will be diseus,sed in ehapter 4.

Equation 3.7 ean be s:i"u- lified by neElecting tbe,bigtrer-order
terure in the e::qlarosios of the rigtt-h.and_side Lo give

*n = 2o"s i+ "o= 
-1 tftl ,.... 3.6

.Fr,orn equation 3.5r Futting Ko = 6iyffi-p1 a p ean be erraluate-d.

., - T ,L-tzr' 
? 

tOUa' 
..rr.r.r...rr....-.-......r.r..t.t.. 3.9'

Eguation 3.9 contrnres rilell with equatl_on 3.3 in which
r-=l.tK ,2 -o ^L^--rrL1p - iltE_J It should b6 noted, that, at !riEhorlo_--, equation 3.6 glves

ys
a better estimatisn of the p,reetis zone size thtrn equatlon ,8.9.

A very simllar anatrysis to Dugdalers is al.so given by Barenblatt
(132 ) An altennative mettrod by Eiiby, Cottrell and SwLn-elen whicb yields
similar results is described in the foLlowLng section.
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3. 3. ? _BEFB,. 3_:- qo..FTnqLrL -:,swrHpEg ll0pEr:,

Fig.- 3'5 strqwe, an i-nfirLj.te isotrot>ic elastic body of shear

nodulus il. subject to a uniforrn applied shear 6t:iess O = q a.t ilrfinity.y2

+ve @orr- e A
t

@

Il
@a

eo 'C)@ @ @------+ x

-ve o ooo
l,lrode tII defor:.mation

Fig.3"5 r- Representatl,on of plasti€ zone by 4fralrs o.f dl,slocatl,.ons

The plasti.c aixl€, p, and ttre crack of J,engtt,2a., ar€ re.E,l3€sen-ted as

arrays of, long straJ-ght seren disl.ocations lying palra.llel- to tJre z a:rie
in the xa p)"ane. The dislocations are epaced olosellz at tbe tip of the
crack but w,idel1t as ttre Biastic-eXastie inte:r boe [s tEached ss as t'o
aeoomtnodate fhe displaeernr=,frt graelient. The reSistaDse to rnotion itr the
y.ie14 region B is taken as t .

v

Fro-n the tbeory of distrributions of disloeatJ.ons, it is
possible to fonnulate a singular integral equation which expresses that
whel the ,slrsten is i-n equ,ili5rl-unrr, the resultant shear stress qil. an1r dis-
locati:oir in the distribution is E,e,ro. tstre size: of region- p evaluated
frout euch an equation can be showri 

(133r) to be

a +p

aud the relative dis.placement a.t the c:rack tl-B in tbe y Ctirection is

ct.1
-) J .............. 3.11
I
Y

cos t+ |r
v

6 = 4Trr- 
Tnt

(+a &n [sec.



Equatione 3.I0 and

ancl 3,.8 respeotivelY,, and in
case is consid€redn equation

3.11 are identieal to
fact, if, pl,arre stre-ss

3,11 can be' rewriLtetr
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eguatrons J. /

Irlede I tenslon

a:l

3Lg a f,n [sec $ )l

v*rj.ch is Lhe s,arac as equation 3-8,.

3.1 Pr4.s.plq zgNE-.srzF UNDER PqINE s-TnAIll cgNDJTXoN

&ring to the fact that the effective yield stresE of " notr-

strain hardening inaterial in plqne strain is lang.er thau that :i,n plane

stre5sre the pLasti,c aone size i,n F1arre stress is rather different frcrm

bhat in lrlane strain. The rnaximum effeetive stress in the P1ane strain
plastic zore can be as mucta as three times the nsrnlnal yield stress 

(L5) 
,

w,here6s at the tLp of the c::aek where-a state of 5flane stre'ss exiets,

the, sLress i-s t,irnited to the yield stress o"". Fig'3.'6 shows the strcss

distributilon under plane stress and plane strain conditio'ns"

Plarre stralri

ri.g..3.5,3 Stress dlistribu?ion in (a) plane stressr(b) plane strain
eonditions

o
oy5"8o=;-

fhe stress increase-s rapidly with increasing distsanee

crack tip t.d a naxi:runn value tt 3o-.^ 
(15) in the Ffaneys

From equation 3.2, the plastlc zone size under plane

tlrras be eOmltuted as

fr.oru d at theys
strain condition.

str.ain state .can

r-
v

I
2rl

(#i'
ItE

r- r-x-r 3.12ffi''a-'ys
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Actua11y, sinee a stress perpendicular to a free surface is not
posaible, plane strain condition does not exist at the specimen surfaces.
The plastic constraint factor which is the ratio of the maximum stress to
the yield stress, or mathematically,

plastic constraint factor = 6^a*/6ys , 3.I3

will have an average value of less than 3. Plastic constraint factors are

experimentally found to be between 1.5 to 2(L34). McClintock and t*rir,(1),
from empirical considerations suggested that the plane strain plastic zone

size be smaller than the plane stress case given in equation 3.2 by about

one third. For numerical simplicity, rt*ir(I) used a plastic constraint
factor of Ql3/2 which reduces equat.ion 3.2 to

ry=# , K.2 I(o l= dys
(oE )'

ys 3. t4

Equation 3.14 is generally taJcen

correction factor.
as the plane strain plastic zone

3.5 SHAPE OF THE PI"ASTIC ZONE

The shape and size of the crack tip plastic zone depend on the
plastic flow properties of the material (2o) 

, the specimen size, boundary

conditions and the state of stress whether plane stress or plane strain.
In the previous sections, only the extent of the plastic zone along the x

axis was discussed. The shape of the plastic zone is complex and

difficult to determirr"(135'136) although a first impression of its shape

can be gotten if the yield condition for all values of 0 in eguations',j3.1

is considered. rhis involves the choice of an appropriate yield criterion
which generally is either,the Tresca yield criterion or the Von Mises yield

criterion. The two criteria yield different shape and size of plastic zone.

The extent of the plastic zone as a function of O using the Tresca

yield criterion can be shown as:

1 , K.z r= Tl 16----:, Lcos
'ys

r (0)
P

0
2$tt*For plane stress; Sin



3B:.

br plane strain: the tra:rEer of

r (CI}
p

t (O)
p

= h,,#"2 o'", u$ tt - 2v + slo $lz
Itg

and

= L rArz21r'o '
]'s

For plane str,ess, 
"ofof 

= frfff , [r * ] ri" 
2O + cos 0] 3.r6(a)

-ys

br plarne sr:raini, rp (e) - hr#!, lt sir' ,o * tl, - z\r)t(r * cos 0J]
ys

On the other handr wrrth yr6p Mises y.t_eld ,crl, ,erlon,

ii.l_5 (b)

The' boundary o-f the plastic zone preilieteel ilr equations 3.15 is
deSr.rctedt ln Ftg.3.? urtrere the axes ar,e expressed in no:r*-djlrensioElal para-

,rI Kmeter xo/Lf ("-) ] .-ys

Fig.3.7 I Pl-asLic zone shape acaording to (a) Von Miees,
(b) T:resca yield criteria.
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rt is observed that the Tresca yield zones are larger than the \bn Mises
yield zones- The difference between the plane strain and plane stress
loci of the plastic zone is not due Lo the stress components in the plane,
but to the existence or non-existence of the transverse constraint.

rn the case of a thick plate specimen, since stresses perpendicular
to the outer surfaces are not possible, plane stress stress state always
exists at the surface while plane strain stress state operates in the
interior. Therefore, at the surface

6"= 03 = o 3.L7

where o3 is the third principal stress always acting perpendicular to tl.e
plate: o" = 03. The stress 03 increases gradually from,zero at the surface
to the plane strain value at the interior. Accordingly, the plastic zone
size decreases frorn its plane stress value at the surface to a smaLler plane
strain vaLue at the plate interior. A three-dimensional impression of the
plastic zone at the tip of a through-the-thickness -{ode r crack based on von
4ises yield criterion is shown in Fig.3.g(20).

Three-dimensional
yield criterion.

rnid-section

surface

Fig.3.8: plastic zone according to Von Mises
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The plastic zone at the specimen surfaces extends further than it does

at the interior where the surface influence is small. The surface
influence extends into the thickness of the specimen for a distance
that is proportional to the characteristic dimension (x'/o -)2 

(16).
ys

The size and shape of the crack tip plastic zone il-lustrated
in Figs-3.7 and 3.8 are, however, onJ-y approximate since the same

error was made, as in deriving equation 3.2: by lirniting tJre stress to
the yield stress of the material and allotting tJ:e extra load to the
elastic material outside the supposed boundary of the plastic zone.

Correction to such an error involves great complexity. The problem has

attracted large number of experimentalists and theoreticians like Hahn

and Rosenfiercl(137'L38) , I-trderwood and Kendau(139) , stimpson and Eaton(140)

Liu(1f2) , Jacobs 
(141) 

, prandtl (f42), Hult and Mccrintok(143) , Mccrintok
(r44'145), Allen and southr"tt(146), Hilr(r47), Green(f48), Bilby and

swinden(149), Rice and Rosengren(150) and ruba (151). rn general, the
crack tip plastic zone size can be expressed in the form

r, (o) = aG,/o"=) 2

r"(r/2) = BK/or")' 3. 18

along the x and y direction respectively. The values of the coefficients
A and B under plane strain stress state conditions, for small scale
yielding are briefly summarized in Tab1e 3.1 after Reference (152). Itrder
plane stress conditions, the maximum plastic zone size, r'.,n.* and that
along the x direction, r_- (o) are given in Table 3.2 after Ref (I55).

v

fn Table 3.2, all the yield criteria suggest that the

maximum extent of the plastic zone always inclined at an angle Q

of about ooo to the crack prane as shown in Fig.3.9. ttb"(151),
. . (163) /1s4)

Rice et.al' and Levy et.al'-- -' all obtained an angle of about

7Oo in their analyses. However, fron stress analysis, since maximum

shear stress occurs at O = + 9Oo and the maximum octahedral sLress
.)at + 70-, the plastic zone is expected to incline at an angle of +

70 to 9oo to the crack plane(48). using etching technique, Hahn and

Rosenfield(138) demonstrated ttrat the maximum extent of the Plastic
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zone ecCuts at Q = 65 + go w,hich agrees well wit-h ttre resulAs of, I\rlsa

alld L,e\rj' et.al. but differs considerably fron Rice an(l Rssengrenrs

nodlel(lS0' as shonrn in Fig,3,lo r*here 0 = 1ooo.

l{urcHlFtSoN

o.t o-2 0.3
xt=fs

PLAN€ 5rBE95 (MOO[ 0

Fig.3.fu lclore accurate pleme stres,s plastic zone shape

A?4 ,B=O.OO73}

( A=OZO, B=O.OO9B|

( ltl:-slroin hordening
exponent)

J

o.4

r,::($}
I wnen,5_-.

(151)
Fig,3.l0 : Ptrastic zoae shape aceerding to Riee and RoEengren'- .
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Further, Hahn and Rosenfield(r38) showed that in comparison with

etching data, the furthest extent of the plastic zone was quite well

estimated by Birby and swinden(149), Rice and Rosengren(150) and ruba
(lsI) . However, current theoretical analyses seem unable to obtain

a satisfactory value for r"(o).

' Recent analyses 
(164) 

have shown that the non-singurar

stress term in the stress field at the crack tip acting parallel to

the crack plane affects tJle size of plane strain ptastic zone. Taking

into account the effect of this T-stress term, the r ,., -- in plane strain
conditions for compact tension specimens has been t.frf (165'tu6)ao u"

o.15(K,/o )2 which compares favourably with the results of other-ys
investigators as shown in Table 3.1. The angle Q of 81o is however

slightly different.

The size and shape of the plastic zone are affected by the

stress state. On the other hand, the plastic zone influences the state

of stress. I'Jtren the plastic zone is large in relation to the

thickness of a plate specimen, yielding can freely take place in the

through-thickness direction and thickness reduction or necking occurs

during fracture. When the ptastic zone size is small, because of the

constraint of the surrounding elastic material, yielding in the through-

thickness direction cannot take place. The result is that the plate may

crack, in the former case with plane stress or slant-type fracture while

in the latter, with plane strain or square-type fracture. A convenient

method to measure the tendency for plane stress or plane strain fracture

is by comparing the size of the plane stress plastic zone with the thick-
ness of the specimen. The origirr"l irrd"*(2) was a non-dimensional ratio
defined as

F = |txlo"=l' 3.19

where B is the thickness of the

another index 0 where a =*.p

stress fracture initiates under

r >.2,*(2'167), that is,
v

specimen. rt*in(22) however prefers

In general, the simple ruLe is that plane

plane stress deformation when at fracture

I ,2 -=-tK/o ) )ZB .3.2Oyfiys



orF >2T. flahn and Ros,enfier,u(59't'eg) hor,rrever shorded

ttrat the plane stral_n plastl.c zo4e size, equal to B/4,
estlnnate sf tbe beglnnlng of a siglrifieerrt shift away

rt is noted that equaLion 3.18 osntains the uniaxial yield
stress, o---, of tlie material-; it rnight theref.ore be expectecl ttrat they8-
siae and shape of ttre craek t.ip ptrastic zone weuld be affec ed by
Etrain h,ardening Broperties of, t$e rnaterLal. the infiuence of, stra,in
hardeninq is sebematicar.l.y Srirc;trrireii in rigs,,3.1o(150') anrdl 3.LL(168).
$orrp eNamnles o.f such inf,luence are- given by G€rbenieh (169} in rig,3.r2.

Fig.3.11: pffect of strain-hardenf,ng errponent on ptrastic

#-
'Ftono sfr€ill

Fi.9.3.12 r Exanples of plastic zone wlth different valueg of n.

Erh-i.s obEervatlon ,i.g confirrned by undenrrood et.al(170) usinE I,oJ-g s,teer,
70-30 b,rass, 606L-T6 al-unrirriun and 90t-I0 brag,s (n = 0rr0.01e 0.04 aad
O.16 :respectiv.ely.) .
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3.6 EFF'ECT OF PLASTTC ZONE

The state of stress at the tip of a through-the-thickness
crack is largely influenced by the thickness of tJle plate. To obtain
the plane strain fracture toughness *rc of a materiar, the effect of
plastic zone deformation must be maintained small with respect to the
thickness of the specimen. Since plastic zone size is proportional to
k/o-,-)z, it can be observed that a thicker prate is required of ays
rnaterial with low yield stress and high toughness than a material with
high yield stress and 1ow toughness. rn tJle case of steel-, the decrease
in yield stress is generally found to be accompanied by t].e increase in
toughness when the steel is tempered at progressively higher tempering
temperature- Therefore, for fracture toughness testing of steel, lar9er
specimen thickness is needed at hi.gher tempering temperature.

It was described in section 2.3 that for a given rnaterial at a
given temperature and testing speecl, the fracture toughness is found to
vary with the thickness of the specimen as shown in Fig.,2.4. rhe fracture
mode change, from plane stress to plane strain can be ascribed to the
growth of the plastic zone at the leading edge of the crack (I5rI9 ,22,122).
when the thickness of the plate is large, the size of the plastic zone is
small with respect to the plate thickness and yielding in the thickness.
direction cannot operate easily clue to the constraint by the surrounding
elastic material. Consequently, the strain in the thickness direction is
zero' resulting in a stress state of plane strain. Triaxial stress system
dominates most part of the thickness, and thus the prate fails at a

relatively lower stress. In the case of thin sheet, plastic zone is large
compared to the plate thickness. The stress in the thickness direcLion
tends to zero and so a biaxial or prane stress stress state occurs(31135).
The higher strain in such a specimen assists it to fail at increasingly
higher external stress. When the thickness is increased to an optimum
thickness, the toughness reaches its highest level as illustrated in Fig.2.4.

At intermediate thickness range, the plastic zone at the crack tip
is neither, in relation to the plate thickness, large enough that a plane
stress state can exist in the entire plate thickness, nor small enough that
it can be neglected so that plane strain is assumed dominant. rnstead the
thickness is such that the plane stress region which exists near the plate
surface and the central plane strain region are of compar:hle size. rt is
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due to this eornbination of iliffe:rent stress s.trrstems that t]-e 6rlate falls
at 'an intermediate st:resE leve1.. As tbe proportion of plane stress to
pla'ne straLn region decreaseg with the increase in specirnen ttlickgess,
failure stress gradualJ-y decreases until . ii*itiog value is reaehed at
Ktc oE Grc'

At the otrrtimum thicknessr Eo in F1E.2.4, where tJae value of, K-
is maxirntrm, the size of the plastle 2one on the specimen surfacs io trr"op = {A
direction is equar to harf the speci.nen thiekness 

(112) 
. under ttris

circunstanoe, tlie trpo trllanes bottr inclined at 4so to the speeinen
surfaee as well as ttre ioaeling dir-ection are able to cirt through the
specinen within the pJ.astic zoae, forming either a fillL slant or V-sl-ant
f,r:acture' using equatioil 3.2, f,or exarnr)le, Eo can be e:sti$ated to be(30'69)

,"o = #(u, sloy":t,
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CHAPTER 4

YIELDING FRACTURE MECHANTCS

4.1 TNTRODUCTION

The use of stress-intensity factors in elastic situations is
justified when non-Iinear effects such as yielding are on a sufficiently
sma1l scale such that the elastic stresses at the vicinity of the crack
tip are only slightly affected. This is usually the case when fracture
occurs at a stress appreciably below the yield stress of the material and
r:nder the conditions of plane strain where t]e size of the plastic yield
zone is small in conqrarison to the characteristic dimension of the crack.
Under such circumstances, linear elastic fracture mechanics is useful arrd
K1a Provides a reasonable description of the crack tip stress field.
However, when yielding beconres extensive, the size of the plastic zone
will no longer be small compared to the size of the crack. consequently,
a stress intensity factor corrected for plasticity effect does not provide
Ern accurate faiLure prediction.

ft has been generally considered that the plastic zone size will
become sigrnificant if the net section stress is equal to the yield stress
of the material- But in practice', it has been suggested t]lat the accuracy
of Krc is acceptable only when the average net section stress at instability
does not exceed 8oE of the 0.2t offset tensile yield stress(171-175).
Recent evidence on the other hand shor,us that the net section stress should be
less than two-thirds or 66t of the yield stress(L24'L76'I77)gor linear elastic
fracture mechanics to apply.

Many atternpts to characterize fracture in the presence of large
scare yielding have been proposed. Notat,le amongst these are the techniques
based on the J-contour integral by Rice(157,178), the crack tip opening
displacement criterion proposed by we[s (179,180) 

, and the semi-empirical
equivalent-energy concept of witt(181'182). They are briefly descrirced in
the following sections- other less comrnon techniques are the nodification
of the Dugdare model of strip yierding by Hea1d, spink and worthington(183),
the curve fitting technique of cherl and I'tilne (184) 

, both the semi-empiricaL
nethod(185) and pseudo-elastic load/displacement curve fitt.ing method-(186)
by cherr, the generalized theory of fracture mechanics by Andrews(r87,188),
the non-linear energy method by Liebowit"(189r190) and other experimentar
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methods involving the nreasurenrent of lateral notch root or crack tip
contraction, angle of bend and stretch zone widLh.

4.2 CRACK TIP OPENI}G DISPLACEUENT

4-2.I Concept of Crack Tip Opening Displacement

fn section 3.2, iX was observed that, in order to correct
for plasticity occurring at tJle tip of a crack, the real physical
crack was replaced by a slightly longer crack by adding on fntinrs
plastic zone correction term. With the analysis due to Westergaata(I2|

it is possible to evaluate the displacement within the elastic crack

in the direction of applied stress. Thence, the opening separation of
tlte surfaces of the equivalent elastic crack at the point corresponding

to the tip of the real crack can be obtained. This opening separation
which is contained by the crack tip plastic zone, is known as the crack

opening displacernent or in abbreviation, C.O.D. It is believed that the

crack opening displacement can be used as a measure of the work done in
extendi"ng the crack even in situation where the amount of plastic flow
at the vicinity of the cracl< is considerable 

(I79) 
.

Based on the
Burdekin and stone 

(131)

of C.O.D., 6, as shown

analyses of westerg."ta(12) andMuskhelish.rili (18),

showed that -for plane stress condition, the value

in Fi9.4.1, is given by (equation 3.8)

6:8 k afiE 4.1q 3 )lys

remole uniform applied stress, orriltttttttf
I. prastrc
I real crack 2a r zone

Ln fsec
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weLls(lgL) confirrnpd egrietion 4.I by using finite e1erpnt
aria$sl.s. Hahn arrd Bosenrteta(32), Bilby, cottrelL, srrrit& arrct swinden
lL92l and cottrell(r93) also suggested a similar relationstuigr.

Series expansicn of, equaUicrr 4.1 gives

$=

ldtteu {.Olo*)
yield, and equatiorr 4.2

I ,fict
12'20 ys

t,
8 or= | :..Tts
rr .-" 1 z (la

Lvs
)a + )r . r... 4.2

is small , fracture occrus well before genetral

can be rewritt-en as

d-

Using equation z.LAt equa.tioq 4-.2 can be fqftlrer r€drased to

alf g-
Es-ys

G:o 6
x/s

It ean be s-e.en, ttrezafore, at
value of, 6 is reLated to the val_ue o,f 6
fr,asLsre 4shanies, A ,c,rd.tierrL d value
oecurs at critical G or K val-ue.

'Itreoreliodly, equation 4.4 is wrly
csn&itions. Uhder Blane strain stress state,
e>rpreseed as

low agrplied stres€ ttrat tlre
or K in tlre, Linear elastio
Ls to be exlrected if fractenre

applicable to plane strea,c

the relationship can be

G :,lo 6ys

where I takes into accorrnt the donstraint irposecl by tbe Ellane strain
loadi.ag.

Many val-ircs of L have beren reported. trnor a n'on,-straln hard-
enilgrrnaterial, Rice(l7€) evatruated that,l. = J,.48 whil--e ltic€,aad Jo-hr,lson
(1941 

, L.27,Lew et.a1t154)n and rlayes and rurnet(r95)o"apeetirre1y gave
the value 2.r4 and 2. on the otlrer bagd, rtror*rt-sn{196'), gooke(Ig?) anl
Patry aqd !,til1s(x98) experimentarry strowed that |e1. Ey infiJ-trating
silicqn rubber a,! the rnidsrection of prerrracked tLrree-point ben-d speelnens

ar-til measuring the rubber eas:t'ing for e ,o.D., bb-i:lso-n anGl Tetellaan(199'2oo)
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evaluated that the value of tr for material with work hardening

exponents ranging from 0.033 to 0.2 to be equal to r:nity. Finite
element analysis by sumpter et al(201) suggested a value of I.155.

While the value of tr is dependent on the location in which 6 is
measured, a value of 2 or 2.2 has been adopted by Green and Knott QO2) 

-

This val-ue is arso suggested by recent finite element anarysis(195'2o3)-

Parallel to fracture toughness K value, the c.O.D. of a given

material is influenced by temperature, test piece geometry, triaxiality
of stress and strain rate.

4.2.2 CRACK TIP OPENING DISPLACEMENT TESTING

In practice, C.O.D. testing involves mainly measuring a value

of 6 at the tip of a sharp crack usually in tough rnaterial where fracture

occurs after general yielding. In early attempts, paddle type of C-O.D.

meter (13r) 
was extensively ,r""d(204 '2o5). This has been found to require

complex instrumentation and the results are unreliable 
(206). Later

deveropment made use of double-notched specimens 
(2o7) 

and notch root
contraction(2oB) whi-ch are werr documented by Burd"t irr(2o9).

The most recent recommended procedure for c.o.D' testing(210) is
that established by Nichols et a]. 

(206). This method makes use of single
notched bend specirnen in three point bending. The surface crack opening

displacernent, Vg, which is nreasured with a double cantilever beam clip
gaugeris converted to the crad< tip opening displacement using the

relation

A= - 
lg

\J- 4.6

where, as shown in Fig.4.2, z is the thickness of the knife edge andr
is the rotational- factor relating V, to 6. Consider the plastic deforma-

tion associated with the bending, because the whole ligarnent is above

yielil, it may be treated as a plastic hinge with the centre of rotation
at a distance r(w - a) from the tip of the crack. This rotational factor
has to be experimentally evaluated. Various values of f have been for:nd
(206,211-213)' but for a 25rnm thickness compact tension specimen and a

varue of Vg greater than approximately 50 x 15'2rnm, it is shown QIA '2L5' in
Fi9.4.3thatr=O.4.
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trW-atl

eos 0re I ior
srnoil.l S vclucs

Fiq.4.2: Rel.ation between cracl(

C J'J

!5
5 s'l
<f

\
io.

- 0''!

6s+

?5mni 0fi5

ctlF GAUGE 0l5PLACqMEilT, Vg-mm

Fig.4.3: Va.riation of rotational factot wittr tqtf,e-edge

An alternative method for converting Vg ".11: to 6 j-s based

tteqaretical a5r-5rr.oach. lltre :required equation-s are (210) 
,

f,or Vg, ) 2ysy-w (L-vz'li/e, and

o = ffi lu'2n/awr*w(L-v2ll

f,or vr'q < 2yo___w(I-uz) ,/EJys
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where y = v'n1o -^W(1-v2) is a non-dimensionalized limiting value
of erasti. "ripyl..rn" ur=nr"""*.na -.a v' is the limiting elastic
clip gauge displacement.

rn the c.o.n. Standard(2lo), it is specified that the

critical C.O.D. value should be determined at the instant of
fracture. Ilsually this value is obtained from the load/displacement
test record at maximum to-a(209). Howcver, slow crack growth

usually occurs before maximum load is reached. Consequently it is
found that C.O.D. value at maxjmum load, 6*_-_, is dependent on

specimen geomerry(215), roading roae 
(21'i'zT?Tzrel 

-l =p""imen thick-
(2Le) . . (48)ness' . Knott' -' suggested the use of C.O.D. value at the initiation

of fracture16., which has been demonstrated to be a material constant
(202,211,218)* , (216) F' relatively independent of specimen dj:nensions' di
bears many resemblances to the plane strain Kra va1ue. However, the
experimental determination of 6i is generally tedious and expensive

in terms of the nurnber of test specimens that are required. Many

techniques have been attempted, this includes the use of silicon rubber
casting of the crack tip by Robinson and Tetel*"n (I99 

'2oo), the use of
side-grooved specirn"r" 

("0 
'22L1 and the use of electrical potential

r-- _ (2221 (2r8)drop' and ultrasonic' --' rnethods to detect the onset of ductiLe
erack growth. thambiguous value of 6i can also be obtained by unloading
specimens from different locations along the load/displacement curve and

fracturing them apart in f-iquiil nitrogen to produce a change in fracture
mode. Ttre fibrous crack growth is then measured to yield a plot of C.O.D.

against fibrous crack length. Thence, by extrpolating the plot to zero

crack length, 6i can be determined.

fn spite of the extensive investigation done on C.O.D., there
is still doubt regarding its definition and practical significance (2L5 

'2231 .

even the less ambiguous 6i value is believed to be practicalty insignificant
(224,2251 

.

4.3 THE J-CONTOTR TNTEGREL

4.3.1 Concept of the J-Contour fntegraL

It has been seen that when a specimen

yielding, linear elastic fracture mechanics is
order to measure fracture touqhness with excess

fractures after gross

invalidated. Therefore, in
plasticity, it is necessary
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to d,evi,se a ftaetuie criterion that is not based olr the a.ssurnXrtio:r of
linear elastic behaviour. such an attempt was ,made uy ni"e(157'178)
i.n d,efining ttre tf:c,o:ltirur integ""t ('2'25) 

, whlch for two-dlmensi.onatr

ease' is given as

J=.f- (Wdv-i
I'-

trhere I J.s any cl.ose contoi.lr surroundingr tlie erack tiB (Fig.4.4), r ls
the tens:lort \r€c'tor perpendicul.ar to I in the diresEion of ;, fi = nil oy 

"
Ur is the displ-acement vector in tihe x dir.ection and ds is an eienent of
r.

Fiq.4,4,: Def,initLon o'f J integral

lfr the sLraftr energy densityl is given by

Il = Irl(xry) = w(e) = O.. d 8... .r..,.D..,..r.... 4.10r.l l.l

Eguation 4.9 cam be shown(178) to be Fa:th ind,ependent. :Ihi.s

propertlr of tlrc il-l-ntegral is formally equivalent to tlre change in
potential- energy when the crack ls exterrded. T,o er(press la more

aBplicahle terms, J-tntegral can be redefined as 
(227'

o = d,-H,o dv, or r

Huo

6.

Tg

= 1,3Jt PdP 4.1I

wtr€re F iE the force pec unit length of crack fnontl atld V is the disBlace-
nent at the load point,. Equation 4.L1 expresses the relation be'tween J
and t-he ra.te of change wittr respect to erack lengtltr an of ttre afea under

ttle load/'disp.lacenent, P-V, curve. As such J is a generalised relatlon
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for the energy released when a crack is extended and thus' is
applicable even when there is excessive plasticity at the crack

tip. Rrr small-scale yielding, the J-integral is identical to the

strain-energy release rate, G, in plane strain(228'229),

K2
Ta-Jrc = "r" = f (l - v') .. A.Lz

The J-integral approach, though appears pronising for fracture
at large scale yielding, has two major limitations(228). Firstly, under

large plastic deformation, slow crack growth which always preceeds

fracture invalidates the path independency of the J-integral.
Experimentally, however, it has been shown(230) that J-integrar is path

independent for large scale yietding up to an applied load level of
o___,,^-/o_-_= O.'15, and even for unloading and rotations of stress andapprr-eo ys
strain components with crack extension. Secondly, sinse the J-integral
is only expressed in two dimensions, it is accordingly limited to plane

strain and generalized plane stress cases only.

4.3.2 J-CONTOIF. INTreRAL TESTI}G

The J-integrar was first measured by Begley and Landes 
(228 

'2291

with a compliance technique usi-ng compact tension specj:nens and bend bars.
The procedure consisted of loading specimens containing cracks of
different lengths. l):om the output load/displacement at loading points
records, the area under the cllrves is determined at various displacements.

Ihese areas are converted to absorbed energy per unit specimen thickness,
P. since frorn equation 4 .Lr(2271 ,

J=-dP
da

4.13

4.L4

the .l-integral at a particular displacernent can therefore be determined

from

J = - A-:Ja
aI-a2

where P1 and P2 are

having crack l-ength

the per unit thickness

al, and a2 respectively
energy absorbed

at a particular
by specimens

dispLacenent.
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The cornpliance technigue of evaluating J, as observed

above, requires the use of several specimens. Estimation formulas
(2271 (23l- ,232'.)and procedures were later developed to evaluate J

from a single specimen test using notch ror:nd, bend, centre-notehed

and compact tension specimens. A tentatita JIC uniform test
procedure was proposed by Landes and Begrey (233). 

The test
requires the use of deeply notched, fatigue pre-cracked or bend type

specirnens which are unloaded from different points along the loail/
displacement curve. After marking the crack, with heat tinting,
fatigue mark or dye penetrant, the specirnen is fractured open and

the maximum crack extension, Aa, is measured. J is estjmated from

the load versus load point displacement record using the expression Q27)

j =2A /bB . .... 4.I5

where A is the area under the curve up to the point of unloading and b

is the unfractured ligament. By constructing the plot of J versus

Aa and the stretch zone line J = 2Aaorro*, JrC can be obtained from

the intersection of the two curves. The stres", of'or, is here taken

to be the average of the yield and the ultimate stresses.

Measurements of J-integrat using the compliance method and

the estimation formula have been found to agree within about l5*. This

has been demonstrated by Robinson Q34l using three point bend speci:nen

and centre cracked tension specimens of En32 steel and Yoder et al(235)

using titanium 6A9 - 4V all-oy. The method proposed by Landes and Begley
(2 33) using estimation formula is rapidly gaining popularity. Good

agreement of results between different testing laboratories have been
, (2 36)acnrevec

A procedure which is compatible with the linear elastic fracture

mechanics and the C.O.D. testing to experimentally determine the

critical value of J, J , has recently been devised by Sumpter and Turner
(237') 

. ltre methoa *.t!s use of the road/dispracement record of a

fracture testing of a three-point bend specimen with O.25 <a /td< 0.60.
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4.4 THE EQUIVALENT ENEreY I'{ETHOD

4.4.I The Equivalent Energy Concept

The eguivalent energy concept, proposed by Witt |€38 
'239)

for predicting gross plastic fracture, is a simple empirical
nodelling method relating fracture in a large specimen to that in
a geometrically similar model. fhe concept is useful in determin-

ing the lower bound Kr" values. The techaique can be r:nderstood

as follows: tbing a series of compact tension specimens, l{itt
postulated that when the load/displacement curves of geometricall-y

similar specimens are normalized (by dividing the load quantity by

the square of the specimen thickness and correspondingly ilividing
the displacement quantity by tJ.e specimen thiekness), the curves

will coincide, as shown in FiS.4.5, with thicker specimens tending
to fracture at lower points on the curve.

o€2aJo403060
RAT|O-DrsPLActMthT ovER sPterMlN rHlCxNtSS (r lo-ll

Fig.4.5: Normalized loadr/clispJ-acement curve to maximtun load for compact

The area under the normalized load/displacement curve to the point of
fracture is known as the volumetric energy, which essentially is the
energy per unit volume of the specimen. The basic value that
characterizes fracture behaviour in the equivalent energy concept is
the volumetric energy ratio which simply is the normalized energy

of one testpiece tested to maximum load divided by the corresponding

normalized energy of another geometrically sirnilar testpiece again

tested to maximum load. That is,
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= E /E .... 4.16rnrP m p

where F. and E are respectively the normalized energy absorbed,mP
up to maxjmrmr load of the rnodel and the prototype .d S*rp is the
ratio of volunetric energy between them, The equivarent energy
concept is based on ttre hypothesis that this vortunetric energy
ratio is a unique variable function (240) . when the rnodel and the
prototype both behave in a frangible manner, the specirnen size
ratio is found to be the vorumetric energy iatio(239124r'242). rn
addition, vfitt found that the variation of size effect versus
specimen size is approximatery a straight line (182,242,243) 

as

shown in Fig.4.6 and that by using compact tension specimens of thick-
ness larger than I inch machined from ASTI'! A533 grade B class 1 steel
plate, the voLumetric energy ratio is independent of the specimen
geometry but dependent only on speci-men thickn 

"=t('42,239) .

consequentry' the fracture of a large structure can therefore be
modelled, using the equivalent energy concept, by extrapolation of ttre
test results of a smalLer model specimen.

THtC(NE55 (cm)

o5t0t5?o2130

^ OYNAMTC IEAR TTSTS I ,

. CHARPY 'TYPE SPECIMENS ENERGY LIMITS

i_ _ t_tolrz,nol\
I I i lcrur*0,,-,"'rs J
l- -: --.--.1 .-lFoRtorn.Drrr^l /

I - jFoR'"'i ".,

In terms of an elastic-plastic
Witt formulated that the fracture formula

fracture mechanics procedures,
r_ _!_-^_ __ (23gr23gl
15 grven as

K- - = Q o-rna-Srcd r o'drf 4.L7
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uthere *rad i" the fracture toughness of specimen thickness d, tur,
is the volumetric energy rat-io between the model specimen of thickness
d and the structure of thickness f, o, is the equivalent stress at
maximum load determined by linearly extrapolating on the linear portion
of the load/displacement record for the local stress with the flaw not
present' dU is the size of the flaw scaled to a specimen of thickness
d and c in the constraint or shape factor used in linear elastic
fracture mechanics.

The equivalent energy concept is compatible with the linear
elastic fracture mechanics Q44) and good agreement between K--
*r" hu" been experimenralry obtaine dQ45,246). 

'T:"::::,""="ffi: 
u-Tlro""n

is empirical, its range of appricability is difficult to assess(244). rts
usefulness is nevertheless directly proportional to the ease with which
the volumetric energy ratio can be determined(240). rf for a material
the volumetric energy ratio depends on the thickness of the test
specimen and the testing temperature, the approach should be applicable.

4.4.2 Equivalent Energy Concept Testing

The procedure to obtain 
^r"o 

rutrre from standard fracture
toughness tests is d.ocurnented in References (238 ,247 and 24gl . Basically,
the method makes use of two quantities on the loadr/displacement record of
a fracture test, namery, as shown in 8ig.4.7, the area A, under the curve
to any point P" on the linear portion of the curve and the area Al under
the curve to the point of maximurn load, p

load

displacement

Typical nonlinear )-oad/displacement curve for a
compact tension specimen
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The fracture toughness property of the material tested in thick-
ness d can then be calculated from the following expression:

where b is the ratio of the
f(q) is obtainable from the

w
compact tension specimen in
rewritten as Q45)

.2-o tB 
-,a.

"rcd - bdr'(zbd) -'w'

Krcd = # 
r(w1

area A1 divided by the area A, and

asu't siana.ra(r18). Fbr staniara
which W = 2dt equation 4.18 can be

4. r8

4.r9

4.5 COlicLtEIoN

ft is noted that the crack opening displacement, 6, the
J-contour integral and the equivalent energy concept of 

"rCd 
are not

only compatible, but they can arso be estimated from the test record
of a single test.

As both the C.O.D. and the J-integral attempt to characterize
ductile fracture process by using single pararneters which nay be

related to Lhe critical energy rerease rate, it is apparent t]-at a

relationship exists between them. Finite element analyses(154'L95'249)
show that the relationship is of the form

J=MO 6.., ...4.20ys

where M, although not normally found to be constant, has a varue that
lies between 1.r5 and 2.98(250). Eguation 4.20 appears to be material
dependent, affected possibty by the work hardening r"t" (234) . on the
other hand, Turner and Bur.dek'n(225) suggested that the value of M in
the above relation is likety to depend on the definition used for 6.

Ttre compatibility of the J-integral and the equivalent energy
concept, although not applicable to all load/displacement curves in
general' can be observed to be justified for deeply notched bend. bars
and compact tension specimen=Qnn) . Lbing compact tension specimens of
A533 grade B class 1 low-al1oy steel (HSST plate O4), Riccardella and
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swedlow €45l forurd that both the ,r-integral and the e-quiv,arent e{rerglr

approaeheq Save highly c.onsistent results in spite of the wlde range

of specinen siaes. Thl-s ls confd.rmed by Che}l and $lorthington 
(p46l

usirrg Dr.leo-l $l3OA steel for comBaet tensiEn specimen with a/W > 0.5.
tbtng lrrecr:rckedl Ctrarpy slncinen5,, horrrerier, Bobinson and Tetelman 

(251)

fsrind thaE the equivalent energy a;lproao-h trro-duceil rmre,liablr.e estimation
of K-a- f,trLs is consl-Etant wl-tl,r the results of Begley and Lande sI:2441 ,
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CHAPTBR 5

EXPER]M ENTAL PROCED URES

5.1 INTROD ICTION

I'he aim of the present investigation was to study the

size of the shear lips as a function of the material fracture
toughness and yield stress. Ttre parameters were altered in the

case of steel, by the process of tempering the material to

various temperatures.

The plane strain fracture toughness data of the materials
were obtained using compact tension specimens and test method which

was in accordance to the recommended ASTM standard l.3gg-74(118) -

fn cases where yielding was befieved to be excessive, yielding
fracture mechanics approaches hrere employed to evaluate the fracture
toughness parameter of the material.

The standard properties of the materials were investigated
by means of tensile tests using specimens machined from the compact

tension specimens.

5.2 MATERIAT

5.2.I Steel

The specimen material used in the investigation was Comsteel

En 25, a high-strength low-alIoy steel manufactured and supplied by

Commonwealth Steel Company Ltd. It was supplied in the form of 125mm

diameter black bar and in the as-received condition, was heat treated
and hardened to 950 - lIO0 MPa tensile strength. T\ro bars of four feet
length were furnished for this work. Their nominal cornposition is
shown in Table 5.1 while the complete analysis is tabulated in Appendix

Element c Mn Ni cr Mo

Weight Per Cent 0. 31 0. 58 2.33 0.60 o.52

B.

Table 5.1: Nominal Composition of Comsteel En 25
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It was found that the sulphur and phosphorus contents of the two bars

were slightly different. As a result, it was necessary to differentiate
the two steel compositions"by denoting that with the higher sulphur and

phosphorus contents composition O while the other steel, composition N

(as can be seen in Appendix B) in situations where the experimental data

were particularly dependent on steel compositions. The silicon content

of steel com;rcsition N was higher than expected for this grade of steel.

5.2.2 Aluminium

one lot of l6Omm thick 7075-1f6 high strength commercially

produced aluminium plate was employed. The composition of the alloy was

analysed by New Zealand Aluminium Smelters Limited in accordance with

ASTM E 227-67 (L972) and E 406-70. this is shown in Table 5.2 and

tabulated in detail in Appendix C. The alloy was

Elernent Cu l4g Zl

Vleight Percent 1.46 2.5L 5.76

Table 5.2:__trtomiieal composition of 7075-T6 aluminiurn .

selected for the present study because it is widely used for high strength

structural application such as aircraft and rnissile components. Moreover,

knowledge of its fracture toughness characteristics in various crack

orientations and specimen thicknesses is easily available from the

literature (for example, References 33r65r100). The alloy, in addition,

offers metallurgical properties that are different from those of Comsteel

En 25 and hence this serves as a means of comparison as well, permits

generalization of the conclusion of the investigation with a reasonable

degree of confidence. It was later found that the a1loy was in the as-

cast condition, as a result the effect of anisotropy was unable to be

studied.

5.3 SPECII{EN GEOMETRY

Specimens currently recommended in the AST1I(lf8) or British

Standard(II9) are the three-point bend specimen and the compact tension

specimen. with the materials being supplied in round bar of 125run

diameter for Comsteel En 25 and blocks of 80 x 1O0 x l6onun for 7075-T6
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Fig.5.1: Dimensions of cdltpact' tension specimen
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aiutrini.uq aliolr, the

fon rea,sons that,
c,hoioe of using compact lension sPecinen T{as obvious

(a) it offered a more eff,icient use of the materl,al,

out due to its Lengtrh(b) heat treaboent coul,d be e'asilX' carried
being shorter,

(c) Lower load was requirediin testlngr

plane orientations were obtainable wi'thoutdifferent crack

diffieulty,

sp,ecinens of snalL t|tckness aould be tested w-ittrout buekl.i:tg.

Djrnensions of the ao.rrqgct ter,r-sion speci:nen are sholso il Fig..S -tr.

The specimerr thickness, B,1 varied orr,er a rangie froln 4lun to' 3Srtut with a

3rrun incremental intervel with. the ,except.lon.of steel of compositiorr N

wher-e only 25mrn- t},ickness sgpci-neng r^rsre used. :Fhe s,pecimens lrere

machined sueh that the path of, the fraeture was parallel to the, rol'ling
&irectLor,r of the bar sr plate. For the sLeel specimens, a-ccordXng to ttre

ar r A!
AStrI{ standardrt^"', the crack Flane orielttation is designated C-L or

R-L while f,or the a.luml-nium specimen, T-I". no i:westigate ttle effect of
anisotr:optrr on fraeture touEhness of dhe materialsr however, R{ and t-R

orientations f,or stee]. ancl S-T and S-I" srlentationa f,or aluminiun wene

also testedl using 25rnnt tii"ckness spec,imerrs.

trhc stress inteasity at the tiB of, t"tre crach f,or oomtr)act

tension specirnen was eal.eurated using lhe expression(ll8 'LLg'252-2541 t

(di )

(e)

where

*' = fr2,
K, = stress
mPa/m

intensit!' ,factor in o4renlng rnode (nocle I) crackingt

P = loadr Nr

B = specimen tfulclcn:ess1 tlrill
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W = specimen depth, mm,

a = crack length, mm.

t (r1) = 2e.6 (fi) L/2 - res. u G) 
s/2 + 6ss': z (wtr 5/2

To facilitate calculation of Kr, the values of f (gw) are

values of a/W between 0.45 and 0.55. This

form in References (Il8 rIl9) .

- 1017. o (*) 7 /2 + 638. e (#) e/2

graphed in Appendix D with
is also found in tabulated

5.4 sPEcTMEN PREPARATToN

5.4.1 D{achining

The compact tension specimens were machined to the dimensions

shown in Fig.5.1 wittr the materials in the as-received condition' A1I
- (r18)

dimensional tolerances were in accordance to the ASTM standard'- A

straight through notch was used not only because this offered simpler

machining than tJ:e chevron notch but also because severe quench cracking

was found to occur frequently in the Comsteel "p..i*un" 
(255) with chevron

notches. The notches were formed by clirnb milling wittr a 3.I3mm wide

slitting saw. The notch root radii measured using a Nikon profile

projector were found to be about 0.1"5nm. The specimen surfaces

were surface ground and the loading-pin holes were bored and reamed'

Two 3mm tapped holes at 12mm apart across the crack starter (see Fig'5'1)

were used to secure t}le knife edges whereby the double cantilever beam clip

gauge (see section 5.5.1)could be attached. As the specimen'thickness

tolerance was less critical, to reduce machining time and cost, it was

relaxed to + 0.I25mm for all specimens.

5.4.2 HEAT TREATMENI

5.4.2.I Steel Specimen

The specimens vrere austenitized at 85OoC for one hour in a

molten salt battr. The battr temperature was controlled by means of a

chromel-alurnel thermocouple wired to an Ether controller, and was

constantly checked using independent chromel-alumel thermocouple wired
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to a Hone1ru;ell potentiometer. Ttre temperature vras maintained to within
.)tl0-C throughout the entire operation. After this, tJ.e specimens htere

quenched into a flowing column of oil. Ttre oil bath was designed(256) such

that oil was pumped through a vertical P.V.C. tube of 75mm diameter- The

upward flow of the oil cools the quenched specimen uniformly, hence reduces

thermal gradients during the cooling process. Ttris however did not com-

pletely eliminate quench cracks especialJ-y in specirnens machined from steel
wittr composition N (see Appendix B).

After the quench, apart from the as-quenched specimens, a1l other

specimens were tempered in molten nitrate salt baths at one of the follow-
ing temperatures: 200, 3OO, 4OO, 450, 5OO, 550, 600, and O5OoC while the

IOOoC temper was carried out in an oil bath. Ttre tempering temperatures

were maintained constant by means of chromel-alumel thermocouples attached

to Ether controllers and again rechecked as described above. The temPera-

ture variation was minimised to within t5oc. A11 specimens were tempered

for one hour. After being cooled in the air, the specimens were washed in
warm water to remove aI1 traces of salt.

In the case of the specimens with steel composition N, the 600
r)

and 550-C tempering process was carried out in an electric muffle furnace.

To prevent oxidation, the specimens were wrapped in two layers of type 321,

0.075rnm thick stainless steel'foil to form an airtight enclosure. The

temperature of the specimens was measured by a chromel-a1umel thermocouple

connected to a Hone1ruell ;rctentiometer. The furnace temperature was moni-

tored by an independent thermocouple wired to an Ether controller.

After the tempering process,

wc=c reground to remove decarburization
by the change in volume associated with
to martensite during the quench.

5.4.2.2 Aluminium Specimen

the side faces of the sPecimens

and t$e slight central bulge caused

the transformation from austenite

In the as-received T6 temper condition the alloy is solution

heat treated and artificially aged where cold work from flattening or

straightening nay not be recognized in applicable specifications. No

further heat treabnent to the a1loy was perforrned.
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5 .4.3 Faticrue Cracking

Fatigue cracking of the specimens was carried out at the
New Zealand Pottery and Ceranr-ics Research Association, Lower Hutt
using an M.T.S. electrohydraulic structural testing equipment. The

control console of the testing machine is shown in Fig.5.2. Fig.5.3
shows the arrangement of the equipment for fatigue cracking. This
consisted of, going from top to bottom of Fig.5.3, a universal joint
to take up mi-nor misalignment, clevis and compact tension specimen
(the clip gauge was required only in the fracture test), adapter and

load celL. The clevis which was built in accordance with the ASTI4
l'l 'l Rlstandardt-Lrt'/, after the design of Bubsey et .11257), had a slot width\

of 25 -lmm to accommodaLe specimens of thickness B : 25mm. For
specimen thickness less than 25mm, brass spacers were used so that the
specimen was kept at the centre of the clevis. The crevis and the
loading pins were made from Arsr Hlr toor steel hardened to qive a

tensile strength of about I70O Mpa.

rn this investigation, a}l fatigue cracking was performed
with continuous tension cycling under load control. e high initial
load not exceeding 70* of KO value was used to start, the fatigue crack.
The fatigue crack extension of t}te final 2.5t of the overall length of
the notch plus crack was done strictly according to the requirements
of the ASTM standard 8399-74 

(118) . The frequency used was in the range
of 2 to 5 Hertz using the M.T.s. hydraulic actuator and g to 10 Hertz
with the MAND actuator depending on the crack length of the specimen
and the loading range, The total number of cycles reguired to grow
the fatigue crack varied from 10,0oo to 34,ooo for the steel specimens
and from 7r5OO Eo 2L.OOO for tl-e aluminium specimens.

5.5.1 CIip Gauge Displacement Measurement

The surface crack opening displacement across the notch of
the specimen hras measured using a clip gauge. The clip gauge, as shown
in Fig -5-4, was constructed forlowing the design of Fisher et."t. (258)

as reconmended by the standards(118'119). A titanium arloy (Ti-g!ro-gv-
2Fe-3A[) which has a high yield stress to elastic modulus ratio, or"/r,
was used for the cantilever beams while for the spacer bfock, alurainium
was used to reduce the cantilevered weicht.
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Frg. 5 -4 Double cantilever beam clip gauge.

t.f' .l1.i.i',,.rr.r1.. ._.a1 r.i.iration corrii_,mcrrt
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s-train gauges of r2o otnn (Kyowa tlpe KF€-s{L-r.ri were attashed onf-o

eaeh side o-f tlle cantilever beans elose to the 6?acer bloolr using
Cy,anoacr.yJ.ate Elue, CC-15A. The gauge,s we4e then coated with low-
nrelting-point wax to reduce tJ:e ef,fect of rnoLsture.

Fig,5.5 shows the briclge netlvork used to connect ttre strain
gauges on the cantllever beA$s,

+

0.0, excltatfon

Fig.5.5: Cligr gauge bridge network

Recorder
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The strain gauge net\dork was excited by 3.00 volts D.C., supplied by a

Hewlett Packard type 6218A power supply. The sensitivity of the clip

gauge was about I.4 nY/V per nillimeter of the gauge opening.

Before the clip gauge was used, it was checked for linearity

using slip-gauges in a calibration rig as shown in Fi9.5.6. Readings

were taken at eleven equally spaced intervals over the working range

of the gauge from 4.95 to 6.35nm. As can be seen frorn Appendix E' the

linearity of the clip gauge was better than the value of 0.O025mm maxi-

mum deviation required in the stand.td=(tr8'rl9).

The clip gauge was mounted on the specimen using two attachable

knife edges screh/ed to the specimen as shown in Fig .5.7 - The spacing

between the knifed edges was 5mm. This was established by inserting a

machined spacer between the knife edges while tightening the scre\^rs

The knife'edges were made following the design reconrmended by the ASTM

- (r18)
stanoarcl

5.5.2 Load Measurement

The load cell, attached permanentty to the end of tJre hydraulic

actuatclr, consisted of a four active arm strain bridge which had an output

signal proportional to the applied load. The output from the load cell

was fed into the M.T.S. control console and amplified to give tI0.O0

volts output for each loading range. The system was calibrated j-n each

range using a shunt calibrator resistor.

The specifications of the load cells are given in Table 5-3.

M.T.S. Actuator l'lAND Actuator

Rated capacity, KN.

Bridge resistance, ohm.

Linearity, t of rated capacity

Output, mY/V at rated capacity

670

350

r0.13

2.367

100

3s0

ro. 15

2.473

Table 5.3: Specifications of load cells
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5.5.3 Fracture Test

Essentially, the fracture test involved loading the fatigue
pre-cracked compact tension specimens to fracture so that a plot of
the load versus the dispracement across the notch at the specimen
edge courd be autographicarry recorded on an x-y recorder.

After the load cell was cal-i-brated, a metal block was loaded.
in the clevis to calijrrate the Y axis of the M.F.E. 8I5M X-y recorder.
This was done by loading the block to a predetermined load to correspond
to the furr scale load on the y axis. The output signal was fed into
the recorder and. the recorder gain was adjusted to give full scale
deflection (25en). The system was then unloaded. The metal blocl<
removed and the compact tension specimen to be tested was placed in the
clevis.

The clip gauge was then mounted and the clip gauge bridge net-
work balanced. The output was fed into tl:e amplifier in the M.T.s.
control console and from this to the x-axis of the X-y recorder.

The compact tension specimen was manually cycled a few times
up to a 1oad less than the rnaximum load used in the final stage of the
fatigue cracking. This was done to ensure that the clip gauge was seated
properly in the knife edges a-r'rd that an initial slope of about I.5 was
obtained for the load/displacement record. The X-axis of the recorder
was then calibrated by mounting the clip gauge on a series of standard
blocks (Fig.5.8) in which the knife edges hrere accurately spaced at 0.200,
0.210, O.22O, O.24O and 0.250 in.

The specimen was finally loaded. to failure by winding .the set-
point manually such that the rate of increase of stress intensity of the
specimen was within the range of 0.55 to 2.75 upa/-n/sec recorunended by
the ASTM standard(I18) .

5.5.4

upecimen thickness, B, was measured with a nicrorneter at three
positions between the notch and ttre unnotched edge of the specimen before
it was fractured. The average of t].e three readings was used. in the
fracture toughness calculation.
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The depth, W, of the specimen was determined using a Nikon

profile projector at IOx magnification. W was taken as the average

of the distances from the unnotched edge of the specimen to the near

edge of the loading-pin hole and t}re far edge of the sarne hole.
Measurement was made for each loading-pin hole on both sides of the

specimen and ttre average of the four values was recorded.

After the fracture test, the fracture surfaces of the
specimens were photographed using a Carl Zeiss C35M Tessovar photo-
macrographic systern. With the photograph rnagnified about 7 to I
timesf the distance from the unnotched edge of the specimen to the
tip of the fatigue crack was measured at three positions: at the centre
ofthecrack front, and midway between the'centre and the end of the crack
front on eaclh side. The average of tl.e three neasurements was sr-rb$trated
from the specimen width, W, to obtain the crack length, a.

To establish tJ:at a valid Kr" value had been determined, it
was necessary first to calculate a conditional result, Ke, which involved
a construction on the load/displ-acement record obtained from the
fracture test. The procedure, illustrated in Fig.5.9 was as follows(118).

tt**"*r;il

Fig.5.9: Types of load/displacement records for K_^ determination

A tangent OA to the initial linear part of the test record was

first dravrn- .A secant line OP, from the origin of the test record with

![
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thes+tlPest tress th,aq ttat of t.angent oA, l-e- slotrle te,/F)S = 0'95 1p/tljo

whe:re tP/Vlo is ttre, slope of O1, was then corrstmcted' If ttie load at

ev€iry Boint pn the test. rercerf lrhi.ch pi.ecee.ded P5 was lower ttran fU as

illustratect ill tr1pe I of Fig.S.9, thea e, was ta]ren as Pe. Llohtever'

if there vtas a maxintum load Xlreceeding P5 rrhicfi exceeded it, then Pe

was defined by this rrraximr:rn loacl (Fi9.5.9 Tlpe II and III).

From ttre values of B, l{, a and 
"g, " condl'tiorral. vaLue of,

the fracture toughness, K^, of the speeirert was then deterained using

the expres:siol

5.2

where

,(ft - ,r.. ,#r"'- rs5.5 tfi3/z + 6ss.7 tfrl5/z

- 1or?.0 t:ftttlz + 636.e t#tu"

A plot or tgil versus f (fi) fo:r sxrecific values of (fi) betr+een

0.450 aaq Or5'5O is presented in Aprpertdi-x D.

5.5.5 Reiection Criteria

The caJ-culaLed eondition:al fraetur.e toughnessr KO' Iilas

eonsidered to,qualify as a val-id Krr- value if the following crite:ria
raitr doron in ttre as:TM st'andald eg9.i]za(1n8) were satisfiedi

U loadi.ng -

Pqta4 did not exceed I.10, whe.re P --- was the maxirnum
D-max'nE

load that tJre specfunen rras ailrLe to sustairx.

2) Fatig-ue craclc stregsi intensity at E€rmi:ir-ral 2.5,1 of, the

overall length of, notcftr glLus crack -

Kf (max) dlid not exceed 0.60 KOr and

P

= u#r, 
t€)

Kr(rnax)/e dlid not e:tceed 0.OO,o32nI/2
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3) Shape o'f f,atiglle craelt -

a) the ma:<imum difference betvreen any two of the three

erack tength measurenents des:cribed in section 5.5.4
did nsL exseed 5'* of, the average ctaak trength,

b) any part of ttre cracrlc front was not clos-et to the

rrractrined not-€h then 5* of, the average crack .lengLh r

d.; olr l-.3inm niuinimum,

c) ttre lqngth of ei.t'her surface trac€ o.f, the cra* was

more thalr 90* sf tlre average crack lengtltt

d) the craelc pl,a4e wqs paralleL to both the speodnen

width and thic,'kness directi,ons, wlthin *looi alrd

e) ttre average eracil< }ength, a, loils betlieen 0.45 and

O.55 times the degrt]l, W, of tl1e speeinen,

4) Speei.nul size -

b-oth th.e averagfe cracft l€ngfth' a, and ttre specinen

Ltrickness. B, were grcater tlran 2.5 (Ke/oys)2 where

9'c was the 0.2* Proof stress.

5.5.6, Kg Calculation

l[tre values of K" for bot]r t]re steeL and the ;alumi-nitrm speaimens

were deter:n-tned f:rom ttre. maximuro, load anil the correspondinE erae,k, length.
Ehe rnan-funqrq load sustained by th,e speci.men and t],re sorreerponittng dispLace-

nelrt nere noted on the loadldi:splacenent rer:o:rd, tr'rom t,he dimensionlese

eoinpliance of tlre specine;n t BE"U/P, where E is ttre epeci.nren ttrtrcJcness, E is
ttte Yorrngrs Modulus of ttre specimen materiaLl V i.s the disgilacament a*t

naxisnsl loadr F, an effeative di.stens,i,onleEs orack trgngEh ratio, a/w, utas



evaluated (the variation
- (259,260)

the knjle edEes'

was calculat€d with this
expfession frsm the ASTtil

75.

of BE\|/P v€rsus a/t* at the tro'ad Line and

is 5rlotted in AXpendix F) . lhe value of
ef,feotive arl W ratio usinE the following

starrdaoa(1181 (eguation 5.2') :

at
K

c

5.3.

a*
where t(fi) -, obtainable f,rom the Standard, corresponded to the effective

arr'g ratio.

5.6e3.JcuId\TIoNoFYIEID.INGI'RACIUFEL{EcEA}rjIcsPA$A!{ETERS.FSoMFIEACTUTF

T'C'U.GTdNESS TESA RECOFD.

5.6.1- Cracli openinE Digpl4cerneat Approacb

Frorn ttre ftraciure toughness test record of load'/displacement'

1ltg.S.Ioi tlre surface clip gauge disp,lacemerr-t' V , at po:int C where ttre

sgxirni:sr load was fireL attained, was measure.d. V, was then conv'erted to
era.ok oBening tilisptacenent-, 6, us,ing one of the follOt'ling equations

(equation 4.7 or 4.8) r

*, = n-ft.r(g*

or

o 0.45 (W-a)6 T6ffi (ve - v')

(ugz /4v'],

fsr \lg

for V < evfI
5 .4(b)

where Vr is the liniting etrastic c^Li5r gauEe displacement. For corqtact

tens,ion sp-ecimen, E was taken as tJre sum of tbe distance fron the centre

of tJ:e loading pins to tbe notched face of the speeinen aud the thic'kness

of the knife edge(214). v., t1e limiting elastie cll"p gauge displac-enent

was o-btained f-ron ttre loaGlr/displacernent record. shmm in Big.'s'l0, as the

diEtanee OF. Line OEDA is ttre tangent to ttre linear Pgr,tion of the ]..oaij.l

displacenent record.,

0 ,415,{+0.55a*
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Di:spLaeenent

Fig.5..io:- .roadldisplae_etrient record for. e .O.D. ?lalvsi-q

5 .6.2 ;I-Integral Appiroaclt

As the dl-integral. invollred the use of, ttre area trnder t}e
J-oad/ilisXrlacement cufve ttrat repres€nted t.l.e LoLa.L wo,rk 5.nput to
the specimenr it wag neces€ariy to redrarrr ttre te.st- record oJo.tained

d.uri.ng the fraetrrre teEt (sestion 5.5,3r) s"o that the d.isplaoement

rrras measured at the load point. This was carried out using tlre
theoretieal bor:ndarry eollocation of the speeinen testedt(23r). [he
naEio of the dtisplaeeurent at 1o-ad line, VlL, over ttre dispJ-aeesent

at the kntfe edges, V*, is cletersdned flron Appendix ? rrhere the
eornpJ;lance of ttre "*,cl*r,, ff, aL the load line and at the krr-ife

edges is pl,otted against a/W- A nevr load//atisplaoement at 1oad line
cuive is redrarrn fron point 0 of Fig.5.l0 to the BoinL of maxj.mwr

Ioad C, as shown in Fig.5.l.L.

The area, A, unde:r the load,/itisplacernent at load li-ne eurve

C[ErCrHr rtas tneasured with a pJ-grrrimeter. The J-lntegiral at max;imum

lo,ad was ttren calsulated fronr the expression,

A

D

\-

G F TJ
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Load

Displaceuent

Fig.S.lI: Lo€d/disfrtraeement, recor:d for 'if Lnteg-ra1 anallrsis

5.6.3 Equivalent Energy Approach

fhe are,a, A2, rmder the J-oady'displaeement record (area Og@

i:a Fi9.5.10) to nat<ilm:u*r* load at e and the arera, A1 , toi any load, F,

on th:e linear portion of the test record (area OFG irr Fig.s.lo) we.re

measured using a plainine'ter. The fracture Loughn**, KICd, was f&en

c.aleuLatedl usftrg the erypression

whe-re f (qf ae a, function of aztl is Eiven in Atrr5rendix c..

5.7 qEASUSntsMEbIt OF eRgCK OPENING] prSpLACEl,lENT N{D J:CONJOUB INfEGSAL

AT SRACK INTTIATI'QN

5.7 .7. Specirner,r TestiFg

cofirpact tension spe,cime,ns of 25run thiekness were used to
eval-rrate ttre vaLue of c'rack tip openiag dis,placenent at initiation,
6i, and.rr"- The sp,ecimens were austenLtized at ASOoC for one hout in
a salt batr, quenched in oiL and thsn temgrered folt one hour at 6oooC.

="ffttfti

oriEinal
test record

E, i i-j1"
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The strrecitrrens wer.e fatigrue elaclced as outlimed in secti.on

s .4.3 .

After the X ard Y axes sf the M.F.E. BL5l 'X-Y.re'corder had

been caliibrated lslrtg t-}le dourb,le eirntj.leve:r c.Ll.p gauge ,togethen r,rith

tlre stenda;rd bl.odra G'ig.S.e) and the nretal block {described in seeti.on

5.5.3) f;esFectivel.y, the speainens we:re loadedl u5r and unloaded from

different points along the loael,/d5,splacenerrt eurve as showR scbemaLically
in El-9,5 r12.

Load 'r'/tl/ / /
/f /t/ /

// /
//'t

//z
A

Disp'laeement

FiE,5.12; Ioai/ttisplacement necord show'ing rurloading poirats

Craek exteusion t-trat sccu,rred in the speci-uren was n0arked by heat -tlnting
tlre dr.aelc or by fatiguing after unloailing, Itre'at tintiagr wqs ear,ried out
by heatihg the ,s;nei-men to 300oC for 30 rqir,tuter$ in a salt ba,tlr, rdrile,
fatigue, markln-g was pe.nf,or-rned using a ,stre,s:s intensity less ttialr 6Ot of
the Ko vatrue. The speci:rmen \^ras 'srtbsequently broken apart on a trniv.ersaX

v
InEtron testin'g ruachine, model TT-D.

5.'X .2 9i anary:sis

Ttre crack extension, Aa, on the f::ra.cture surface was measured

witli a travelling microseo;re. Aa was talte4 to be the nraxfunqt dlstsance

f:rcm- the prefatigtre nark to tlre end of the heat tint. rnark or fatiEue rnark.
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The fracture surf,aces of aII= tlle sBee{rnens tested were

phi*Ographed for per-aanent record.

To evaluete 6'i n tlie eracli opening clisPlaeemerrt at tJle

poiat, of r:nloading, cal'culatedl as deeerl,bed in seetlon 5.6.1 was

plot[t.ect against the -ne'asqrred erac* extensia'n, La,, ,By extEatr)ataLing

the C.O.D. \rersus Aa curve to zero cra.clt extensiort,, 6i was determined

unatnbiguously.

5.7.3 .Tre Ane-Iy_ls

The original load/displacement reeord to the polnt of
unloading was f,irstly redrawn using the ptocedure des,cribed in section
5.5..2 sucb ttrat a loady'displacement at Loading line curve was cbtaine.d.

llhe area under the redr,awn cur?€, $as theru measu:red rrith a p-lanimeter

and the val.ue of iI eaLeri'laEeil using the estination f,ormuia

J o ZA/B(W - d ...r....d,.r...r.b.r...... 5.,5

lllre variatior.r of J with qrack ex.tension, Aa, was 5rlottsed.Jn" was

deternined as tlre interseetion of the J ve'rsus Aa er:rive with the straight
Iine J = 2Aa o-,__ where o-,_--- was talen as ttre stress half way betweenrJ-oht tJ-oht
lrield Etlrd ultinate tenslle.

5.E SIDE GROOVIBD SPECIMEN TESTING

9i.de gr-ooves ererre mae.hined onto soale SOOqt be$grered ,contpact

tension specirnens (as shor.m in E'ig.5.13) in an at'ierq;t to elLurinate, ttie
fornation of shear f.ips to promete through thiekness plarje strain
eoaditions. The side-Eroove profile eonsistecl of iin incLuded angle of
60o arrd a rost:radir:^s of O.Z,5rnm. Three specimens wittr clepth of, groov,es

of 2.O , 2.5 andl 3.Onm were tested.

The testi-ng o,f the s.lde-grooved speeinens r+as identical to tlre
nst-eid<r-grooved ccj,t$pact tengioli speeirnens dlseus.sed ih gection 5.5.
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I+
(]'

root radi"ue = O.Z5rirm

Compaet tensisn speeinen

5.9 PEEO9T Foost BE+IPSRATURE FRJ{CSIRE TPSTIIIIG

Compaet tension sSreci-mens were fractured at ternperatures
belovl .roon temperature in ar at.tertqrt to reduce €he sise of ttre sheqr
l-ips fo'toed at, the free surfaces. Three alum'inir.rn irnd six steel
speeimens l.rete tested. '[he stgeJ- sBeeimens were austenitisea at g5ooc

irnd.. temi)er,ed at 6oOoC whiLe tJle -al,uginiwr speci-nens w,erFe tested in ttre

es-reqeived condition .

. trlre test ter4trler.atures used were ooc, -?goc arr.A -l-96oC. The

ooC t.mSr"rature battr was o}tained using a mixture of ice and wat-er whiLe
f:rthe -78-C battr, a nixture of solid ca:rbon dioxicle aud aeetsne. At, these

tesBlng, temperatures n bottr the comBaot tension specl"rnen and ttre cl,evis
u,ere rsubmerged in the nLxtura which rrras coRtained in a locn deep x locrn

diarneLer F.v.c. tank. at -lgooc, in,order to avoid ttre possibilitY of
etamaEingr tlre elevis and tlle loa4ing pi.ns, only ttre specimens were

subnierged in ttre li.qutd nitrogen bath. The sBeeimeh $rits rapidly trans-
ferred onto the crevis where i.t was.pulLed to fractu-re. trn alr cases,
submerei.on tl"nre was oveJa qne hour.

f

s
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Xtre f,racturE testing was perforaned on a LOOK!{ capac.ity
Ir,lstton test{ng rcachine, model TX-D using a GR troad cel-l. Itre'cfoSS-
head s.peed used wds Q.OZ inlmin (O.snn/rnld t The C.O.B. and Load

out.trlutc were nesorded "on a model 700,48 rlewlect 
"ack4:rdl 

X-y reesrder.
the c'o.D. wag monito*ed'witll a <;ttB gauEe (see sectlon 5.5.L) ,wh:i.re

the load r*,as directLy fed f,rorn the console of the Instrcxt testing und.t.

5,.i0 rENsrI,.E lEqFIlIG

5.1-O.1 s,feci.me! prepe!:.ption

TeneiLe speeC-lrrens were machined frqrl tlle frasturecl half of a
eolqpact @nsioa speeii.uen as ind;icatedl b1r, tlle dOtted U".nes j.,n Eig. 5.L4.

T€nsile
S,tr)eeimen

Fig.5.14r l4et*roCt pf, ebtaining tensitre qpeqixren

E-he, axi6 of the speqiltrej| ur.as nortnal to the aireetion of rolling aIICl

the craek plane dirngotLon. lltre ,specirens welre glio.und un<ler fLoodl
eooilant to the dlsrensions shown 5.lr'Fig.5.t5- _A,t least truo specine.ns

f,of each tenpering tenperature and for each bat€ih of material we're

urachined arecl tes.ted.

I
I
t
I
I
I
I
r

ir
y'-\
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2.5

-T
lu-o
lr'tt

5.05
4.77

Al,1 dirne,nsione in rnrn. .A1.1 radi,l = trrtfil .

{19,15.lF: Dirnen.sions of tegsile. specimen fr.o{,r fr'a9tr:fq4cgJnPa9t
tenEiorl, s;pepirnerr

Due to tlre short leagttr of the tensl-le spe,cinens obta;ine'dl

fro:n the ercinpact ten si,cm speoinens. an-extenso.rneter eor.rld noa be usled

to aecurat€l1r reasure the elongabion during' tesEi.irg so that tfie
elastie nodulus and the strain harderring exponent of the rnateria-I
corrld aot be obtained. This was overcone by' using longrer tensile
spec,irnens;, as shown irr Fig"5.16.

Al-1 dinnensi-sRs in nm. all radi-i = Imm.

F-is.5 ' 16r Dirnensions of siLe for work
exponent determination.

Tlrese spec,imens whi.ch lrad the sane orientati,gn as thoce above rrer-e;, for
Cqrsteel En2S, rnaehl.ned f,rorn a t25um dlanre€er bar and tor 7075-T6, a

160ruu thitj<ness bloe-k. lhe hea.t tr€atment procedrrre for ttre Comsteel
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En25 specimens was the same as that for the compact tension specimens,

that is, austenitize at 85OoC for one hour, quench into oil then

temper for one hour at one of the following tempeJtatures: IOOr2OO1300r4O0'

450,50O,550,600 and 650oC. Two specimens were tested at each tempering

temperature and for each batch of material.

5.10.2 Tensile Test

All- tensile tests hrere carried out at room temperature on a

Universal Instron testing machine, model Tr-c, using a FR load ceII.
The crosshead speed was 0.OO5 inrlmin (O.L27 nun/min) and the 1oad, versus

machine extension was autographically recorded on a chart using a chart
speed of 0.5 in/min (I2.7 mm/min). The 0.2t proof stress, the ultimate
tensile stress, the percentage elongation to fracture, the Youngrs

modulus of elasticity and the strain hardening exponent (described in
Appendix G) were determined from the tensile test record. The specimen

reduction in area was measured with a Hounsfield Reduction-in-Area-Gauge.

In testing the long tensile specimens, a standard Instron strain
gauge extensometer, model G-51--16, was used. The initial gauge length was

13.3nm. The opening of the extensomeier was calibrated on the recording
chart in the Instron console using a drum micrometer while the zero

setting was adjusted with an oscilloscope.

The procedure used in testing tensile specimens at temperatures

below arnbient was identical to that described above. In low temperature

tests, the specimen was submerged in a tank of ice \^tater mixture or
acetone dry ice mixture or liquid nitrogen for at least 30 minutes to
attain a temperature of Ooc, -78oC and -196oC respectively.

5 .11 SHEAR LIP SIZE IVIEASUREMENT

Like the measurement of crack length described in section 5.5.4'
the shear lip size measurements were taken from the enlarged fracture
surface photographs. The size of the shear lip, schematically shown in
Fig.5.l7, was defined as the distance from the surface of the specimen to
the interface between the slant and the square fracture, C, on tlte
fracture surface. Measurements were made on bot]. slant surfaces of a

fractured half of a specimen and at three locations: one quarter,
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cie half an'd ttrfee guarterE t:!le ilistance fron ttte tlp of the fatigue
srack to the urmo,tche,d edge of, the specirnen. f,tre average of the six
measuierilents waE reeorded.

shs:a-r lip
sise

squaf,e fracture

slant
fracture

5.12 flAADNIt€S. !,!EASUnSI4EMr

_ t{ardness measurement5 on alJ- specirnens !ilere carf,ied out on an

Av€r-y te5t.lng nras-trine using the Rockwell c seale for the cornsteel tsn2,5

specimens .and RoekwelJ. B seaLe fo; the 7075-T6 aLruniniuu specimens,
The surfaqeg were :naehine ground before testing. A, rninirum of forarr

hardness tests were taken for eash speeimen". Generally ttre variation
in ha-rdrress f,or a pa:cticular speci-nen was 1.5 HRC for the steel
specimens and about 3 URB for the aI;rniinirmr spe.cimens

Varl.ations in the perfo_r.manee of tlre h.ardness testing uraoh,ine

threughout thei entire invesLlgation r*ene correeted by taking har&ress
teste on a starrdard bloek befo're each test period. This varLation wag

ob'eerrred to be tr.s HRc for tlre steel specimens. Sl"nce only oae b,atelr
of aluminiuur alle1r eSreci:nens was tested, ttris varjatien w,as entirely,
elininated.

SUif,ace
eontraeti.on
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5.13 MICRO-HARDNESS MEASUREMENT

Micro-hardness measurements !"ere taken on selected specimens

at the shear lip and the surrounding area (region ABC in Fig.5.17)

usi"ng a Tukon micro-hardness tester. The specimens were sectioned in

a spark eutter and polished before testing. Using a 1360 diamond

pyrarnid indentor and a 1kg load, measurenrents were made in a grid

system of 0.2mm x 0.4run.

5.14 OPTICAL MICROSCOPY

Selected specimens were sectioned, polishedr etched and

exarnined on a Reichert MeF2 microscope. To study the deformation of

the grains in the shear lip regions, polished specimens of Consteel

En25 that had been tempered up to 30OoC were etched in a 5Ot diluted
soLution of I5g picric acid and 2139 "Teepol" at 75oC. At higher

tempering temperatures, the etchant used was a solution of 100 rn.C of
saturated picri-c acid, 2ml, "Teepol" and 6 drops conc. Hc[(26I). The

prirnary role of tJ:e "Teepolt' wa5 to agt aS a I'wettinEt' reagent. Before

being polished and etched, the specimens were nicltel plated so tJ:at

deformation of the grains close to the fracture surface could be

observed. The plating process was carried out using an electrolyte of
nickel sulphate and boric acid with pure nickel foil as the anode.

Standard Fryrs
CuC&z) and modified Fry's

| 1.62,)
and 20q FeClg) " were

to show the distribution

reagent (loOcc HzO, l2occ Conc.HC[ and 909

reagent (lOOcc HzO, SOcc conc.HC[, 2Og CuC.Q,z

used for macrographic etching of the specimens

of plastic deformation at the shear lip region.

In the case of the aluminium alloy, the etchants used were

It HF, Kellarrs reagent (2cc HF (48t), 3cc conc. HCf,r 5cc Conc. HNO3

and 19Occ HzO) and Barker's reagent(263) (144 HBFI, stainless steel
cathode, 5V, 30 seconds).

5.15 ELECTRON FRACTOGRAPHY

Imrnediately after fracturing, the fracture surfaces of tlte

specimens were washed in acetone to remove any traces of oil present.

Clear nail polish was coated on the fracture surfaces to prevent rust
and atmospheric deterioration. Before viewing the specirnen in the
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scann:i.ng electron aiicroscope (S.E.lr[.), t],re nail polish was thorougrhlSz

re,no{/ed wittt acetone Ln an ultr.as,onic clearler.

The fracture 'sunfaces of the steel and aluninium spee,imens,

te.nlBered at. diffe:re,nt tempe{ature,s o-r tested i.n di.fferent cracj(
plane orientati.ons or at cliffer.ent testing terper.atures, \'rerie exanined

using a JECIL J.S.M. U3 soanning electron nicroseope qperating t?. the
se,conaaFjr electron image mode at 25 Kv. For elenental analysis of the
fraetrrr.e surf-aee, an gndX 505 energy dispersive X-ray anal-yser attached
to the eJectcdr microsco;ie rras e$plo'yed.

5.16 SPqen{FN }qoMENCI,A UTE

The identifLcatim oode fot the steel, slpeeLmens consisted of,

a lettrgr ln between two ps45"rs" for exarnpJ"gl

S1;eci:nen
Nulnher

I t,o I nax;

E

I
I

Speefunen
lltriclmess

45.

Itetrpe,.ril gi

Tenfiprature

A - ?StmI

ts=22ry
C - l9run

D - 16trun

E - l3run

F - 1oirm

G- ?un

H- &@

0 - As-quenctred

I - Loooc

3 - 20,coc -

3 - 3o09c

4-4o'oc
as - esooc

s - soooc

55 - 55ooc

6 - 6oooe

65 - 65ooc

Itren'ee , 2 E 45 represents the- seeond t3rnrn ttrir:k speeinen'
ternBered at 45ooc.

Unless sEatsed, all steel sSrecimens were of Composi.tion O (Refer

Appendix F) and tested ln the c-L or R-L orientatien. SXle:ci.nene mqde

f,rorn Composit-iqn N were desigmated N, for example, 3A2N.



The basic code, f,or the al-trqi.nium sSrecimens, Les,ted in
the E-L o.rientatigItr w€ls silnilar to tbat sf ,steel: a nuFtber

followed by a trettdr. Thus;

3rF Ag

\/

Ito 3 max

:rePresents the tlrird LOmm ttrriek 70.75-TG alrrninirqn speefunen tested in
the T-Lr onientation.

, rhe basic crackl plane orientation ide-ntif:i-cation "od"(7otLl8)
';ts trsed to i.dentify sgrecinens tested wl-th e:rack blAfre eorientations
different frcm tttose nentioned above, for exanple' IASN(R-C} or 3AAf,(S-T!.

Speciten
N[4nber

87.

707546
^nlumin:[,unn

6peo.ttgn
'Thickness

A - 25m0

B - 2,3!nB

e - 19run

D - 16.80

E - 13ml

F - ]-Omqr

G - Turrr

E - 4!ruo
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CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Results obtained in the present investigation are presented

either in graphical or tabulated form in this chapter. Ttre tensile

properties of the materials are described first. The fracture tough-

ness, in the elastic and yielding regimes, and its correlations with

shear lip size and other parameters are then shown and briefly

discussed. Ttre fractographic results, both oPtical and scanning

electron microscopy, are next presented together with an interpretation

of the observed features. The final section contains the metallographic

and microhardness data. It is noted that the metallographic section

deal-s nainly with the spread of the plasticity as a result of the shear

tip formation rather than the metallurgy of the materials which has been

well studied in the literature.

The brief discussion of the results in each section is carried

out independently. The combination of the above sectionsr to forrn a

complete and comprehensive understanding of the investigation, is

presented in the succeeding chapter.

6.2, TENSTLE DATA

Using tensiLe test specimens described in section 5.I0.I, the

room temperature tensile properties of Comsteel En25 and 7075-T5

aluminium alloy were determined. The average results for Comsteel En25

at each heat treatment are presented graphicaLly in Fig.6.1 and

tabulated together with the aluminiurn alloy data in Appendix H. lfhe

slight variations in composition did not produce a marked difference in

the tensile properties, but the general trend was that the steel with

composition N, being cleaner than that with cornposition o, had a

slightly higher ultimate tensile stress and 0.21 proof stress. The

stresses for the steel with composition N increased slightly upon

ternpering at lOO - 2OOoC but then decreased steadily with the increase

in tempering temperature.
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Itg.6.1r Effeot of terqgnrJ-ng teruperatu:re qr tensile and.' hardrles-s data

For tlm steel :of ao4ppsition o, the proof and the ultinate tensj-le stresses
deereased with increasing tempe-ring t€grerature over the whole rarrge.

Dist,:lnct yield plateaux were obs'erved for al1 speclm.ens tenpared

at, 300oc' and above. This ealr be seen in Fig.6.2 wher,e the tlpieal stress'-
strain curves at various t€rnpening tenrperatur,es are plesented for tlre steel
of composition N.
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Fig.6.2: Effect of temperl.ng terqperature oR stfe,sg-stfain
tuffir..es

the ha-rdness resulte tabulated in AppendJ.x H are the averaEe

of all. speciinens of the salne heat trcat&eflt. As shown in E"lg.6.Lthe
ha:rdaess data eorEel.ate well vrittr the tensiXe stress in that tbe
variatlon of hatdness witl,t te4perinE Lslq;rerature. for both steeL
compositionq f,sllows closel-y that of Lensile stress ver us ternpering
ter$lerature.

Ehe pereentage ned.uetion in area of, the tensile specimens

generally inc:reas:ed wlth the increas,e ln telnpering tesrrparature olr€r
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tlre enlire tenPeting range as s'hor+n in FiE.r6.3.
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Fis'6'3: 
",,55;:ti3f 5fiEn8ilfi3.ttH"'"tore on area

WithiJn extrtetrimental error, f.he ctif,ference in, steel eomgrositions did not
o.ause the :reductilon in. a,r'ea and the el"ongat:ion to rnrT sitgnifierantly,
aLthough the el-ongation of the steel. wittt eolnposLtioq. N appeared to b-e

v€ry sligtrtly troweq. The perceirtaqre eXongratlo.n ftrr both steel
comlp-sitii-ons showed a decreaee in the 3006c to 4o0oc te4pering reEiclr.

. Tempeting aboive til_s region gradually Increased ttre Inrcent-age elonga-
tioa sf ttre specimens.
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Tlre de5lendence qf strain hardenLng .expojrentr D rr oill temFeqing
tenpera'hrre depicted in Fig.6.4 (Tabulated in Apperidit r) wac rouEhly
trrarallel to that of, per'centage elongation on ternpering temperature
shown in Ftg.6.3 in that a decre,ase in, n r^ras obser.red Ln ttre Eane
tenpering regrion. At 1o$r temperilg: ternperatu,res, the steel of composi-
tion Q appeated to bave a slightly higlrer. nas well as percentaEe
elongati'onq Howeverr at hi'gh tenqrering tenperatures thl"s obserrration
ltas not conolusi.ve.

0.o8

0.06

0.04

o,02

Composition O

400 6o0

TemBering Tegperature, -9C .

Fig.6.4r Effect of temperrirne ternperature on s-t:ain hardening
eXPOne,nt

200
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' comtrlaring the tens,iLe properties of the 5o0oc ternpered specimens

test€cl ln clLffe-rent of,i,entations (appendix u), it wag observedl th;t the
specimen orientatl-on produeed a marked increase in the percentagre
reduction in area ar,rd tlire strlecinen eJ-ongat:i.on. The increase in area
r.edueEiOn from 3=rot it ttre R-.IJ anil R-C o,riextatio.ns to S9,*- l.n the t-R
orientation was nearly twofold.

Trr-e tensile propertS-es of the Z0l5 alunrlniun alloy in tlie T6
condition given in ABpendix H and r are surunarised in nabte G.l berow.
[t was noticed that speci.rnen orientatj-on hact a s]-ight effect on the
uraterial prope'rties tr2articularllr the elonEationr tJle reduction in area
and the strain hardening ei{aonent,.

I ,1r., ,. / [' I

spee inen o::ientatio:r

T-Irr/T-si L-q

547

s97

10

l6

O.2* Btaoof stressr !iPo.

Ult-l"rnate tensiLe srtress, tritpa.

Percentage reduction in area,
Fercel tage el.ongatio[e t ,
Strain hard.ening exponent .

Modulus of ELastici.ty, IrFa .

t.

482

547

5

6

o.o53

63,300

o.13

63,40o

Table_ 6'lr Teqclle Froperties of 7:975-16 Alunfuiiun eLlo_y:

As the testlng tenrpenatrre decreased below anbLe[t, ttre O.2t
proof stre'ss and the ultj.Wte tensile strees sf, both the s€eeL and the

.alumin.ium alloy vlere f,ound to increase as showR in Tabl.e 6.2. The steel
terlsil'e .specirnerns were obtainecl f.rom comp.act tension ispecimens tl:at had
been tempered at 6OOoC.



Material Comsteel En25 7075-'16 Aluminiurn

Test Temperature, oc Ambient O -78 -196 Ambient O -78 -196

oy"'t".
surt ll Pa

t reduction in area
* elongation

896 963 1018 1346

985 LO42 LL23 143r

40 40 40 20

18 L4 L2 13

4A2 487 502 576

547 835 825 884

s550
6866

94.

Table 6.2: Tensile Properties at Testing Temperatures Below Ambient

Definite yield plateaux were observed in all the steel specimens while the
phenomenon was absent in the aluminium alLoy specimens. The reduction in
area remained approximately constant as temperature was decreased until
at -196oc, a drop in value was noted for both materials. No changes could
be observed in the elongation of the materials although in the case of the
steer specimens, a general decrease in percentage hras evident when

compared with the room temperature test result.

6.3 FRACTURE TOUGHNESS DATA

6.3.1 Effect of Tempering Temperature

The effect of tempering temperature on the plane strain fracture
toughnessr K,^, of Comsteel En25 compact tension specimens of 25rrun

_tu

thiekness tested in the R-L or C-L crack orientation'is shown graphically
in Fig.6.5 and tabulated in Appendix J. The average plane strain fracture
toughness of the material in the as-quenched condition was 48 Upa/ro. The

toughness increased. steadily to about 62 Mpa/m at 20OoC. Temperirrn 
"a

:OOoc, however, produced a distinct drop in fracture toughness value to about
60 Mpa/m indicating the occurrence of tempered martensite embrittlernent
at approximately 35ooc. At 40ooc and above, the fracture toughness of
Comsteel En25 was found to increase with the increase in tempering
temperature.

Fig.6.5 also shows the effect of slight variation in steel
composition on the fracture toughness. It can be observed that the steel
with composition N produced fracture toughness values that were
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c.onsistently trigher than those of steel comgrositlon O, ThLs is
particularllr ncltl.ceable at the tenqlered ma:rtensl.te embrlttl.emeflt and

high temperi$g te$trleraturc regions.

ri- Cotnpositi.on

=€- CwrBosltion

N

o

,J

L0G

2OO 400 6.00

TEmperilng Temperature; oC 
.

Fig.6.5: Effect of tenlperinE t€rftperature on frasture
toughness of Comsteel pn25

Etae change in shear lip size, B""r w,i,th temgrering texperature
was €ound to foLlorr very closel,1r ttre variation of, fracture toughness
with t"ernperLng tempera.ture (see fig.6.6). Itroweverl the eh,ange Xn shear
litr> size in ttre 35ooc region was r.rot as mar.!6ed as in the change in
fracture touqhness.
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Eigr,.6.6: Bffect of, temperirrg tennperature on lshelar lip sJ,ze

At high tenpering tgmperatureq, sheaf. ll.ps were f,ound ts be
Iess weLl defir:red aind for-nedi Xn:rls resul,ted Xn inaccuqacy in the sheirr
lip size measurgttent and'e-irnrs.equant1fz, scatter in result ean be. seen
in Fi9.6.6.

Ehe va::iatien in steel cornpositi-n did not produee notLeeerble

change ira shear Li_p s,lse,
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6,3.2 Effea! Ef spedime,rl lFiicknes,s i

The ru'-flueuce o.f slpecimen thl.ctcness. B, on the f,racture
toughnessn Ker of Comsteel Err2S (Steel oonS'o.sitlon O) at variio-us

tenper:ing terlEreratirnes is shosn in Fig.6,? anet tabulatedl in
ALpendix J.

200

B€rnpering
terryerature, %

500

550

50,0.

45Or

40u

12'O

ro t6
specimen t"triediness r B, rrm.

,8i9.5,.7: Effect of, s;regirren size sr fracture toughness of
Conpteel bn25

Fsr a,ll terntrrefing tentr)eraturGs.r Ko, dec eased towards the
Iimiting K-a viiluea a.s the ,sp,ecimen thiekness was inqreased. At
tenX4ring tenrperatures of 4O'Ooe and below, ttre value of K for tbe
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25run'thick specinens was approximately equal to the ave:rage Kr"
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value at that tenrpering temperatrlre as can.be seen in Table 6.3.

Horrever, abov,e 4OOoC, ttie difference between the tno toughness

paranlete, s ine-*eased with increasiirg tentrlel:rlnc tenperature. llhe

differ.ence between the ma:cimum K_ value and the covrstant Kn" value

was also obser'rtred to i.ncnease with teurperalure.

Tenrpering

Egrrperature

('"e),

K*
IC

(MPa/ur)

R**
e

(MFa&)

AS Que,nehed

100

200

30,0

4,O0 .

450

500

550

5o,0

55.28

54.9'4

64.66

62-.23

64.68

78.21

8,4.,01

91.90

92.05

52,.73

55.80

66.65

50.83

64.67

85.5-7

90.43

to4.gg

109,51

tab,le 6..3: Corrrpariso+ of KrC@.
-valgp.s at, diffenent tegtPering tersPeratrrres"

Averagre over all AST!{ valid tests
Artleragg over ttre 25uai thielcress specirnens

*
**

The tratter differrerce \raliiedl

state to about 2 time.s in tJre

from about J-.5 -fti,rnes

60ooc teurperatrrre.

in ttre asa querrehed

At high ter\pertng temperatures, most speeimens that. failed
to rleet the Astftl stana-ta 

(118] 
had thicknesses too ,s$all to rneet the

2.5 ll<- /o---l I requirernent.
0ys

The troadlhis-plaeeurent records at a given terqpetingr tem;lerature
showed a marked cbafrge jl shape as ttre strre,cimen thickness decreased;

the arnount of Srl.astic behaviorlr aplreaned to increase.
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Terrpering ternperature = 500oC
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DJ-sp,Laeemetrt, rf,n .

Fig.6.8q Effect of s;ecirnen size, on loadr/displ.ac-enrent
curve of ComEteel Eh25

tlence the ratio of {---,/P^ i.nc:seased !ri,ti& the deer'ease' i:r. spec

thickness. .e tylr'i"J":"f of toad-dlsplacernent records is il,lustrated in
Fig.6.-'8, w,here the P_._--,/P_ fatio i,nereAsed fronr an average valu'e o,f 1.04max Q
fo.r Z5rnnr thi"ckn'ess speeirnens to 1.56 f,or 4run t}rick'ness specimerts.

Shear lLp slre ne-asuremerits showed that BSL was within
expetinental error;, eonsta,nb along thc enack length of the speeinetrs,. E'ot

a given terupering tenrperature, the sise of ttre shear lip was fortnd to be

l:tdependeet of tlre tlriekness, of the test qlrecimen as shown in Fig.6.9
and txbulated fun Appendix J.
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Fig.5.9: Ef:f.ect of, sSleeinen siz-e qrl siae of, shear lips

Bhear lips were w,ell dleflned and well f,ormed f.tr S,Sreoinens Lernpered at a

temperature belon 400oC; but as the ternpering ternperature was i.ne:reasedp

tshe dti tinctneFs of the shea:r lip forrntion was :found tO dirBilllsh (see

F:i;g.6"}0).

Fo:r Lhe 70?546 al-uniniurn alloyr, ttre v,ariat.tqr of, Kc }ti'th

sgreallnen thioknes's follor+ed a sinilar trend to ttre com6'tee1 IIr25' As

shonn in Fig.6.I1, the K" values for specimen thicknesses largelr than

19m r-.Lalned corlsitant at a value of approximateJ'y 29'6 MPa/m (see

Appendix K f,or tabulate-d data).
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Fig .6.10 Shear 1ip

a. lOOoC t-eml,er ( lcl ) .

temper ( IA55 ).

forrnation on Comsteel En25 specimens.

riE.€,12 shear IiJ: fcrrmation on 7075-'I'6 alurnlniurn s1 (,. lmt'r;-
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t0-E#o-

4101622

SBe,eirea tlri*ness l nm.

Ftg.6.i1: Effect of, speeiren size m frasLure touglrness of 7O75-T6
alltrminirm a1loV

The averag€ K:C velue r*as 27.? ldPay'n. Strrecinens of lees than l0rsn

thioknes,s were fo-rnd ,to give invaliA .AS!lti[ tests either because of the

speeirnerl thickness or the 
"*.*/& 

requirerne-nts' Altlrough the speoimens

were ,suffiaiently thLck ts attain a state of, Blane strainl they did not

. aF-pear Lo be thin enough to glve the true plane s'tress fracttare tough-

Des.sr where K" has a maxi-mum value.

As vrith ConsteeL EnzS, ther shear 1ip siae in the alrrmlnium

alloy rr-as found to be invariarrt with the thickne'ss of the test specinen

artd the lertgttr of ttre fracture path. Honever, the formatj.oa of th1

sheall lips along ttle ftee gurfac,€s of tln :specirnen was observed to
. be dd.scontinuousr as, sholm .in,Fig.6.12.
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6.3.3 Effect of Specimen Orientation

The fracture toughness data for specinens of different crack
plane orientation, taburated j-n Appendix J for comsteel En25 and

Appendix K for the 7075-75 alurniniurn alJ-oy, are summarised in Table 6.4.
The tempering temperature of the steel specimens was 5OOoC.

Table 6.4: - Average Kr. (MPa4n) and ;hear lip size (nm) for specimens of
different crack plane orientations.
* denotes K^ value only.I

The difference in crack plane orientation did not produce a
significant effect on the fracture toughness of the aluminium alloy.
Nevertheless, toughness in the S-T and L-S orientations was general"J-y

slightly higher than that in tlre T-t orientation. For ComsteeJ- En25,
the fracture toughness \^ras significantly affected by the crack plane
orientation. While the toughness in the R{ orientation lrras noticeably
higher than in the R-L orientation, a nearry two-ford increase was

obtained in the L-R orientation. As a result of the high toughness
varue in the L-R orientation, the data were invalidated by the ASTM

- (118)standard'---' specimen thickness requirement of z.s(xe/oyJz to be less
than the actual specimen thickness, B.

The fracture surfaces for the specimens of different crack
plane orientation are shown in the macrographs in Fig.5.13.

*r"/ 
"r" 

Orientation R-L T-L R{ 54 L*. L€

Comsteel En25 (Mpa/m) 82.73 82.35 150.36*
Shear lip size (rnm) I .6 1 .9 4.s

7075-'16 aluminium
alloy (tqpay'm) 27 .67 29.60 29.67

shear lip size (mm) I. 3 l. .I I. 3



R-C

( Steet speclmens )

S-T

A1 uralni'.rm sPeclmens

Fig.5. 1 ', .sf f ect of crack plane 'rrierttatiolr
)n f :"acture surface.
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The aentral portlon of, ttre Ehear Lips alonE the crack lenEth of the

R-Ia arrd R-e orientAtedl specirnens was of approximately con,stant sizel
but fur the L-R orientationi the sBecirnen widthr !{, clid not apBear to
be 14rgq engugh for the shear J'ips to attain a csnstant size'
TabLe 6.t[ shows that the average size of the shea.r J.Lp in ttr€ L-R

orientatisn i6 ebaut ttrr€e times'that in the n-L specirnens-

The shear tr l-B eize for the ah:miniun alJ'e1n was alnost eorl-stiult

for all oar{errtatio:ts of, the e-rack plane (see rig.6.I3 ancl fable 6-41 .
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6.3.4 Effect of Testing Temperature

The effect of testing temperature, for temperatures below

ambient, on Comsteel En25 (composition N) tempered at 60OoC and

7075-T6 aluminium a11oy in the as-received condition, is shown in
Table 5.5 below

Table 6.5: Fracture toughness data .

Comparing with the room temperature fracture tougtrness, listed in
Appendices J and K, for 50OoC tempered steel, an average KO val-ue of 105.24

lrpa/rn and for 7075-T6 aluminium al1oy " *rC value of 27.67 t{&/mr it can be

seen that decreasing the test temperatr:re below ambient does not cause any

siginificant change in the fracture toughness values for both materials.
However, due to the increase in proof stress (see section 6.2) with decreasing

testing temperature, the steel specimen tested at -196oC was found to give a

vatid test according to the ASTu standard 8399-74 
(1f8) - The K - value of the' "'- "IL

aluminium alloy at -196oC was slightly lower than expected. Ttre loadr/displace-

ment records were of the type shown in Fig.Z.6(c) where the maximum load, P*"*,

is identical to the 5t secant loadr PO.

Comsteel En25 7075-,r6AL

Specimen designation
Testing Temperatur", oC

Specimen thickness, B,
mm

Specirnen width, W, mm

Crack length, a, mrn

KN

MPa /rn

ne'
*e

"*"*/tp
2:s(P )2

ys

ASTII test validity
Shear lip size, mm

I3A6N

-78

14A6N 15A6N

-196 -196

12A6N

o

25 .03

49.16

24 -.54

60.7

104.67

1.05

ZJ

49

26

54

L02

't
I

05 25.O4

77 49.28

39 25.30

3 62.0

4L 111.43

05 L.Oz

25.O4

50.42

26.L7

58.5

105.92

r.03

48l513L731255329

YES

2.O

yEs

2.L

NO NO

1.9 1.8

5AAI, 6AAI,

-78 -195

7.05 4.44

YES YES

L -2 0.35

4AA,[.

o

24.93 24.95 24.98

50.15 50.04 50.15

25 .75 25. rI 24 .9L

13.4 15 .4 L2.5

24.O5 26.65 2L.27

1.0 1.0 1.0

5.lo

YES

0.9
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6.4 EBROE,3NALYSTS

6.4,.1 Teqsile Data

The estl-mated error in the tensile test data was exltrelss,ed as

ratio o.f Lhe standard deviatj.sn to the rt€,an. ahis ratio, knolcn as tlre

ooeffieient of variation, glws an indication of, tlle relaticnn b.etrire'err

tlre seaLte,r aqd ttre @a!i, arid when rnrltlplled by 100 can be regarded as

tlre Srereentage error. ftre values of the coeffieient of v,;r.riation for
tensile strlecir-rens ternSrered at vari.ous terqleratures as well as ltrose f.of

the 7075-76 aluralnl.rro alloy are listed in APpendix H where S is tbe

starrda:rd deviatior,l and i is the rnean of tlrc specirnens tested.

6,4.2 Fraetufe Torrqrhness,D3lEa

Systenatic err.o.rs occurring in the Kr" deter:urination arose

nain&' f.rom ttre inaaeura,el-es l.n measuring the various Farramete.re that were

r€quir€ct f,or the fracture tougrhnes,s calcuX,aLi.on. Fro$ the -fracltufe to.ugh-

ness equati,otr for the conrpacrt tension specinent

P^K =4 rr3'-rc By'w -'w'

where ne,asutrenrents w€re re,quired to be made of the 5t offset se,cant J.oadt

P^, sgreci ren widtlr, W, sBecJ-rnen thlckneesl E" arrd eraq}c Xeragtlll a, the
v

estiihabed crrc}rs in these parafle.ters $e:?e !

g= t0.0Lrur
!f = t 0.05 un
a= *O.02nwr

arrd" p = 2*, egual contribution fron the Loadl dete:ghtrna-

tlon and the secant constructiorl.
;Eherqfore, b]r uSilg the error propagation forfilla (see 4ppentlix L), it can

be strown that tl,re e:rrr€r in the K-- calculati.on is

th]'=[?]'- 
.[+J'- 

ozs ['J'. zzz [+].
r*here ttre various teruts on, the riEht-l,r,arxd-s,icle of the expnersSion can be

obtained from the estj&ated errors listed abow-e' 'rtreee lte:re'
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qi:
P

o. 02

0.OO3forE= 4ftn

0.001 for Vl = 59mnt

0.OOIfora=25mn

bs:
w

and

Consrequently, ttre eri.or for the K-^ value was atrlproxinately 2t for al.L

+* o-ooJ- f,orB = 25nrn

'q
@

speci4Pns th:i clsnesses .

6.5 CORIEI,ATION OF FRACTURE 'TloUCIulESS. WITII StlEAR LIP SIZB

ihe f,raeture to.ughness and shear lip size data for Corwteel Ei35

and 7075-T6 aLuminiuur alJ-oy specirnens are tabrrLated in Appendiees J and K

resBective\r- Frorn FJ-g.6.9 i.t can be seerr that the,she'ar llB slze at a

gi.ven temperlng terqpenature is independent of specinen tb.i.ekness. TabLe 6.6.
gives a sumrary of the arrerage Kr" *d shear lip s'ize v'alues for all tbe

Stee1 Conposition O Steel Compgsiti.on N

KB.IC SL
(MPa/m) (rur)

47.20 0.38

1[9.93 0.43

62.51 0.72

61.75 0.86

681.98 1.15

Al-unini,uur

I|eat Trcatnent

-"-O"".tr"
Ioooc Ternpe:r

20ooc renper
goooc Temper

40OoC Temper

asooc lfe!-ntrrer

Sgooc Ternper

55ooc tremper

6000€ Temper

65ooc Teqp,6g

T6

Krc

(t{Pay'n)

5,5.28

54.94

64.66

62.23

64.68

78.2t
84.O1

91.90;

92.05,

B
SL

(mnl

o,47
0.49

o.71

0.r90

1. 11

L.49

L.72

L. 82

2.26

K
IC

l1cral/m)

Bst
(mrn)

a2.73

L05.24*

Lro.70*

-
r.s7

2.65*

7,79*

27.6? 1.25

qeil B-, values-for Conrsteel En25 and 7075-T6 alr:nrinirn
ou--



noaterl,als usedl. in ttris inv-estigation. Dat€ that ryere invalid AgBll' Eests

are marked with asterisks

llkie co:r:eeLation between pliul,e st airr fractule toughnessr KiC'

b,rld size of the she,ar liBr B"or is presented graphically in Flgr.6.tr4

rrylrere Br" was plotted ag[eerrast, the x.elative toug]tftess p4rafieter, (KIC/6y,s).

trhe ttreoletical pred:ietLon of the size of the craelt tip plastie zsne

fowru'ated by ria,r(I58) n Lio(1lA) nrnd rt+rtn(rgl are aleo sherl' in tle

figure"

o Conrpositiiur O

' eomBositiur N

--- Rice (I58)

-- 
Liu. (112)

'-- Iririn (I9)
t

I
f

.,
t

I
t

o

a
I

ro?.

2.0

Re,Iative toughness , Kng/gyys, *ffi'.

8tg.6.14! RClatlenship between fracture torrgfuness and slt€ar
Lfp sixe on linear 5r1ot.

Corrsiilering t.l.e data for ttre steel spec,linens I't can be seen ttrat' at

E
EI

o,
N
.,,1

v,

q
.El.
F{

[1
dE 1.o

rr.{
U)

Lotr tem,perLng teqperatur€:s, ttte rel.atdonslrip b.etrrveen BSf, *d (Klny'dy€)
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can be described using an expression sirnilar
(158) for the prastic zone size; namely,

BSL = B (Klcloys)m

where B and m are constants.

At tempering temperatures higher than

that the relationship between Br" and (KIC/Oys)

6.I. The deviation increases with the increase

Krc 2'O2
B=, = O.41 (o:)

ys

to that proposed 6Y eice

6.1

a5ooc, Fig.6.14 shows

deviates from equation

in tempering temPerature.

The constants B and m in equation 6.1 were determined by plotting

"s" 
*d (Klc/oys) on log-1o9 scales. This is shown in Fi9.6.15. At the

Iow tempering temperatures, below a5OoC, the data follows aPproximately a

Iinear reLationship while at high tempering temperatures, deviation from

linearity is evident. Regression analysis of the data below 45OoC

resuLted in a yalue of B = o.4l and m = 2.A2. Thus equation 6.1 can be

rewritten as

6.2

The significance of equation 6.2 will be discussed fully in

chapter.

Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show that the variation in

did not affect the relationship between B* and (KIC/oys).

observed that the data for the 7075-T5 aluminium alloy fell

the ]inear relationship expressed in eguation 6.2, showing

relationship is applicable to the aluminium alloy.

6.6 CORRELATION OF K WITH CNHER PARAIV1ETERS

6.6.1 Tensile Data

the next

steel comPosition

It can also be

very close to
that the

A relationship between smooth tensile properties and KIC of the

type reported by Jones and Brown Q65), that isr Kr"doys , was not found

for Comsteel 1]n25. Also there did not appear to be a correlation between

either OUTS or Or" *U Kra.Nevertheless, a plot of relative toughness'

*r"/Oyr, against Or" provided a linear relationship over a limited range

of tempering temperatures (see Fig.6.16). A drstinct change in gradient

occurs at a tempering temperature of about 4OOoC.
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,6,6,2 stretoh zone

Tfhe streteb zonc is ,liefi-ned as the regiion of shear deforniation

between tlre fatigrue erack aod the over-load fractrse region of a fracture
toughness testpiece. The wiflth of ttris reglon, tg,r leos cteter,mltrdd on

the scanning electron microscope using a nagrnif,icatiori s-f bet*reen 6O0 and

2,OO:O tt'qes. No distinct streteh zcne was observable for terrperinE

teriqre,ratures beldw l00ec- sfell formed s'tretcti zones were howevcr o)tEelnted

in sBecirnens tetlperqd above this tenperature. 'The res:ults are tabulated

in Eable 6,7.

l"gbLe 6.?:, Stretched zone miidth f,or Cornsteel En25 and Vgl1-TG aluniniqn a,llg1.

The r;e1ationshS,p betirreen ttae stnetQtt zone width

toughness , U</s---), plotted on log-Log scales is shown in' ys'- -
straigbt line in the figrute, given by tbe equation

and rse.latiit€

Fig.6,17. The

ldater:ial Tempering 
^Tenrperature (-C) Spee.lmerr

$tretc-h Sone
!{idth (Utrr}

Comsteel En25 650

500

5s0

500

,4865N

1a6

r.As5

IASIN

1A5

2A5

345

1A45

lA4
2h&

3'44

a9.2

L7.e

x6.o
r.2.3

r'2.2

12. I
12'r
9.0

5.8

6.6

6.5.

4,50

400

725,46
Aluminium
Al.lorr

llot Obsertred
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Ero = o.5Glc/oy€

o.05 0.1

o.o5

Eti

N

{Jo 0.01

fitd
r;{
s

H o.oos
o
!l
,c(t
+J
o
t'l
+)
sl

neUiive tor.rghn-ess, KICloys, 6. .

Elg.6.17r Relationship between fracture tougilrness ;uld stret&
zone Hridth

tr, = o'5 (K/6ys)t'u'* ""dt""""" ' 6??

w+s deterrri.ned by Batesand Clank(266) f,or a nurnber of, aludnilnn and, steel

alloys. AJ.h the cotnsteel .8n25 data ,utere seen to lie above the Bates and

C,larjr Ii,nE indtrcating thet, ttre stretch zone wldths were largre.r than elPeeted.
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(a)

(b)

Fig.6.18 Fibrous
(a) heat

crack extension marking by

tinting, (b) fatigue.
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5.7 FRACTT'RE TOUGHNESS FROM YTELDING FBACTURE IIIESHA}IICS

6.7. I c,faclc- Openllg. Displacgment aL erra:eli .Ini!L-t*on, .,6 t
The resuLts f,rom the six 2Srrnr thickrres's eomtr)act tehsion

spe.cirnens tenpered at, 600oe and qnloaded at dif,ferent ar@unt of
f,ibnous erack growth are tab-ul.ated in ABpendix !d. l$here possiJrle,

the values of K, are al-so included in the Appendix.t

Fiq.6.18 shows the t1pica"l fractulE sutfaces of ttre h:eat

tinted and fatigue narlseid speeime,ns. It gan be obsesved that the

regions of, f,f,brrous craok. grorrth are easlly d.i.scernib.lq.

lDhe variation of the srack opeaLng dispLacement, 6, at tlre

point of rinloadinE with the arnount of fibroxs cr.ack Erowth, Aa, as shonrl

in Fig,6,l$, f,ol-J.oms apllroxlmately a linea-r relationshlp. d was calslrlated
usi.ng ttre ttreoretical exgrression (eqr.ration 4.8 of sestion 4.2.2, fron
Ref,erence (210)

0.0,6,

6i * o'o39msr

Flbrous eraelt ,trength, Aa, mm,

' Fi.E,6,n9: Detesrinatien of C.O.D. at efack iJritiation

0.05

0-:04

E'

a
+tfi
$.o'(t
rd
_1
r&.o
.til

'E'
trr
H

.F{.

do
&

t
d
s{
rO
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Extrapolqtion of the line in Fig5,I9, to zeror,fi,b,rous erack growtll gave

a value of 61 of O.O3grmE. lf,]le fracture to,uEhness caloulated f:rorn

equation 4.5 taktng tr = L was foun,il Lo be A4.6 4 !'Fa/.m. fh:i,s was mueh

lower than that deLerrrined from the esrl,t standard analysis 
(1rB) 

using
a 2tb iner.ement of crack extension whe,ne arr avelrage Ke vaLue of IO5.24
UPay'n was obtained,

5. 7.2 J-Contour Integral

The reLation of itr at the point of unl.oading versus the length
of fibrous eradc growth, Aa, is graphically presented in fig.6.2o and

tabulaEed in Appendix l.t. An qptruexi$ate linear relattonship was obs€nred.
The v'alue "f Jte, fnom the intersection, of the J-Aa Li.ne andl flre 

" = 2A"oflono

1in*e, where 
"; - ! (ors * outs) *d oy" = 896 @- , 

"of, 
=' 9BE !.tpa ,

was forutd to be 28.5 Nnn/nunz.

50r

40

'/ '&o"o''

= 2€.5 luqy'r*2

a

t
I

N' 3'o
Etl

E
Ezo
A

.I0

,1

, Fj;lorous C:raek' Leregttrl Aa, tm.

Fi9.6.2,0. Deter:minatlon of, ilr".
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Ttre plane strain fracture toughness of Comsteel En25 tenpered at 6OOoC

using equati.on 4.I2'

Krc = {iar--.v-T
was therefore 80.13MPa/m. This compares well with the value of 84'64 t'tPa/n

obtained from 6. analysis.

The minimum specimen size for val-id Jr" using

B, a, W-a t oJra/oflo, 6.4

where o = 50 was found to be l.Smm. This is smaller than ttre dimensions of

the 25mm thick specimens.

6.8 FRACTURE TOUGHNESS FROM SIDE_GROOVED COMPACT TENSION SPECII4EN

of the three side:grooved compact tension specimens, only one vras

successfully tested. ftre other two were found to possess quench cracks that

were too severe to render any usefulness. Results of tJ1e successful test are

surunarised in Table 6.8 while the load/displacement record is shown in Fig'

5.21 where for comparison purposes, the typical load/dispJ-acement record of

a non side-grooved specimen tempered at the same temperature is included'

Table 6.8 Results of side-grooved sPecinen ( steel conposition N ) tempered

at 6OOoc.

widttr

t{

(rrm)

49.33

Ungrooved
thickness

B

(run)

Crack
Length

a

(trun)

Depth of
Groove

t
s

(mm)

"e
P

max
Kcop J at

max.
load

K.l

(KN) (KN)

42.4

(MPa/rn) (#, (MPa&r)

25.O4 24.97 2.96 40 .0 81.87 28.80 80.55
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Displacerent, mnt

Fig.6.2L: Loadlrl.displacement gqt?\fe .of, side-Eroo-\ted specimen

No shear lips on the f,racture surfatre were detectable. This was

erq)ected since the averaEe shear 1lp slze at 6OOoC tenperihg tgrErerature

on non-side-gcooved sgre*cimens was only 2.65run., wrrlerea's the depth qf the side-

groove gras z,96nm. EffecL of side ligarnents was therefore eliminat'ed and

the COD at ulaximum Load occlrrred. at a5lp.roxilnatsely the sdrne positl.on as COD

gt initiatisn. tPhis can be seen to be €a by connparing thE fracture
touEhnes,s v.alues l-n table 6.8 with ttre results in s,eetion 6,7,, llhe fracture

toughness Velue,s fron eracjr openinE displacemeat and the correg'5r-olrding

J-integral at maximum load were 81.87 ,a4d 80.55 Wa/n resBeetivel.y.. 'Itres'e

eolalured we1L w4.th ttiose calcutrated frsrn 6i and Jr".

60

40

n
.d
820
A

o

"t II

n" ,riI
I

\ eiae-grsoved

rr-on srid€-g,f,oolr€d

-1 F- o'o97'
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The results in sections 6.7 and 6.8 show that the fracture

toughness at OOOoC temper calculated using the ASTM standard analysis

is different from that obtained using the 6i, JfC approaches and the

side-grooved specinen . The discrepancy rnay be due to the invalidity

of the ASTM KIC values as a result of excessive yielding at high

tempering temPeratures. This will be fully discussed in Chppter 7- ft

is, however, necessary to state here that Kr" witl henceforth be regarded

as the fracture toughness obtained merely from the ASTM Standard 5* off-

set secant analysis and that it may not necessarily be the true plane

strain fracture toughness of the material. Where the true value is

meant, it wiII be specified.

6.9 Comparison of KO with K"Op Ig .ld *""

The fracture toughness values for the 25mm thick specimens'

determined at the point of maximum load on the load/displacement fracture

test record using the crack opening displacement approa"h, KCOD, the J

integral approach, KJ, and the equivalent energy approach, \pr are shown

as a function of tempering temperature in Fig.6.22 and tabulated in Table

6.9. The toughness determined using the theoretical approach of Wells
(2r0) is denotea uv rloo, and the experimental approach using a constant

rotational factor of r = O.4 suggested by lngham et aI.(214) and EIIiott
(215 ) ltet al.'---', is denoted bV fi.o. In converting the crack opening displace-

ments tO the fracture toughness values, tr was taken as unity. The

justification of this assumption will be discussed in the next chapter. The

maxirnum load K values are also included in Table 6.9 for comparison
c

purposes.
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Fig.6.22 shows Urat {oo grossly. over estimates the values

of K", and KIg at all telrPering temperatures bll a factor of 2 to 3

tirnes. To ,a lesser extent, KtsOn also dver estimates Kc at tetnPering

tenrp ratures belor So0qc bnrt at 550 and eoo"cr rioo is less thatt K..

Although K" is eonaistently lorrer than K" *d *nc over the wh-ole range

of Leulgering terrtrrerature,, it prlecl.i.cts well the shape 6f the curve of

f,trareture touE&rness versuG ternpertng telnlEratsure. \E corrielaees

f,avourably with K" as can be seen in lfahle 6,9. The discrepancy was

found to be less than 108. However, instead of being the lelqer bound?

so

f
td
At
,(r!,o
o
F
trr,
o

+J

g
c$
o
6
fi

t Krc o

+

org
oK

e '.t"
xIq

400 600

40

200

the values of \, are conslsteatly higher than Kra values'

200

150

120

TemPe,ring te$PeEatuEeroC .

b-rg.6.22: comparison of fraetrlre toughness nbtainedl f,rom

yield'ing f,ractute meciharrics aPProaches'
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6.10 FRACTOGRAPHY

6.10.I Opti.cal .Microscopic .Observatjlons

Representative macro fracture features of Comsteel En25

austenitized at 85OoC and tempered at various temperatures can be seen

in Figure 6.23 and 6.24 where the specimen orientation was either C-L

or R-L.

The as-quenched specimen (Fig.6.23(a) ) had a rather flat
and featureless fracture appearance in both the fatigue cracked region
and the over-load region. The fatigue crack front was weII defined.
Similar fracture features were observed at a tempering temperature of
lOOoc. However, at 2OOoC a significant change occurred in that a quite
uneven appearance was noticed. Tempering at 3OOoC produced a flat and

rather featureless fracture surface similar to that in the as-quenched

and IOOoC tempered specimen (see Fig.6.23(b) and 6.23(d) ). As the
tempering temperature was further increased, the amount of unevenness

gradually increased such that at 600 and 65OoC, as can be seen in
Figs.6.24(d) and 6.24(e), the fracture appearance beceilne extremely rugged.

The large contrast between the uneven over-load region and the relatively
smooth fatigued region made the fatigue crack front clearly distinguishable-
At high tempering temperatures, the fatigue crack front appeared to bow

outward so that the crack length at the centre of the specimen was greater
than at the free surfaces. The amount of contraction in the specimen

thickness direction also increased with increasing tempering temperature

while the formation of shear lips along the free surfaces of the testpieces
became less and less well defined.

A conunon macro fracture feature that appeared in aII the
specimens shol^rn in Figs. 6.23(a) to 6.24(e) was the lines parallel to the
direction of crack propagation and coincident vrith the rotling direction.

The effect of specimen orientation on the macro fracture
appearance is shown in Fiq.6.13. The testpieces have been austenitized at
850oc and tempered at 5OOoc. The major differences between each orientation
are the size and shape of the shear lips and the direction of the lines on

the fracture surface which for the R-C and L-R orientations are perpendicuLar

to the direction of crack propagation and for L-R orientation also
perpendicular to the rolling direction. While the fracture features in the
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R-L and R-C orientations appeared ruggedr. the L-R orientation however

appeared comparatively less uneven.

The effect of anisotropy was not dj.scernable in the alurninium

specimens as shown in fig.6.f3. At the initial high stress intensity
region, the fatigue crack surface generally appeared to be dark and

spongy while a shiny surface was observed when the maximum stress was

reduced to less than 60* of the final fracture toughness KO value.
The fracture appearance of the overload region generally had rather
coarse features.

6.10.2 Scanning Electron Microscopic. Obs.ervations

The fracture surfaces of the Comsteel En25 specimens

tempered at various temperatures and the 7075 aluminium alloy in the T-6

condition were observed in the JEOLJ.S.U.U3 scanning electron microscope.
The area of observation was confined mainly to the central lomm of test-
piece width and up to about l5rnrn behind the fatigue crack tip. In alL
the micrographs discussed below the direction of crack propagation is
from the bottom of the page towards the top. The discussion is divided
into three sub-sections as fol]ows:

Comsteel 8n25,

Effect of tempering temperature (R-L orientation),

Effect of crack plane orientation on specimens tempered

at 50Ooc.

For 7075-T6 aluminium a1loy r

(c) Effect of crack plane orientation

A general introduction to the various modes of fracture,
namely, dimple rupture, cleavage, fatigue and decohesive rupture, is
included in Appendix N.

(a) EffegF of Tempering le.mp.erat-u.re _(R-L orientation)

The typical fracture morphology of the as^quenched specimens

is shown in Figs.6.25,26,27 (a) and 27(b). At low magnification, the
overload fracture surface was rather flat with few MnS stringers, as

shown in stereo micrographs in Figs.6.25(a) and 6.25(b). '

For

(a)

(b)



a. Ovcrload fracturc. b. Overloaci fracture.

c. Fatigue. d. Patigue-

Fi.9.6.25 Fractut i r,:r'l hology' of as-cpenched s1eciner.s-



a. Crack tip,. b. Crack tip.

c. Overload fracture. d. overload fracture.

Fig.6 .2f Fracturr, n'L r ; i;(: logl' of as-guenched specimens.
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a.'Overload fracture.

c. OverLoad f rac:ttrre'.

?iq.6.27 Fracture nrorphologl' o

I00oq tr'rn:J ,e !-{:(l ( r; , c )

t,. -:hear lrp.

d . Overl-oai fracture.

f as-quenched (a,b) ancl

sl-,ecineris.
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a. Crack tip. b. Overload fracture.

c. Overload fracture. d. Overload fracture.

riq.6.28 Fracture morphology of 100oc tempered sPecirnens-



a. O(r'erload fracture. b, Shear Iip.

c. Overload fracture, d. Crack tip.

Fig.6.29 Fracture morphologl'of 1OOoC (arb) ani
20006 (c,d) teml,erec slrecrnens.



a. Overload fracture. b. Overload fracture.

c. Dinples. d. Dimples.

Fig.6. 30 Practure rnorphology of 200oc tempered specimens.



r. { 'v,irIcLri f Idctur(. . t,. r-'v'-.rleacl fracture.

c. Crack tiI d. Cleavage.

F j..i . t, . -jL Frar:ture lror1.lt,:.1.r-r';1 c'f 100 t ter,L,e're(l sI-.ec rrner,S



a. Cleavage. b. Shear 1iJi.

c. Cverload fracture. d. Overload fracttrre.

Fig.6.32 Fracture morphology of 300oC (a,b) and

4o0oc (c, cl) temperecl specimens .



a. Fatigue. i--- Crack tig

c. Cleavage. d. Dimples.

Fig .6 . :3 Fracturi m,. rl,ltol{)g; c.f 4e)0"C tnml:r:r-c:.i spec ime'r.s-



a. lihr.ir

c. OverIoaC fracture.

l'i q . ti . 34 Fracture mor i)h(r IrJ(j)

45t'a(' (crcl J t-crr:pereC

b. Shear 1i1,.

h;-. I ^^L'rruPrEf,.

of .1 0lc(' (d,i;J

:il,f r-'l.nit.LA -



a. Crack tip.

c. Overload fracture.

Fiq.6.35 Fracture morPholc,gY

5OOoc (crc1) teml ,ered

b. Crack tiP.

d. overlcad fracture.

of 450oc (a,b) ancl

sI.'L'c imcnE -



a, Fatigue. b. Overloai fracture.

c . tlracl'. ti1-,. d. Crack tip.

Fi',;.€ . 36 Fracturr: morp,,lro1,;q1 '- -^^\J-.Cri :L,L' L Ee'ml,ercO gf,ecfmens.
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a. Dj.mples.

c. Overload fracture.

F ic1 .6 . 37 Fracture nc't I ltr I r

5qoor- (c',c) t,rl,

b. Dimples.

{ (a 'l t

, 1 ,. 1.:.: .
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rr. Dimples. b. Dimples.

c. Shear lip. d. Shear
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f i.9 . €,. 38 Fracture morl holotli' crf 55C"C t-(:ml,e!'€ci sp'ccimens.



a. Overload frac'ture. b. OverloaC fracture.

c. F at rgue . d. Fatigue.

Fiq.6.39 Fracture mcrr[:hol(,g1' of 500oC tem|erqd sltgg trrtPtii:: '
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a. Dimples. b. Dimples.

c. Shear 1ip. d. Shear Lrp.

Fig.6.40 Fracture morphology of 600 C tenl'6iasd specimens.



a. Overload fracture.

c. Crack tip.

t ap.

d. Dimples.

65ooc tempered

3:
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r,tl

Fiq.6.4I Fracture mor1,ltolocj1'of specamens.



a. OverLoad fracture.

c. Crar:k tiJ

E'i9.6.42 Fracture
( 5oooc'

i:. l:verloacl f racture.

ir;':r t'I: +- t 
1

morpriro locl1

temJ-er i .
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a. Dimples.

c. Shear lip.

Fig.€'.43 Fracture
( 5OooC

b. Shear lili.

d. Shear IrP.

morphologl

tetnf'er ) -

in R-C orrcnt,aL:-cn



a. Overload fracture.

c. Fatigue.

b. Overloaci fracture'

d. frac|l tr1,

F l .ri t r.ir-( ilc ]-l t'r..1 u.; ,

( ! tri:'- i' tr-'tr:1 ' l )

. r ..:i4 orr.-n+-.lt1cr,



a. Crack tip.

c. Shear Iip.

fig.6.45 Fracture
( 5oooc

b. Dinples.

d. Shear lip.

norphology

temper ).
in L-R orientation



a. Fatigue.

c . F.ltigue.

b. Fatrgue.

,-i. t td(:1.. L.ll

Fracture morl,nc)

( 7Q7':-T(' alrrm: ni'-ir'. ).
Fi9.6.46 l.-I r.,rrr.rltat- icn



a. Cv€r.LoaC fr acture.

c. Diml:1e's.

b. overload fracture.

d. Dimples.
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a. Fatigue.

c. Crack tiP.

Fi9,6.48 Fracture morPhologl'

( 7C75-Tt' ;rlurnirjum

b. Fatigue.

d. Crack tiP.

IN
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S-T oricntati()n



a. Overload fracture.

c . DirnPl es '

b. Overload fracture '

d. Dirnples .

f'j 9.6.49 Fracturc
( -l 01 ':-'I f

mori,hologY

alrmtfrtrtm

IN S-T orr{:r)tatlon



a. Fatigue.

c. Overload fracture.

I'ig.€,.50 Fracturc. nrorlholoqi'
( 7 O7 r''-T(' alumin i rrn

b. Crack tip.

d Overload fracture.

LIt

).
T-L orienLation



a. Dimp1es.

c. Shear lrp.

Fig. €'. i;1 Fractur( norl llc'lorli

| 1A7r-Tr alt.:,mir'.1 rrr',

b. Shear liP'

cl. Shear IiJ,.

in T-J- orietttat.iorl
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The rnode of fatigue crack propagation was found to be dependent on the

stress intensity used. In Fig.6.25(c) where the maximum stress
intensity was low (about 23 r'pa/m) the fracture mode was a mixture of
transgranular and intergranular; but at high fatigue stress intensity
(about 29 t{Pa/m), only the transgranular mode was observed as in
Fig.6.25(d). The line of demarcation between fatigue crack and over-
load fracture was difficult to define, although generally the fracture
mode at the tip of the crack was smooth intergranular with rather
extensive secondary cracks as can be observed in Fig.6-26(a) ' rnunediatery

in front of the fatigue crack, the fracture r^ras a mixture of dimples and

cleavage facets (Fi9s.6.26(a) and 26(b) ). This was carried onto the main

overload fracture where the fracture mode contained approximately equal

proportion of dimples and cleavage (see Figs-6.25(c) and 26(d)).

Occasionally, few patches of intergranular dimples could be observed, as

in Fig.6.27(a). Many of the dimples contained small impurity particles
which were analysed, using energJy dispersing X-ray analysis' to be l{nS.

Fi9.6.27(b) shows the typical elongated shear dimples on the obtuse angle

shear lip of a 4mm compact tension specimen.

The fracture morphologiy of the IOOoC tempered specimen was

almost identical to that in the as-quenched state. The overall overload

fracture mode rernained relatively smooth with few l.lnS stringers being
exposed, as can be observed in the stereo micrographs in Fig.6. 27 k) and

(d). At the tip of the fatigue crack, smooth intergranular fracture
with extensive secondary cracking dorninated the behaviour (fi9.6,28(a) )

while in the main overload region, the fracture morphology consisted of
roughly equal proportion of dimples and cleavage (see Figs.6.2A(c) and

28 (d) ) . A magrnified view of the rather shallow dirnples and the

cleavage facets can be seen in Figs.6.28(b) and 29(a) respectively. In
the shear lip region, it was observed that fracture occurred by shearing

between different layers or bands of l"lnS stringers, thus producing what

appeared to look like steps (see Fi9.6.29(b) ).

Tempering at 2OOoc produced a fracture morphology that was

significantly different from that in the as-quenched or IOOoC tempered

state. Here, the overload region showed a large number of stringers being

exposed during the fracture and the overall surface becoming more rugged

(see Fig.6.29(c) ). This surface relief was a consequerice of the fornation
of steep and abrupt shear facets between different layers or bands of l4nS
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stringers. The fractograph in Fig.6.29(d) shows that the crack tip can

be clearly identified and that the immediate crack tip contains mainly

ductile dirnple fracture. Even in the overload region the fracture

nrorphology was observed to be ductile dimple fracture (see Fig.6'30(a)

which is the higher magnification view of the central area of the main

fracture shown in Fig.6.29(c) ). The surface consisted of a larger

number of stringer troughs. Enlarged views of dimples can be seen in

Figs.6.30(b) , 30(c) and 30(d). The cleavage facets whicfi were

conmon in the as-quenched and IOOoC tempered specimens, were found to

occur only in few isolated areas.

The fracture morphology underwent a drastic change when the

tempering temperature was increased to 30OoC. Although the main fracture

region at low magnification still appeared to be relatively similar to

that at the 2OOoC temperature (FiS.6.31(a) and 31(b) ) in that the surface

was uneven and consisted of numerous stringers, at high magnification the

fracture was one of extensive cleavage facets. At the crack tip, the

morphologf was a mixture of ductile dimples and cleavage (fig.6 '31 (c) ) '
but as the crack propagated, the latter fracture mode dominated the larger

part of the fracture. Figs.6.31(d) and 32(a) show some typical examples of

such cleavage facets. It can be observed in Fig.6 '32 (a) that even in areas

of extensive cleavage, fine dimples formed by rnicrovoid coalescence are

for:nd on the shear planes. A noticeable proprtion. of cfeavage facets(270)

was also observed on the shear lips (fig.5.32 (b) ), although the overall

morphology here could be classified as shear facets containing eJ-ongated

dimples.

the 4OOoC tempered specimens were observed to have a further

increase in surface relief as shown in the stereo fractographs in Figs.

6.32(c) and 32(d). The fatigue crack surface consisted of transgranular

fatigue fracture with numerous secondary cracks, that appeared to be

fatigue striations (Fig.6.33(a) ). The crack tip was characterized by

dimples (fig.6 33(b) ). The main fracture morphologry was mixed mode: with

shear facets linking between different layers of l4nS stringers and the

flat areas between the shear facets containing both cleavage and dimples

as shown in Figs.6.33(c) and 33(d) respectively. The fracture mode on the

shear lips was similar to that in the 3OOoC tempered specimens. Fig'6'34(a)

shows the occasional occurrence of cleavage on the shear 'Iip surface and

Fig.6 34 (b) shows a low magnification view of the step profile and the

shear facets on the acute angle shear lip-
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At the 45ooc tempering temperature, the fracture morphology
of the overload region was dominated by ductire dimples and abrupt
shear facets as shown in Fig.6.34(c). Cleavage, corunon to the aOOoC

tempered specimens, was seldom observed. Well formed ductile dimples
(Fig-6.34(d))were found on the flat area between stringer troughs. At
the immediate crack tip, the fracture mode was ductile dinpres (see
stereo fractographs in Figs.6.35(a) and 35(b) ). stereo viewing of the
crack tip showed there to be a werl formed stretched zone.

The fracture surfaces of materials tempered at 5OO, 550, 60O and
65ooc were very similar to one another. These are shor,rn in Figs.b.35(c)
to 37(b) for a 5oooc remper, 6.37(cl to 3B(d) for 550oc, 6.39(a) to
4o(d) for 6o0oc and 6.41(a) to (d) for a 650oc temper. The surface
relief in the overload region increased with the increase in tempering
temperature so that at high tempering t':mperatures, the surfaces were
extremely uneven and rugged with abrupt perpendicular shear facets linking
different elevations of MnS stringer bands (compare, for example, the
stereo fractographs in Figs.6,35(c) and 35(d) with Figs.6.39(a) and 39(b) )

thus forming terrace-type of fracture. rn the fatigue area, irregular
striation like crackings (see Figs.6.39(c) and 39(d) ) were observed to
occur freqir'.rni:1y as the tempering temperature rdas increased. The immediate
crack tips were dominated by shearing (Figs.6,36(c), 36(d) and 41(b) ) and
ductil-e dimples (Figs.6-37(d) and 41(c) ). wetl defined stretch zones were
observed (Figs.6,36(c) and 36(d) ). rn the main fracture area, well
fornred dimples of various sizes (Figs .6.37 (a) , 37 (b) , 3g (a) , 3g (b) and
4l-(d) ) wittr spherical l"!nS inclusions (Figs.6.40(a) and 40(b) ) were found.
Stereo fractographs (Figs.6.38(c), 38(d), 40(c) and 40(d) ) show elongared
dimples on the shear 1ip surfaces.

A summary of the effect tempering temperature
morphology of compact tension specimens austenitized at
at room temperature for the R-L orientation is given in

has on the fracture
85ooc and fractured
Table 6.I0 below:



Tempering

Temperature
oc

fmmediate Crack Tip Overload Fracture Area

As Quenched

lo0
200

300

400

450

500

550

600

650

Smooth intergranular
Smooth intergranular
Ductile dimples

Ductile dimples and
cleavage

Dimples

Dimples

Dinples and cleavage

Dimples and cleavage

Dimples

Cleavage

Dimples and cleavage

Dimples and shear

Dinples; shear Dimples and shear

t24.

Ie!'I. 6-10t Eff"St- "f t .

(b) Eff-ect gf _craglc. plale. orientation on comsteel En25 specimens

tempered at 5O0oC

The fracture morpholog"y of the R-L orientated specimens tempered
at 5OOoC was discussed in the previous section- The fracture features ill
the R-c and L-R orientations are shown in Figs.6.42, 43 and 6.44, 4s

respectively.

Figs.6-42(a) and 42(b) show the stereo fractographs of the overall
fracture norphology of the fast fracture region. Similarity with the R-L
orientation was observed in that the fracture r^ras rnixed mode with shear
facets linking between l'lns stringers forming a zig-zag type topography.
well formed ductil-e dimples were observed in flat areas (Fi9.6.43(a) ). The

fatigue crack was found to be transgranular with stringer troughs aligned in
the direction of the crack front as shown in Fig.6.a2k). steep shear facets
(rig.5'42(c) ) and ductile dimples (nig.6.42(d') ) were observed at the
inunediate crack tip. At the shear 1ips, the predominant fracture mode was

shear. Although generally featureless, fine dimples as seen in Fig.6.43(b)
were easily discernable. Stereo fractographs in Figs.5.43(c) and (d) show

that the typical fracture mode on the shear lip surfaces.
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The overal-I fast fracture region in the L-R orientation did
not exhibit terrace or zig-zag type fracture similar to the R-L and
R-C orientations. Stereo fractographs in Figs.6.4A.a) and (b) show
that the fracture was rather flat. Numerous cavities formed around
the l'lns inclusions lrere observed. The fatigue region consisted of
intergranular fracture with numerous irregular striation 1ike crackings
(rig-6.44(c) ). At the immediate crack tip, the fracture morpholog'y was

essentialry ductile dimple rupture as shown in Fig.G.44(d). secondary
cracks were however frequently observed at the demarcation between the
fatigue and the overload regions (rig.6 .45 (a) ). The entire overload
region was dominated by ductile dimple fracture. An example of the well
formed dimpres is shown in Fig.6.45(b). This fracture feature aLso
persisted on the shear 1ips, as can be seen from Figs.6.45 (c) and (d) where
elongated dinpres were generally observed at high rnagnification.

(c) Effect of crack lane orientation on 7075-T5 aluminium all clmens

The fracture features of the specimens tested with crack planes
in the L-s, s-T and T-L orientations are shown in Figs.6.46 to G.47, 6-4g
to 6.49 and 6.50 to 6. 51 respectivery. rt was observed that for this
material in the as-cast conditions, the fracture morphology was not affected.
by the difference in specimen orientation.

The fatigue crack region, irrespective of the stress intensity
used in fatiguing, hras dominated by'cleavage liker fracture as shown in
Fi-9s.6.46(a\ and 6.48(a) and 6.5o(a). At higher magnification, Fig.6. 46(b)
ihe smooth flat planes were found to contain river patterns and ridges.
WelL developed fatigue striations were easily identified at even higher
magnifications (Figs,6.46(c) and 6.48(b) ). rt has been reportea(27r) thar
such tcleavage likef fatigue fracture surfaces are not caused by a true
cleavage mechanism.

The demarcation between fatigue and overload fracture r.ras generally
not well defined. At the immediate crack tip, the fracture feature appeared
to be intergranular as shown in Figs.6.46(d), 6.49(c) and (d) and 6.50(b).
This fracture feature persisted in the overload region, as shown in the
stereo fractographs in Figs.6.47 (a), (b) , 6.49(a), (b) and 6.50(c), (d). Ar
low magnification, the intergranular fracture appeared to be flat and

smooth but fine shallow dimples were observed on these surfaces at high
magnifications. Examples of such dimples are shown in Figs.6.47(cl, (d),
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5.49(c), (d) and 6.5I(a). Closer exarnination of t-J:e dimples showed

that they were formed by microvoid coarescenceat tiny inclusion
sites (see Figs.6.47 (dl and 6.49(d) ).

fn the 45o slant fracture or shear 1ip regions, the
surfaces were observed to be dominated by very fine shallow dimples
(Fi9.6,51(b) and (c)). These dimpres were often found to be erongated,
as can be seen in Fig6.51(d), indicating that the fracture mode was of
shear rupture.

6.11 I,IETALLOGRAPHY

Figs. 6.52 (a' b) show the prior austenite grain size of Comsteel

En25 austenitized at 85ooc. An average grain size of 7Fm was obtained.
This heat treatment produced a very fine rnartensite network. The

microstructure of the 7O75-TG aluminium alloy is shown in Figs.6.52(c)
and (d). The individual grain size was estimated to be approximately .

19Opn. Coring due to non-equilibrium freezing hras generally observed

in the specimens that had been etched in IS HF (see Fig.5.52(c)).

Etching thl steel specimens using picric acid/"Teepol" with
or without conc. HCI showed. that the grain structure in the tfiangular
shear lip region aPpeared to be identical to that in t}le undeformed

material. Generally, shearing on the shear lip surface was observed to
deform a band of only a few grains in width (see Fig.6.53). This is
probably due to the rather low strain-hardening properties of tJ:e

material even in the low yield high toughness OOOoC tempered condition.

Standard and rnodified Fryrs reagents (see section 5.14) were

used in an attempt to reveal tJ:e distribution of plastic strain in the
shear lip region. Fig.6.54 shows a typical exampLe of the effect
modified Fryfs reagent has on a compact tension specimen tempered at
5OOoC. It was noted that the etchants affected only the areas where

thickness contraction had occurred. fhey were not sensitive enough to
detect deformation of lower strains. Wit}r an etching time of well over

24 hours, the specimens were not suitable for microscopic obsenration.



a. Comsteel En2:r - b. Comsceel En25. , l0 Um,

.1{"

c. 7O75-T6 Aluminiurn. d. 7075-"16 At-uminium. 139:l

Frg.6.52 Grain size r;f C,--,mr;tcr,,1 Ln25 ernd 7O'7 5-T6 ALunrinium.



Fig .6 .53 Deformation in shear

lip formation,

Before etching.

Fig.6.54 Distri}ution of
1ip formation.

Fig.6.55 Micro-hardness test.

a. b. After etching

plastic strain in shear
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6_,12 MrengqgRpNEss

A typical example of tbe microhardness indentations trrroduced
oh the reglon of the slant fracture is shown in Fig.6.55. 1he lengtlis
of ttre longer diagonals of all the indentations were found to be,identlcal
having a, value of O.O=?-45mrr which colrrestronded to ,a t36o Diarnond pyraurld

Hardness nunrloers of 334 or a KriooB Ilardoess number of 342, Consequently,
no vati'atLon in hardness between the shear lip region and the original
rnaterial eeuld be dete-sted using imicrohardness testing.

From the eechir:rg (seation 5.1I) and rniershardrregs experirnents on
the firaatured specirnerrs, ,it can be eon,cLuded t}at the def,ormation zoD.e in
the formation of the shea.t ll-p takes place in a thin region on either sLde
of the strear lj-Ir'surf,aee. Be.cause of bhe !.ow value of the strain ha.rdening
exFronent of the naterial-, the ttrickness of this region r^ras estimated to be
,onllt a few gra,i-n diameters so that the,:rticrohardness testing hras not
sens.itive enough to detect ttle def,ormation.
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CHAPTER

DISCUSSION OF RTSULTS

7.L II{IRODUCTION

'rhe chapter is essentially divided into two main sections.
The first section deals with the tensile and fracture tougrhness data.
The effects of tempering tenqrerature, specimen size, crack plane
orientation and impurities are discussed. The rerationship between
shear lip size and fracture toughness is examined in the next section.
The validity of the fracture toughness values obtained from the ASTl,t

standard anarysis is considered. The necessity to employ yielding
fracture mechanics approaches to obtain the true plane strain fracture
toughness is explained. The chapter concludes with t].e applications
and the possible limitations of the shear LLp size/fracture toughness
relationship.

7.2 TENSILE PROPERTIES

The effect of tempering temperature on the tensile specinrens
obtained from the fractured compact tension specimens is shown in Fig.
6.1. The data are typicar of low alloy steers in that the yield and
tensile stresses decrease with the increase in tempering temperature.
fhe general increase in strength in the steel with composition N most
probably resulted from the higher silicon content. At high tempering
temperatures, tlle difference in strength between the two steel composi-
tion decreased. As the effect of sulphur and phosphorus on strength
remains roughly constant with tempering temperature(74), this latter
effect courd result from a decreasing effect of silicon in strengtlrenj-ng
the materiut(77) - rn addition, the difference in strength at the 500oc
temper may have been caused by the crifference in heat treatment
process in that the composition N specimens hrere tempered in the electric
muffle furnace and thus may have been slightly decarburized,. The
cornposition O specimens were tempered in a salt bath.

Generally, high strength low alloy steels show an increase in
O.2t proof stress when tempered at zoooc(272). A small increase is
observed for the composition N steel and a sma11 decrease for composition
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o (see rig.6-1). However, in this range of low tempering temperaturesr the
0.2t proof, stresses could not be dgtermined very accuratery since they
were obtained frorn the load versus crosshead displacement records where no
distinct yield point was noted. Thus the effect is likely to be hidden
by experimental scatter. For material tempered at 3oooc and above, a
definite yield point was observed in tJle l-oad versus crosshead displace-
ment record. The 0.21 proof stresses of these materials werethus
determined more accurately.

For the tensile strengths, steel of composition
increase in strength and composition o a decrease between
and the to0oc temperature. The behaviour follows the same
yield stress.

N shows an

the as-quenched

trend as the

The tensile data obtained in the present investigation compare
favourably with the works of cr-ark(255) and Logan and crosst-rra(273), both
used comsteel En25 steel with very similar compositions. This comparison
is shown in Fii.7.1.

The increase in O.2t proof stress and tensile strengttr of En25
steel with decrease in testing temperature below ambient (see Table 6.2)
is confirmed by sargisson(256) and Ferguson et al Q74) . using the same
steel tempered at 350oc, they found a 10$ increase in proof stress when
the test temperature was rowered from arnbient to -rgooc.

Fig.7-2 shows the yierd strength of the 2075-T6 as-cast
aluminium al-loy used in the present investigation compared with results
of Nelson and Kaufman(275). rt can be observed that the trend of the
tltree heat treatments is identical, witlr the T6 condition sandwiched
between the T55L and T735I conditions.
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7.3 FRACTURE TOUGHNESS DATA

7.3.1 Effect of Tempering Temperature

Fig.6.5 shows the effect of tempering temperature on the
fracture toughness of the 25mm thick comsteer En25 specimens given
the normal commercial- hardening treatment of austenitizing at g50og

and quenching in an oil bath. while only a slight increase in
fracture toughness was observed at loooc temper, tJ:e tempering
at 20ooc produced a nearly 30? increase in fracture toughness over
that in the as-quenched state. The higher fracture toughness varue
at 20Ooc is reflected in the increase in surface re]-ief on the fracture
surface of the specimen (see Fig.6.29(c) ). Comparing the fracture
surface at 2o0oc (rig.6.29(c) ) with that at t0ooc (see Figs .6.27 (c) and
(d) for example), it can be observed that the increase in surface relief
exposes larger quantities of Mns stringers. As the higher fracture
toughness gives rise to a larger plastic zone size, the probabirity of
encountering a MnS inclusion at a greater distance from the crack plane as
the cracl< propagates is higher and thus the relief will be more rugged.
rt appears that tl:e crack front changes its direction by adopting a
shearing mechanism to link up bands or J-ayers of l,lnS inclusions at different
elevations. The shear planes \^rere generally observed to be perpendicular
to the plane of crack propagation. Consequently, the crack advances in a
step-wise nanner resurting in a terrace-type fracture surface (see Fig.7.3) .

inclusions4
I
I

. !-.{

Fig.7.3 Schematic diagram of terrace-type fracture.
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Due to the orientation of the specimen, this terrace-type fracture was

observed to continue into the shear.lips at tJ.e free surfaces of the
specimen.

A sigrnificant drop in fracture toughness occurs as the ternpering
temperature is increased to 3OOoC (see Fig.6.5). The decrease in tough-
ness value is accompanied by significant changes in fracture morphology,
rnicrostructure of the materi.al and the shear lip size (see Fig.6.G).
observation in the scanning electron microscopy indicated a change in
fracture mode from ductile dimples in the 2OOoC temper to extensive
cleavage with the facet size being the grain size. At this tempering
temperature' a significant increase in the precipiLation of cementite
occurs in t]'e microstructure. clark (255) 

found that the cementite
precipitated within the martensite laths and along the lath bound.aries. He

thus suggested that the tempered marterrsite embrittlement is tlle result of
the reduction in cohesive strength of t]'re martensite-ferrite interface
caused by impurities rejected when the cementite particle grow sQ76) .

Tempering at 40OoC produced, a considerable drop in the yield stress
(see Fig'6-1). However, this decrease is not reflected in a large increase
in tlle fracture toughness value. rn the case of the steel wit]: composition N,
compared with tl1e 2oooc tempered specimen, an increase in toughness of about
I08 was observed whil-e for composition o steel, the increase is negligible
(64.66 t'tpa4n at 2OOoc and 64.68 MPa/m at 40Ooc). scanning electron rnicro-
scopic observation revealed tbat the fracture surface of the 4OOoc tempered
specirren consisted of a large proportion of cleavage fracture (sae Fig.6.33(c)
whereas the predomina,rt fracture mode in the 2O0oc temperature was ductile,
dimples. The discrepancy is therefore the consequence of t.l.e tempered
martensite embrittlement in the 4oooc tempered material. Because of the drop
in yield stress in the 4oooc temper, hor.rever, the plastic zone size which
is proportionar to (rrcToys) 2 i" l..ger than in the 2oooc temper. The
larger plastic zone produces greater surface relief. The macroscopic fracture
mode is as with the 2o0o and 3oooc tempers, shear between l,lns stringers
giving terrace-t1pe fracture. rn addition, the ductile dimples formed in the
40ooc temper appeared to be deeper an,-: larger (compare Figs.6.33(b) and
(d) with Fi9.6.29(d) and 6'30(c) and td)) indicating that the naterial was
more ductile and tougher than that tempered at 2OOoC.

Further reduction in yield
the material was tempered at a5O0C.

here the fracture toughness was found

tensile stresses was observed when

unlike the 4OOoC tempered specirens,
increase considerably. Cleavage

and

But

to
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fracture evidenced in the tempered martensitic embrittlement region could
no longer be found. The fracture, norphology consisted of ductile dimples
and shear facets that linked tJ:e bands of MnS inclusions on different planes
thus forming the terrace-type fracture. It has been obsetrr.d(255) that at
this tempering temperature, there is also a microstructural change in tlrat
the cementite in the material changes from a needle l-ike to a shorter
cylindrical like precipitate with some of tJle precipitates spheroidizing.
At this temper, because of the increased fracture toughness and decreased
yield stress, the surface rel-ief \ras more rugged, but the ductility of tJ:e
material had increased. An indication of the increased ductility was revealed
from tJre observation of the shear lip fonnation and the amount of through-
thickness contraction occurring at the surfaces of the fractured specjrnens.
Arthough t}le shear rip size increased extensively (refer to Fig.6.G), it
htas not as well formed and distinct as those formed at Lower tempering
temperatures (compare for example, Fig.6.23(e) with Fig.6.24(a)). The

through-thickness or out-of-plane contraction, as shown schematically in
Fi9.7.4, is the reduction in specimen thickness along the plane of crack
propagation.

tot

through-
thiakness
contraction

'.\::
aa.aa

t _ -'\'--. 
I

I 16l I t

Eig.7-4 schematic diagram of through-thickness contraction(277) .

This was measured with a raicroscope by focussing first on tl.e qndeformed
specinen surface, then on the bottom of the contracted region in the ptane
of the fracture surface. The through-thickness contraction vras taken as
the difference of the readings on the micrometer which was attached to the
microscope for focusirrg. Contraction occurs as a result of the loss of
constraint by the surrounding elastic rnaterial and is an indication that
the plastic zone is excessively large in relation to the specimen t;rickness
( 15 ,65) . The amount of through-thickness contraction increases with
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tempering temperature above 4OOoC as shown in Fig .7.5.

0.3

0 200 400

Tempering Temperatur", oc.
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Fig. 7.5 Variation of surface depression with tempering
temperature.

Tempering at 5oooc and higher further increased the value of fracture
toughness and surface relief. At. the higher tempering range however, the
fracture toughness versus tempering temperature curve shown in Fig.6.5 appears
to level off. At these higher tempering temperatures, the fracture surfaces
of the specimens contained a rot more l'tns stringers (see rigs.6-37(c) and 6.4r
(a) ). rt was the Mns inclusions that appeared to conttol the fracture
characteristics of the material rn the flat areas between stringers, ducLile
dimples were observed (Fig.6.37(a) and 6.41(c) ) . Ttre path of crack propagation
was generally one of shear from inclusion band to inclusion band, resulting in a

depression

trllr

L-B -J
25nun

22run

l9mm

16nm

13nm

IOmm

7mn

4mm
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steP-tyPe fracture. A typical example of such fracture path is shown in
Fig'7.6 where it can be observed that tJle shear planes are frequently
perpendicular to the direction of crack propagation.

while the through-thickness contraction on the specimen
surfaces further increased with the tempering temperature (fi_g.7.5), the
shape of the shear lips deteriorated in that less and less weII formed
shear lips were observed as shown in Fig.G.24. This impries that at
these high tempering temperatures, ttre size of the prastic zone is no
longer negligible compared with the specimen thickness and tJre crack length,
and it is expected that linear elastic fracture mechanics fails to be
applicabre- rhis wir-l be discussed, further in section 7.4.r.

Fig.7.7 shows a comparison, of the relation between fracture
toughness and tempering temperature obtained in the present investigation,
with thos" by ct"rr (255) 

Ferguson et aI Q74) and Logan et aI Q73) 
.

-+...

-x---
-{l---

--t-

Ferguson et al. (274') .

Clark (255).

Logan et al. (273)

Present study. of;-;
D

-- -p-
D

-E

-_3_ |

200 600

Tempering Temperature, oc.

400

rig-7-7 comparison of fracture toughness data (consteer En25).
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AlL four investigations made use of quenched and tempered Comsteel En25
austenitized at 850oc. The compositions of the steels used are reported
in Tabre 7.1. The specimens employed were arl of the same type, being
compact tension specimens. The orientations of the specimens differed in
that C-L and R-L were used in the present stud.y and c-R and R-C were used
by both Clark and Logan et al. The data by Ferguson et aI, on the other
hand, \'sere.obtained with cracl<ed-notched round. bar specimens in the L-C
and L-R orientation. rt is not surprising, therefore, t.]lat their fracture
toughness data are generally higher especially at tenpering temperatures
above 3OOoc.

The trend of the fracture toughness versus tempering temperature
curve for the present study compares favourabLy with those of clark and Logan
et al- Because of the orientation of the specimens, being in tl.e c-L
direction which offers the reast resistance to crack propagation, the
fracture toughness values are consistently lower except at higher tempering
temperatures above soooc. At 6oooc for exampre, the value of fracture
toughness was observed to be the highest of the three curves, This
difference is explained in section 7.4.1 where the validity of the fracture
toughness data is examined.

The data of Fergmson et aL|€74) differ considerably from ttre
present results. The discrepancry is due to the size of the specimens used.
The specimen size requirement to attain plane straj.n conditions j-n a cracked-
notched round bar is tJ:at the major diameter should exceed lo (Krc /oyd 2'(20) 

.

A specimen of 9-27rnm diarneter used by Ferguson therefore indicates ttrat fully
plane strain conditions were not met in any of the tests except at 35OOc,
where by testing specimens of different diameters, itwas shownQ56) that a
diameter of 9-27mm was sufficient to obtain a valid plane strain test. As
cracked-notched round bar specimens of insufficient diameter have been found
to depress the fracture toughness value 

(17r) 
, it is expected that t1.e fracture

toughness data of Ferguson is valid at a 3500c temper but shourd be
higher than those exhibited in Fig.7.7 at higher tempering temperatures.
similarly, Fergusonrs result at 2L0oc temper where the fracture toughness
has been shown by the results of the present study as welr as clark (255) 

and
Logan et al (273) 

to be higher than that at 35ooc, is invalid. A dianreter of
9 '27nan which was just sufficient to determine the fracture toughness value at
:5ooc is obviously not suitable in the higher toughness temperature range of
zo0oc but was probably sufficient for the as-quenched and 1o0og temper.
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7.3.2 Ef,feet Of Specimen Thidr+ress

Ttre influence of 
"p..i!n"", thickness, B, oR tlre fracture,

tough4ess, Kbn of Corrsrteel En25 tenElersed at various temperakures i,e
shqrn in Fi9f.6.7. nt al.l teqperirlg temperatures, tJre t-lend of the Ko
v€rsus B aurr\res is vet1 Eimilatr to tl,rat generalJ.y obserye.d in the
literature (see f,or e6a4p1e, Rgf-erences 2l ,27 artd,33) 'in that ts"
re',aclres a I'iuui-ting 'value at large speeiren thickness. Wttl the Bresent
data, this li-urit i.s not neaehed f,€r teqrpess over 45ooc e5 the
curves have not, Plateaued wi.th tlliekness, At lorr tempe,rinEr tempereturea,
the lirniting freeture toughness is, within a ma:<irnurn error of legs than
5s, equail to the plarre strair'r f,raetuge tou,ghnessn Krc, v,alua. T-is can
a1so be seen from Ftg.7.8 r*here for these data, Kn = *r-". How€v.er, at
terqpering temperatures h,i.-gher than 450oc, the rne.asured Kr" v,alues althoqgh
thelt satisf,ied all ttre Astru requirements were not the liruiting prateau values.

110

90

ttl
F|E

C'
M

70

70

Kr"' MFa6.

50

Fig.7.8 Cornparison betrieen K. and KrO.

90
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These values will be somewhat in excess of the lirniting value but less t1. an
the K vaLue as can be seen in Fig.7.8. It will be shown later that ttrisc
effect resul-ts from excess plasticity at the crack tip.

Although the size of the shear lips at the free surfaces of the
specimens remained constant along the fracture path and.at a given
tempering temperature, this was invariant with the specimen size, the
proportion of shear lips increasdd as the specimen thickness is decreased.
since the formation of shear lips and ttre d.eformation in the 45o slant
fractures require higher energy than that in the flat fractrr. (278) 

, the
total energy required to fracture a particular specimen is accordingJ-y
higher in the thinner specimens than the thicker or,." ('19) 

. Thus t1.e
fracture toughness K" value increases as the specinen thickness decreases
as shor'rn in Fig-6.7- The proportion of shear lips in the as-guenched
specimens was observed to increage by about l-5t when the specimen thickness
was decreased from 25nun to 4mm whereas for ttre 6oooc temper, this
increase was over 8ot. fhus it is not surprising that the ratio of K" for
4mm specimen over that for 25rnm increases from 1.5 in the as-guenched
conditions to 2 in the 6OOoC temper.

using the present data, comparison is made with the theoretical
models of Bruhm(44), xrafft 

"t .I(47), Teterman .t ur!30) and Hahn ,t .r!49)
which are predictions for variation of fracture toughness versus speci-men
thickness- The observation from the present study, that the size of the
shear lips is independent of the specimen thickness, confirms the
assumption made in each of the models. Tab1e 7.2 shows the theoretical
fracture toughness results (in t"tpa/m) from Bluhmrs model compared with
the experimental results. The experimental resurts appear in parenthees while
for each tempering terperature, the two data poinLs used to arbitrarily fit
the experimental data to the theoretical curve are marked with asterisks. At
the plateau region and also at tJle rising portion of the curve, ttre model
predicts rather accurately the values of K" at all tempering temperatures.
However' the model fails to predict the levelling off of the K. versus B curves
as B decreases towards the 4mm thickness. Examination of Fig.G.Z shows that at
small specimen thicknesses the curves have the tendency to flatten. This
tendency has arso been observed by att"r(33) using 7o7s-T6 arumi-nj-urn alloy
although weiss and Yukawa(23) found othensise for Hr|stee1. Blrl*(44) =rrnn"=a"u
if the mechanism of the shear 1ip formation was a surface phenomenon rather
than a volumetric phenomenon, then the fracture toughness in the region of
specimen thicknesses with root shear wourd remain constant.
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Hor^rever, the data in the present prograntrne cannot confirm ttris as only
the 4mrn thick specimens tempeied at 550oc and 60ooc e>d:ibited roOt
shear (see appendix J) and thinner specimens vrere not investigated.

The model for the effect of specimen thickness on fracture
toughness proposed by Hahn, Hoagrand, Rosenfierd and s"i'oha(49)
requires the determination of tlre shear lip depression width, g,, as
shown in 8ig.2.10. This parameter \^ras measured on the surfaces of the
compact tension specirnens after they were fractured apart. To reveal
tl:e contracted areas, the specimens were lightly polished so that a
contrast between the depressed and tl:e undeformed areas courd be
observed (see Fig .6.54). I was generally found to remain approximate1-y
constant over the centre l5nrn of the fracture surface. For a constant
tempering temperature, .0 was roughly independent of the specimen thie1<-
ness although there was a tendency for it to decrease in the 4mm thiek
specimens at high tempers. Thris may have been caused by buckring
of the th5-n specimens when they were loaded to fracture. fi.g.7,9
shor,'rs the relation between depression width, L, and the shear lip size,
BsL, as suggested by Hahn et .rla9) The approxirnately linear
relationship can be expressed as !, = 4.o Br" which compares werl witJ.
Hahnrs experinental result of {. = 3.g B^_.

5L

Table 7-3 summarizes the comparison betvreen some of the
experinrental data, with the theoretical prediction of the fracture
energy, Go(Nmmr/mm'), 

"= a function of specimen thickness using the modelI ^rrlof Hahn et al )"' parentheses and asterisks have the same meaning as
those used in Tabre 7.2. Like Bluhm's model, Hahnrs predicts tl:e
experimental data accurateLy at low tempering temperature and large
specimen thickness but is less accurate at high tempering temperature
and smal1 specimen thickness where tJle experimental curves as shown in
Fig.6.7 begin to level off.

The models of Krafft et a1(47) and Tetelman et -tj'o) involve
the use of the strain energy rel-ease rate where the fracture occurs
entirely by shear, that is, G.*-* or G" (45o). They are therefore only
applicable to the 55o and 6oooc tempered specimens where loOt shear was
found to occur for the 4run thick specimens. Assuming t.Ilat the value of
Or" i" achieved at a specimen thickness of 25rnm the estimation of the
experimental G- values using both models is shown in Table 2.4. rt canc
be observed ttrat agreement between theoretical and experirnental resuLts
is generally very poor.
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Both models underestimate G. for thin specimens and for thick specirens,
the experimental data are sarrdwichbd,between the two theoretical- estimations
with Tetelman's analysis grossly overestimating. The lacl< of agreemenr
with Tetelmanrs model is not surprising since a surface mechanism for the
shear 1ip formation is implied in the analysis. Other factors that
contributed to the discrePancy of both models were tJle values of Gtc used in
the estimation and the proportion of slant fracture corresponding to these
Gr" values. At these high tempering temperatures, even the thickest
specimens were not at the lirniting plateau region. The proportion of shear
lips under these conditions was found to range from 14 to lgt which could no
Ionger be considered insigmificant. rn addition, there is the possibility
that not the entire central square fracture grows under a plane strain
stress state (279). 

These factors contribute to the J-arger experimental
values of G.than those predicted in the simplified theoretical analysis.

From the afore-mentioned discussions, it can be concluded that the
model-s proposed by et,rlr*(44) and Hahn "t "rla9) are sufficientry accurate
in predicting the variation of K. with specimen thickness at a1l tempering
temperatures except in the high tempering temne;1;1re, row specimen thick-
ness region. Models proposed by Tetelman et uri'u) and Krafft.t 

"1(47) are
however generally less accurate. Neverthel-esr: the models provide a means by
which the fracture toughness of a material at any thickness can be estimated
once the fracture toughness values of two specimens of different thicknesses
in the intermedj-ate thickness range are determined. For the models of
Tetelman and Krafft, there is a compLication in that one of the specimens
must be thick enough to ensure that plane strain fracture toughness can be
obtained, while the other specimen has to have thickness equal to Bo
(riq' 2.9) . The latter thickness can be achieved by measuring the shear lip
size on the former specimen and multiplying by two. The accuracry of the
model wilI essentially depend on the justification of the assumptions made.
That the size of the shear lips is independent of the specinren thickness is
well confirmed by the present data. Ttre formation of shear Iips being a
volurnetric mechanism is a reasonable representation in materials with high
work-hardening rate. rf the work-hardening rate is low, t.l-e deformation
occurring in the shear 1ip formation will tend to be concentrated along the
45o shear pranes. The present results show however, that even for the range
of values of work-hardening rate between 0.025 and 0.064, the volumetric
nechanism yields sufficient accuracy in predicting the variation of Kc with
specinren thickness.
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7.3.3 Effect of Anisotropv

The effect of specimen orientation on fracture toughness vras
investigated using 25nun thickness compact tension specinens, which in
the case of comsteel En25 were tempered at soooc. The results are
tabulated in Table 6.4.

consider first of ar1, the data for the steel specinens. rt
is evident that the longitudinal (r, - n or L - c) orientation resurts
are considerably higher than those in the trarrsverse (n - c or c - R)

and short-transverse (C - f, or R - L) directions. Testing r:nder the
sanne conditions, clark(255) obtained an average fracture toughness value
of 86.73 MPa/m in the transverse orientation (see Fig.7.7) which compares
well with the value of 87.35 MFa/m found in the present work for the R - C

orientation. However, Logan et aL 
(273) 

using a specimen thickness of
3l'7mm demonstrated that the plane strain fracture toughness in the R - c
orientation was 82.7 l'lPa/m. Bearing in mind that the apparent fracture
toughness value determined using compact tension specinens of insufficient
size for a valid KrC,lll! is higher than the true KJC values, the lower
vaLue of r'ogan .t ;i Q73) woul-d indicate that a specimen thickness of 25mm
was inadequate to obtain a llmiting fracture tougturess value independent
of specimen.siz6. The fracture toughness in the longitudinal direction
(150-36 MPay'rn) was found to be nearry twice that for the transverse
directions' using 9-27rrrrrr diameter cracked-notched round bars tempered at
43ooc, Ferguson et aI(274) achieved a toughness value of only g5.2 l4palm
in the longitudinal orientation (see Fig.7.7) . This varue which is only
half of the present value at 5oooc temperature was underestimated as a
result of misalignment problem(255). Because of the specinen size
insufficiencry in the present work, it is believed that the true K-^ should

rUbe slightly lower than 150.36 t{pa/m-

The variation of KIC hrith cracik plane orientatj_on can be
explained in terms of the distribution of the non-metalLic inclusions.
The major inclusions (see Figs.G.36(b) and 6.44(d) ) were for:nd to be, for
all tempering temperatures, Type rr inclusions. rhese inclusions were
identified, using energry dispensive x-ray analyses, to be nanganese sulphide
(Mns) ' The cylindrical l"tnS stringers are postulated to be present as
interconnecting colonies during the solidification of the ingot(2e01. when
the ingot is subsequently rolled, the colonies are etongated and oriented
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such that their long dimensions lie in the rolling direction' The

resulting inclusion -dlistribution remains irrespective of whether or not

the material undergoes further heat treatment. ft is this directional
alignment of the l,InS inclusions that gives rise to anisotropic effect

- (2A1 )in the fracture toughness data. Lor^res et aI .'---'postulated tl.at in the

case of Cha:;py testing, the Char?y upPer shelf energy is proportional to
L/NL? where N is the number of inclusions per r:nit area and L is the mean

length of the inclusions. This relationship \,{as a modification of ttre

results of Baker et alQ82) and Brownrigg et ar(283). consider the

distribution of inclusions in the hot roll-ed Comsteel En25 used in the

present investigation, shown schematically in Fig.7.10, it can easily be

seen that fracturing of specimens in the L-C or L - R orientations reguires

more energy than those in the R - C and R - L orientations.

V" inclusions

Fig.7.IO Schematic diagran of distribution
inclusions in Comsieel En25-

of

\r 
i.. :

\ -\.
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with the former orientation, the crack must cut across the stringers
with decohesion and fracturing of. the stringers taking place in the
process. But with the Latter orientation, the crad< encounters a

larger projected area of inclusions and thus potential sources of
fracture initiation (see later for exact mechanism) . Fegredo Q84)

working with plain C - Mn steel showed tlat the maximum. load required
to fracture 3/4" thick wedge open loading specimens in the L - T

orientation was nearly twice that in the S - L orientation. Because of
the vast difference in l-oad to fracture, most of his specimens in the
L - T orientation ltere for:nd to have crack planes that turned through 9Oo

to progress on the longitudinal section.

Fractographic observation of the fracture morphology using
scanning electron microscopy revealed ttrat the fracture mechanisms were

different in each of the three specimen orientations. In tJ.e R - L

orientation (see Figs.6.35(c) and (d) ), a terrace-type fracture resulted
from shear facets linking bands of MnS stringers at different elevations
was observed. Very similar fraqt.ure features rrrere seen in the C - R

orientation (see Figs.6.42(a) and (b) ) although very frequently the
terrace-type fracture bec:r.me zlg-zag in nature. High surface relief was

observed on both surfaces. on the other hand, tJle fracture morphology in
the L - C orientation contained mainly ductile dimples and was in general
flat and featureless (see Fig.6.44(a) and (b)).

The mechanism of the terrace-type fracture, which is similar to
Lamerrar tearing (284 

'2a5) appears to be one of shear fracture between the
ltrs stringers lying along the rolling direction forming "plateaus', or
"steps" in the process. As can be seen in Fig.7.6rthe length of the
plateau is the same as the length of the MnS stringer and banding of these
stringers together determines the width of the plateaus (see Figs.6.39(a)
and (b) ). This type of fracture has been observed previously in steels
in the short-transve.rse orientatiorr(282 '287 '288) and arso in aruminium

| ?aq\alloys'u--' . Mathematical modeLs that consider coalescenc-e by laterlal
expansion of the voids and final fracture by a necking down of the inter-
vening matrix are not applicable to the terrace-type fracture observed here.
As shovrn in Fi9.6.36(b) for example, fracture in this orientation (R - L)
ocburs by a highly localized shear mechanism with virtually no lateral
expansion of t.I:e void. Such phenomenon is a consequence of the work-hardening
behaviour of the steel matrix since this determines Lhe level of strain
concentration along shear-bands emanating from the crack Lip as the fracture
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propagates. The mechanism for the formation of the terrace-type fracture
can be explained using a model sirnilar to that proposed by Clayton and

xnott(290). rn t}re present material, the steps are associated witJl the

distribution of the najor MnS stringers, Free surfaces may have been

generated around these inclusions when the material is loaded. Therefore,
as the crack front runs past the length of the elongated MnS incl-usions,
shear bards are formed at the crack tip under the action of the principal
tensile stress as sho\,en in Fig.7.Il(a) .

o+ \ t,t,+j,'
o I i \\/\

PIane
crack

MnS

inclusion

F

of average
growth

il'
\

Fig.7.J-l Schematic diagram of terrace-type fracture mechanism.

At the same time, voids around l"lnS inclusions ahead of tJre cracl< tip are

formed (FiS.7.11(a) ). As the stress increases, when a critical shear
strain is reached, the fracLure propagates along tlee band of localized shear
joining the crack tip to the stringer ahead as shown in Fig.7.fl(c). The

fracture then changes its direction to propagate along the length of the
inclusion (Fig.7.11(d) ), The result of this is a step or terrace. Baker
. - (282)et al' suggested that tlee most favourable direction for inclusion linkage

was a compronuise between the direction of minimum separation of inclusions
and the direction of least resistance to matrix fracture. If the strain-
hardening capacity of the material is high, the deformation ahead of the
crack tip will be diffused since a larger volume of material can participate
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in the fracture process. A less well defined terrace-type fracture
will therefore result or may completely be suppressed.

The phenomenon of a more zig-zag tlpe fracture that occurred

in the C - R orientation has also been observed previously in high
(255 ,29L,292)strength steels\ --' with low work hardening capacity

(n= 0.06 - 0.10). ttris tlpe of fracture is, as lrith the terrace tyPe,

predominantly one of shear from inclusion to inclusion (ri9.0.42(c) )

with each trough or peak in ttte fracture surface ending at a l"lnS stringer'
which are now parallel to the cracJ< front, thus giving a ciraracteristic
zig-zag appearance. lltre development of such a fracture can be sinilarly
explained using the same model as the terrace-t1pe fracture above 

(292) 
.

Rice and Johnson(194) have suggested that when t}re critical crack tip
fracture straintE rrin anon-hardening material has a value of about 0.5,
the fracture mechanism is by shear linkage probably following the bor:nding

logarithmic spiral slip-lines. For Comsteel En25, using equation 4.8

the critical crack opening displacement, 6f, at a SOOoC tempering

temperature was for-rnd to be 37pm. The major inclusion spacing, Xo, has

been found to be r3oun(255). using t-].e expression(L94) ,

Ef = 6r/*o 7.L

the critical crack tip fracture strain can be evaluated to be 0.28 which

is less than the required value of 0.5 in order for the strain field to
be large enough to envelop a major t4nS inclusion according to the blunting

(re4)crack tip model ft therefore appears that fracture in the C - R

orientation occurs before sufficient crack tip blunting has taken place.
And because of tJle rather steep shear planes in the shear linkage fracture
(nearly perpendicular to the general plane of crack propagation), it is
believed that logarithrnic spiral slip-1ines are not follor.a(255). However,

it has been suggested 
(29o '293) that when the critical crack ti-p fracture

strain is less than 0.5, the process of crack growth is one of shear

decohesion along straight slip-1ines forming zig-zag or terrace-type
fracture. This is substantiated by the observations in the present work.

From the above discussion, the fracture toughness of a material in the R - C

and R - L orientations can therefore be increased by, for example,

reducing the sulphur content of the steel or by employing high-temperature
homogenization treatment to spheroidize the inclusions (282) 

.
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In the L - C orientation, the l'InS stringers are perpendicular to
the plane of crack propagation and therefore an entirely different
fracture morphology was observed. No shear facets could be found and

the surface consisted only of ductile dimples (Figs.6.44(a), (b) and (d) ).
I )gd\

NeaI and Doigto'-' observed. that when the I.4nS inclusj-ons are stressed,
across the major axis as in the case of short-transverse or R - L

orientation, cracking occurs along the inctusion matrix boundary but
when the inclusions are stressed along their major axis, the inclusions
fracture before the matrix. rt can therefore be concluded that in t}le
L - C orientation, fracture occurs rnainly by the nucleation of voids at
inclusion particles. Some secondary crackings along bands of inclusions
in the direction of the applied stress (Figs.6.44(a), (b) and 6.45(a) )

were observed in the fracture surface. This cracking is thought to give
rise to an increase in fracture toughness (288). 

The macroscopic fracture
surface viewed with the naked eye appears sinr-ilar to that obtained by
Beachem ald Yoder(295) and Yoder(€96) in t]-at periodic ridges and varleys
(i-e. r-he fracture has a zig-zag appearance) are observed (see Fig.6,13).
A rationale for this fracture feature in terms of a simple tension-
compression model within a constrained plastic zone is postulated in
Reference (295). Essentially, as the crack propagates along a shear plane,
it does not continue indefinitely because of the tension and compression
system that is set uP at the crack tip. The crack therefore changes its
direction to travel along a plane in the more favourable tensile region
giving rise to a characteristic zig-zagging topography of ridges and valleys.

From tlte discussion above, it can be seen that the differences in
fractographic features, as well as the values of fracture toughness for the
three specimen orientations vrere the direct consequence of the non-uni-form
distribution of inclusions and the anisotropy in their shape. The R - L
or short-transverse fracture plane orj.entation suffers the most as a result
of the aligrnment of the elongated l"lnS inclusions in a direction parallel to
the erack propagation. The effect of anisotropy on fracture toughness is
expected to be minimized in materials that are not rolled. Ttris is revealed
in the data obtained from the As-Cast ?075-T6 alunlinium alloy. As shown in
Table 6.4, the fracture toughness val,ues in the S - T and L - S orientations
are very sinr-ilar (29.60 and 29-62 respectively). Even in the T - L
orientation tJ.e varue of Krc ranges from 24.2 to 3o.g (see Appendix K)

giving an average resul-t of 27.67 Mpa/rn. comparing with the data for
7075-T651 al1oy given by Hertzbern(l00) where in the L - T,
orientations, the fracture toughnds values are respectively

T-LandS-L
27 to 30,
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25 to 28 and 15 to 2I MPa/m, it can be concluded that within experimental
error, no orientation effect can be detected in the as-cast material.
This is confirmed by the fractographic observations of the fracture
surfaces of the specimens (Figs .6.47 (a) , (b) , 6.49 (a) , (b) and 5.50 (c) , (d) ) .

The fracture features of all three orientations tested were nearly identical-.

7.3.4 Effect of Alloy Elements

The slight difference in steel compositions, as tabulated in
Table 7.1, was the result of different bar stoclcs being obtained from the
manufacturer at different times. The major variation in eomposition
ocsurred in ttre silicon, nickel, sulphur and phosphorus contents. In the
steel with composition N, the silicon and nickel contents were higher
than those in the composition o while the other two elements were lower.
fhe silicon content in composition N was higher than the generally allowed
range of 0.10 - 0.35 for this material, while the nickel content in
composition o was too low (2.30 - 2.go) G97l 

.

The variation of fracture toughness with tempering temperature
for both steel compositions is shown in Fig.6.5. For comparison purposes,
only the data for the 25mm thickness specimens were plotted. It can be
observed that the curve for composition N i-s generally slightly higher
than that for composition o over the entire range of tempering tenperatures
investigated. The increase in tougtrness as a result of alloying effect can
be considered as follows. It has been observed that the addition of
silicon tends to inprove fracture toughness slightly at tempertng temperatures
below 2oOoc, but at higher temperatures, the toughness is greatly r.drr.=d(77).
on the other hand, the increase in sulphur and phosphorus contents, as shor^rn

by the results of cottrett(z+1 and Birkre et al ),lowers the value of
fracture toughness considerably at all tempering temperatures. The
beneficial role of nickel in improving toughness has long been recognised.
A1l these effects therefore result in a higher fracture toughness in the
steel with composition N at least at 1ow tempering temperatures. As the
temperature increases, the increase in fracture toughness due to lower
sulphur and phosphorus contents increases (74'73) 

even though at this
temperature raJrge the higher silicon content gives rise to deleterious
effect on the toughness. The net effect as observed in Fig.6.5, is
further increased in fracture toughness value in the steel with composition
N- The increase in toughness at 6O0 and 65OoC for composition N steel
may also have resulted from the differences in heat treatrnent processes,
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as mentioned in section 7.2.

Iatter heat treatment effect

7.3.5 Errors

However, it is not possible to separate tlte

from the former alloying effect.

Systematic errors due to uncertainties in measurements, as

shown in section 6.4.2, are of the order of 2t, arose chiefly from the

determination of the load j-n the fracture toughness calculation.
Examination of Appendices J and K however reveals that even for the
specimens having the same thid<ness and same heat treatment, a variation
of larger than 2* in the fracture toughness values was observed. In
certain cases, tJee Lhree specimens which were given identical heat treat-
ment at the same time gave a variation in fracture toughness of about 3.5t.
The variation under such circumstances must be partly due to tJ.e inhomogene-

ities within the steel, particularly the distribution of the l'InS stringers
at the immediate craek tip. ltre other important factor that contributed
to the variation may be the slight variation in tempering temperatuxe due

to inadequate control over the heat treatment process. Ttre latter was

expected to have a larger effect on the specimens tempered in the high
temperature range. This factor was magrnified when specirnens were heat
treated at different times throughout the investigation. The third set of
specimens tempered at 3000 ana 5O0oC, that is, specinens 3A5...3A3...etc.,
for exarnple were heat treated at different time from the others. It can

be seen that these specimens showed a slightly higher fracture toughness

value. tikewise, the scatter of results for composition O steeL at
tempering temperatures above a5OoC as shown in Fig.6.5 was caused by the
4SOoC and 55Ooc tempered specimens being heat treated at a different time
from the rest of thecurve. Hence, the variation in fracture toughness

values was attributed mainly to the slight variation in tlre heat treatrent
procedure rather than to errors arising from tJ:e fracture toughness testing
and analysis. The discrepancy, however, did not affect significantly
the O.2t proof stress of the material. A variation of only about 2t was

observed in specimens tempered at different tines.
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7.4 CORRELATION BETWEEN FRACTURE TOUGHNESS AND SHEAR LIP SIZE

The correlation of fracture toughness with the size of the shear
lip is not new. As early as 196I, Krafft, sullivan and aoyt"(47) postulated
that the shear lip is a measure of the size of the plastic zone formed at
the free surfaces of a plate specimen and in turn is related to the
characteristic dimension (x/o--_\2 . Cornparing for example Fig.6.5 with Fig.ys
6.6 in the present study, the variations of shear lip size and fracture
toughness with tempering temperature are very similar. As discussed in detail
in section 2.6, the shear lip size/fracture toughness relationship may be

expressed in the form

B^- = c(K/o )bL yS

whereCisaconstant.

7.2

Before discussing the experimental verification of equation 7.2, it
may be worthwhile to restate here the findings of the_present investigation in
relation to the size of the shear lips. ft was found that,

a) the size of the shear lips once fully developed remained

approximately constant along the free surfaces of the specimen,

b) the size of the shear lips in
beyond the critical thickness
temperature was independent of
(see Fig.6.9).

a rnixed mode fracture, that is,
Bor at a specific tempering

the thickness of the specimen

Fig. 7.12 shows a linear plot of shear lip size versus the relative
toughness, K"/ou", at constant specimen thickness for Comsteel En25 over the
entire range of tempering temperatures studied. It can be seen that for a

particular thickness, the BsL versu" *"/oy= relationship initially folJ-orrs a

similar trend to the theoretical plasti c zclne size estimations of Rice 
(158)

/'t ct \
and rrwin''-'. At large specimen thicknesses, the experimental curves tend
towards Rice's result while small thicknesses tend towards frwinrs. This
implies that the value of C in eguation 7.2 is specimen size dependent,
larger in the 25mm thickness A specimens and smaller in the 4mm H specimens.
This however cannot be true since C is a constant dependent only on whether
the state of stress is prane strain or plane stress. rndeed, a closer
examination of equation 7.2 reveals that for a given tempering temperature,
since c is a constant, oy= is a material property and 8"" remains invariant
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wi-tb specirnen size, 'tlla parameE€r K must neeessanily be conetartt wittr
respect to sp'ecimen thickness. ft ean therefare be coneluded that
equatior,r 7.2. is vali-d only i-f the parameter K has a value independ'e-nt

of thiclEness, Euctl a value i" *rO whlcln iE a mate:rlatr eonstant in the

sane sense a.s the yieldl stress, O_-_. This conclusiofl is substantiatecl

by the work of tGafft a+d Sullivan ' who ojcserved that the estination
of the piaslie zone size , ,y, based on tlrc plane s,ttain fracblrra toug,hnegs,

KIC, appea:red to matcfi the, e6perisental shear 1ip sl-ze'b€tteE tharr the

€stination based on the plirn:e ,streiss value, Ke. tse.rcer eqrlation 7'2

can be rewritten as

"s.' = e, tx_,_/\p

6tg +
I\f ys

Relati.ve llou{trness, R.a/orr, y'm.
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F'ig.,7.12 ReLationsh,iip. betwe*r BS, and (K"1o"r).,
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Equation 7.3 is plotted on linear scales in Fi9.'6.14. The

Kra value at a given Lempering temperature was the average of all the

K^ values that were valid according to the ASTM Standard E399-74 
(1I8) 

.
v

Also plotted in fig.6.14 are the theoretical estimations of the plastic
zone size due to Ri""(158) and rrwin(19). At tempering ternperatures

below 45OoC, the experimental shear lip size follows closely the plastic
zone size predicted by Ricers estimation. However, at higher tempering

temperatures (see Fig.7,L2), the experimental data deviates from the
theoretical analysis. The deviation increases with the increasing
tempering t.emperature such that ttre increase in shear lip size does not
match the rapid increase in the (*r"/orr=) ratio.

To evaluate the vaLue of the constant C in equation 7.3, the
data in fi9.6.14 are replotted in 1og-1og scales in Fiq.6.15 for both
the 7075-T6 aluminium alloy and the two compositions of Comsteel En25.

Once again, it is observed that the data follow approximately a linear
relationship at tempering temperatures below about a5OoC, while at high
tempering temperatures, deviation from linearity is evident. Using

regression analysis, it was shown that the 
"s"/*rc 

relationship below
+5ooc temper be expressed by

2.02
Br" = 0.41 (*r"/".rr)

Referring to Table 3.2, it can be seen that the experimental result compares

favourably with the theoretical estimations of the rnaximum extent of the
plane stress ptastic zonet particularly that due to Ri""(158), namely,

a = O.4O(K/oys)2. This agreement indicates that the size of the shear lip
is not only a representation of Lhe plane stress plastic zone at the free
surfaces but is also a measure of its size.

For tempering temperatures higher than 450oC, Fig.6.15 shows that
the experimental results do not conform to the linear relationship of eguation
6.2' bu|' deviate from it in such a way that the deviation appears to increase

with tempering temperature. Vosikovsky(298) also observed a simiLar phenomenon

vrhen attempting to map the extent of through-thickness notch contraetion at
the vicinity of the crack tip in plates of different thicknesses. His results
showed that the extent of the notch contraction (plastic zone) in the
direction of crack propagation deviated from the theoretical analyses at a

stress level of on/oy" = O.7 where oN was the net section stress.
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7.4.I Validity of the fracture toughness data

Consider Fig,7.7 where comparison between the experimental data

of the present work and those of clark(255), Logan and crosst.ta(273) and

Ferguson and sargi=rorr('74) is made. It was observed that the trend of
the variation of fracture toughness with tempering temperature correfated

well with the results of Clark and Logan et al. except at about a5OoC where

a cross over occurred and the present results became consistently higher.

The composition of the steels used, as shown in Table 7.1, varied only very

slightly and the variation in composition was not expected to have any

significant effect on the fracture toughness values. However, with both

Logan et aI. and Clarkrs cornpact tension specimens being tested in the

C - R and R - C orientation, it was not surprising that the KIC was as a

whol-e higher than the present results obtained in the R - L or C - L

orientation (see section 7.3.3). The present Kaa data in the R - L orientation

should therefore be lower at all tempering temperatures and not just for
tempers below 450oC. The thickness of the specimens used by Clark and in the

present work was 25mm while 31.7mm was used by Logan et al. As specimens of

larger thickness give better estimatj.ons of true Kr" valuesr it is to be

expected that the present Kra,/tempering temperature curve should be befow that

of Logan et.al. The implication of this consideration is that the fracture

toughness values at tempering temperatures above about 45OoC have been oV€f-

estimated perhaps as a conseguence of insufficient specimen thickness or crack

length.

In section 2.7, it was stated that in order for the value of K^ to
qualify as a valid *r", the ASTM Standard 8399-74(r18) requires the specim"n

thickness and crack length to be greater than 2.5 (K^/o..-)2 and the ratio
9ys

of P /P^ Lo be less than I.1O. While these restrictions are generally
max !J

applicable to most materials, recent data have shown that in sodre materials

of relatively high toughness they are inadeguate to assure a Kr,., value that is
independent of specimen thickness 

,I24 - 128). The thickr,"=" tilrrirement,
plotted as a short vertical line for each temper in Fig.6.7 did not
intersect on the flat portions of the Ka versus B curves. Ivloreoverr the

thickness requirement could not be used to discriminate valid from the

inval-id K^ values as the values were found to vary only slightly with the
v

change in specimen thickness (Refer to Appendices J and K).

good indica-
failure.

stress to 0.2t

Generally in fracture toughness

tion of resistance to fracture is the net

Gerberich,IT3'L74]. has shown that when the

testing, a relatively
section stress, o*r at
ratio of net section
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proof Stress, Op/Oys, exceeds a certain value, the plastic energy

release rate becomes excessive and the plane strain fracture toughness

values so obtained are probably quantitatively incorrect. The necessity

of keeping o^,/o_. below a certain level in fracture testing has long been- N Yt (tzt - r75)recognised In the past, . otrr/oy= ratio of 0-8 had

been suggested but recent studies have demonstrated the importance of

keeping the ratio to below two thirds(177) to obtain size ind.ependent

fracture toughness values even within the general plane strain region.

on the other hand, Heald et aI(I83) have commented that the use of linear

elastic fracture mechanics, on which the standard fracture toughness testing

analyses are basedris only useful at stresses up to approximately one half

the general yield stress. Although the exact o"/oyrrl::t" is controversial,

a value of 0.67 appears to be recommended by Broek \rJ' and confirmed

analyticarly by Feddersen 
(176) 

.

The net section stress for compact tension specimens has been

formurated (see Appendix o) to be 
(299 

' 
300) 

,

o*=[r+ Pmax
B(W - a)

3(w + a)r
-(w - ")J

7.4

The ratio of net section stress to yield stress for the specimens

is tabulated in Appendices J and K. However, for the steel with composition

O where various specimen thicknesses h,ere tested, the o*/o"= ratios are

summarized in TabIe 7,5. The shaded area covers those specimens with

o__/O >0.56. The ratio increases with increasing tempering temperature
Nys

and decreasing specimen thickness. Comparison with Tab1e 7.6, where the

ratios of n*"*/te rr" tabulated, shows ah.a 
"*.*r/PO 

ratios are not sensitive

enough to detect excessive yielding in some of the specimens tempered at

high temperatures. For example, in the case of the 25mm thickness 6OOoC

tempered specimen, gross plastic deformation has undoubtedly occurred at a

stress level of ow/oy= = o.97. YeL ah" n*.*/Pn ratio for the specimen was

1.O8 giving a valid ASTM standard test. The shaded areas in the two tables

thus represent different rejection criterion, in that KO is invalid when

p, /p^ >I.10 or o-_/s >0.66, both being yielding or plasticity conditions.
max' a N' ys

Iiniting
keep o"/o
s (Krg/oys

For compact

the length of
below twoys

) 2 while the

tension specimens , os/oys """ Oiri?l.t"tt.U. O1

the crack. Kaufman and Nelson'-' ' suggested that to

thirds, the crack length, a, should be greater than

specimen thickness can be maintained at B>2-Stffi'.
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Table 7.7 shows the comparison between a and the parameter 5(KIC/oys)2

The shacled area covers those specimens with a <5(K-^/o---)2. ComparingJ.U ys
with Table 7.5, the shaded areas are found to envelop identical
specimens. Hence, to obtain a vafid *ra value at tempering temperatures

higher than 45OoC, it is necessary that the crack length of the compact

tension specimen be longer than 5{rra/o"")2.

The purpose of the various restrictions in the standard plane

strain fracture toughness tests(118'119) is to avoid cornplications due to
plane stress and to restrict the plastic zone size. To obtain vafid

Kra values of a material, a state of plane strain must be maintained across

the specimen. However, it is difficult to predict when the effect of
plane stress becomes significant. Andersson(3or) has experimentalty shovtn

that when the value of nr.*/"*or= t" less than 0.03, the state of stress
is in plane strain but failure occurs in plane stress conditions when

P*___/Bwo,_>O.03. Some support for the validity of such a criterion hasmax ys
been demonstrated by Chell and spink(:021. rn an effort to assess the

significance of this restriction, the parameter 
"r.*/"to", 

for Comsteel

fn25 with Composition O is tabulated in Table 7.8. The criterion appears

to be more conservative than the o*/-rr, <0.66 restriction in that the

effect of plane stress becomes influential at tempering temperatures of
q5OoC and above (compare Table 7.8 with Table 7.5). Although the factor
0.o3 may not be precise(303), the parameter serves as an indicaLion. that
the values of Kr", obtained at tempering temperatures above 45OoC cannot

be qualified as true plane strain fracture toughness, KfC, values.

Before attempting to determine the true Kra values at tempering

temperatures above a5OoC using yielding fracture mechanics approaches, it
may be worthwhile to reconsider Fig.6.15. Clark(255) has shown that a plot

of relative toughness, *ra/or", against or" provided a linear relationship
for Comsteel 8n25. This observation may be used as a preliminary means to
investigate the validity of equation 6.2 for tempering temperatures above

45ooc, The plots of Krc/oys versus or" tot both composition o and N steels
are shown in Fiq.5.16. Although the relationstip is linear, a change in
gradient is observecl at tempering t,emperatures above about 4OO0C. Ttris is
expected since the fracture toughness at these tempers were not

true Kr" values but had been overestimated due to yielding effect. The true
Kr" values may be extrapolated from the valid data obtained at temperatures

below 45OoC, as shown in Fig.7.13 by extending the linear relationship
frorn the low to the high temperature range. If the relative toughness

values so obtained are then plotted against the s:-ze of the shear lips as
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shown in Fig.7.r{, it can be seen that the data farl on the Kra,/Br" line
(of equation 6.2) within + 6c. This indicates that provided true plane
strain fracture toughness data are used, the relationship between *rr/oy-
and the size of the shear lip, BSL, expressed as

Ba" = o.41 (Krc/ovs)2'o2,

is valid even at tempering temperatures beyond asOoC.
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7 .4.?

owing to the compatibility between the Kra parameter and the
various yielding fracture mechanics parameters, an attempt was made to
obtain a valid Kt" value from the load/displacement records using yielding
fracture mechanics approaches. The varues of fracture toughness for
25mm thickness, composition o stee1, computed using equation 4-6, K\^_,' coD-equation n.t, *foo, equation 4.I5, KJ, and equation 4.19, \".r"tabulated i-n Tabre '6.9 and presented qraphicarry in 

'.ig.6.22.

consider the crack opening displacement approach. rrrespective
of whether equation 4-6 or 4.g was used, a varue of tr = 1 in equation 4.5
was employed to convert d to the fracture toughness K values. I is
theoreticalry taken as I in the plane stress conditions and 2 in the plane
strain conditions. As such, taking r = I in the calcurations was not
strictry accurate especiarly in the low tempering temperature range where
the fracture vras one dominated rrrith plane strain square fracture. However,
it has been shovvn(2o.0) that the theoretical results of tr do not agree with
those evaluated from experimental methods which favour I = 1 in the
correlation between K and 6.

As shown in Fig.6-22, {oo nro"sly overestimated the values of
K. and KJC over the entire range of tempering temperatures investigated.
The discrepancy can be attributed to three factors: the use of a constant
rotational factor, r, evidence of crack extension before maximum load was
attained' and the rather large contribution from the elastic component of the
load,/displacement record (see Fig.6.g) to the value of Vg. Elliottet al iPLs)
suggested that one of the limitations of the use of the crack opening
displacernent approach occurs at V, values below about o.5mm or correspondingly,
6 "alues below about o.o9nun. Below this lower limit, the rotational factor

has been found experimentally to vary with vg. using Kra determined from the
AST'I'4 analysis, 6 was calculated to have a value in the range o.ooz4mm in the
as-quenched state to o.o43mm at a 6oooc tempering temperature. The use of
equation 4'6 to determine 6 from Va is only justified in cases where fracture
initiates well after general yielding (233) 

. Even in the Goooc tempered
specimens, crack extension was found (see section 7.4.4) to occur before the
attainment of the ntaximum load. Robinson and Tuck(3o4) reasoned that when
the elastic portion of the load/displacement record was large compared with
the plastic portion, the determination of d should be based on the plastic
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component only. The analysis of wells(210), equation 4.g, appears to
take into account the contribution due to the elastic component
through the parameter y. This explains why xT

COD 
h.r a slightly

better correlation with K" and *rc ." shown in Fig.6.22. rn addition,
equation 4-8 is generally used when there is evj-dence of crack extension
before general yield(293). since the c.o.D. method is basicarly a
yielding fracture mechanics analysis, J-t is expected. to appry better at
high tempering temperatures where the specimens approached a state of
general yielding. This is reflected. in Fig.6.22.

The overestimation of Kr.. using the crack opening displacement
approach is substantiated uy i,ielJJ iLz et.rj'o5) ,rsirg compact tension
specimens for several aluminium al-loys. Because of the general lack of
agreement with Kaa, the uncertainty of the rotational factor and of the
position where V, was to be measured, it was concluded that K:OD and
Kcop could not be used to accurately determined the valid value of
fracture toughness at high tempering temperatures. Thus the more
unambiguous parameter, 6i, was measured. This determination will be
discussed in sections 7.4.3 and 7.4.4.

rt has been recognised thac the width of the stretch zone can
be related to the crack tip opening displacement. The stretch zone 1s a
region of local strain at the crack tip which is formed on loading prior
to incipient cracking as a resurt of crack tip b]-untinn(3o5 - 309). 

Many
attempts have been made to correlate the stretch zone width, t , with 6.
spitzig(3]o), Brothers et ar-(307) and perroux(3lr) have repora]3 a-- to be

3Znearly equal to d whereas other investigators suggested different
/?12 _ 315) ! . (316)rel_ationships'"' Recent experimental data .-- obtained using

silicone rubber castings in notched HylOO and HyI30 steel specimens have
shown that the stretch zone width is equal to half the value of 6. This
is very sirnilar to the findings of Harris et aI(317) and. the simple model
of Green et aL. 

(3rB)

t vtas measured in the present work by means of the scanningsz
electron rnicroscope operating at a magnification of 600 to 200O times. The
width htas generally uniform although there was sometimes irregularity
resulting from l'lnS inclusions. Measurements were made at locations where
the zones were distinct and definite, and consequently no stretch zone slze
could be measured at tempering temperatures berow 3oooc. At the row
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temperature range, the stretch zones were usually very small and less well
defined. However, it is believed'that stretch zones still occurred in
the specimens (see for example, Fig.6.29(d) ). The value= of a"", as shor^rn

in Table 6.7, varied from about 6pm in the 40OoC temperg6 about 3Opm

at 650oc.

Assurning the relationship between tr= "rd 6 discussed above,
'l

namely, t"" = ; 6, the values of the fracture toughness, KSZ, determined
with equation 4.5 and tr = I are tabulated in Ta-ble 7.9. K* values were

slightly lower than the ASTM KIC valges. However, as the tempering

temperature decreases, it can be seen that K", approaches the value of *r".
The difference between *ra "ru Ksz rt 6oooc temper r*as about 17* while

at 4O0oC, it has steadily dropped to only about 6t. Green, Smith and Knott
( 318) have suggested the use of stretch zones to denote crack tip ductility
as an alternative method for estimating the crack opening displacement at
initiation, 6i, from a fractured specimen.

Specimen

1A5

lA55

IA5

2A5

3A5

1A45

1A4

2A4

3A4

K IC
(MPa/m)

92.O5

94.08

75.45

aL.22

86.23

78.98

59.29

63-22

60.52

K
SZ

(l\,\Palm)

78.53

81.48

74.75

74.44

74.44

65.A2

55.89

58.62

58. 18

rc tnd Ksz

As such, it would. be expected that K", values are very close to the true
value of KtC at the high tempering temperature range. Since the over-
estimation of the true Kra values increases with temperature, the difference
between *r" ".U K=" would necessarily increase with temperature. Compare

with togan and crllsrana's(273) results in Fig.7.Z, it is noted that K*
values are lower indicating perhaps the trend of true Kr".
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The fracture toughness computed using the equivalent energy
apProach' \u, although it predicts accuratety the values of K" over the
whole range of tempering temperatures, consistantly overestimates the
Kr" values, as shown in Pig.6.22. This is surprising since it contradicts
witt's idea that it is a lower bound(247). However, this inconsistency has
also been observed by Robinson and Teterman(25r), chel-l(186) and chelr and

' (246\worthington'-'"'- Atthough good results have been reported using this
analysis, the validity of the equivalent energy method is as yet unverified and
in the case of the present study, the poor estimatio. of Krc indicates that
the adeguacy of the method to yier,d accurately the true K.^ in the high
tempering temperature range is dubious.

The dependence of the fracture toughness values determined'at
maximum load using the J-integrar approach upon tempering temperature
follows a nearly identical trend with that of ASTM Kr" values. Hovrever, an
underestimation of about 15? was observed at all ternpering temperatures
(Fiq'6'22'). The lack of agreement may be due to the slow crack growth that,
occurred before the maximum load was attained, especially in specimens
tempered at high tempering temperatures. As a result of the crack growth,
unloading of the material- behind the crack tip occurs. This invalidates the
path independent characteristic of the J-integral. Therefore, the criterion
rnust necessarily be restricted to crack i-nitiation. This is th" JtC approach
which is discussed in section 7.4.4. sirnilar discrepancy has been observed
by Robinson and Tetelman(251) using the estimation formula in equation 4.15.
By using compliance measurements and the corrected crack initiation J values
instead of the vafues at maximum road, they have found K" to be in good
agreement with the ASTM K-^ values.IU

In summary, it has been observed above that the fracture toughness
values determined at maximum load using the various yielding fracture mechanics
approaches did not generally correlate favourably with the ASTM Kr" values
over the entire range of tempering temperatures studied. The only promising
approach for the determj-nation of true Kr" vafues at high tempering temperatures
appears to be the stretch zone width method. However, further confirmation of
*s" i= required. As the above criteria were usually invalidated by the
occurrence of slow crack growth before the onset of fracture, fracture
toughness at crack initiation must be determined in order to obtain true Krc
vaLues at tempering temperatures above 45ooc. rn the following section, the
crack opening displacement at initiation, 6g, obtained using side-grooved
compact tension specimens is discussed.
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7.4.3 Side-Groo.ved Specimen Data

It is reported in section 2.3 that the onset of maximurn load
is generally associated with the deformation, necking and finally fracture
of the ligaments (shear lips) at the surfaces of the specimen. This occurs
because the plane stress fracture of the ligaments required a higher energy
than the plane strain fracture at the centre. If side-grooves of sufficient
depth are introduced, the effects of the ligaments and therefore the
relaxation of the through-the-thickness stress will be prevented. Under
such circumstances, plane strain fracture will occupy the full thickness
of the speeimen immediately after the attainment of 6i, and maximum load
instability will be coincident with the iniLiation of fracture such that
6 at maximum load is equal to 6 at initiation.

fn the present study, side-grooves were introduced into three
specimens that were found to contain quench cracks. It was thought that a

groove depth of 2 to 3mm wou1d be suffj-cient to eliminate the quench cracks
since they had been generally found to occur only at shallow depth and along
the surfaces of the specimen in the direction of the machined notch.
Unfortunately, two specimens urere rendered useless because of too severe
quench cracks. The results of the successful specimen are presented in
Table 6-8- As shown in Fig.6.2It the load,/displacement records for the
grooved and non-grooved specimens are different in that the former resembles,
refer to Fi9.2.6, a type C test record while the latter, type A. Determining
the fracture tougl"rness using the crack opening displacement and J integral
approaches, KcoD ttd K" were found to be 8f.87 and 80.55 t"tpa/rn respectively.
The two values are very close and in good agreement with K^- of 78.53 upa/m.

Although in
rePorted (22O'279) 

to
this is indeed so for

side-grooved specimens 6 at maximum load has been
coincide with 6 at crack j-nitiation, it is not clear if
the present material.

7.4.4 di and J_^ Data

The recommended procedure for determining 6i is the extrapolation
("R" curve) technique (293) 

which involves rnarking the amount of fibrous crack
extension after the specimen has been unloaded from a certain displacement
along the load,/displacement curve. The procedure has the advantage that both
the crack opening displacement at crack initiation, 6i, as well as the elastic-
plastic fracture toughness, J,n, can be obtained from the same set of specimens.
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Displacgment,l ntn.

Fig.7 ;15 l"oadllctisB'lacernent record showing trrsitions
of .unloading.

The v.alues of 61 ild dtc weie deLer.nined only o.it specinens
betrlpe,red at 600oc. lElhe pos;ilions from whictr the specimens were untroaded

ar€ shown i-a Fig.7.15, fhe maxlurum troad occurned b'etween sSneimens LTAEH'

and 8A6N (refer to Appe.ndix !t), or;roint,s 3 and 4 in Fig.?.15. It was

ob5erved that before rnaximum load r"ras readttedf slow cr:ai:k g,rgur€h had.

oQeurred. Foints t;rnd 2 had crack extensisrl of 0.10 arad O.3srnn respeet!.ve1y.
The AstEM 5r seefrnt Line ii;ntersects th€ loadldispLaaeraent eurve et a 5rol.nt
between 2 and 3, This is not surprising since a 2t incre$ent of erack
extension is used in the ASTtr[ standa,rd 

(I18) 
.

zv

"itU

s
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The variation of d and .r with crack extension, Aa, is shown

in Fig.6.19 and 6.20 respectively. The linear relationship in Fig.6.20
is similar to those obtained by Logsden(3r9) and clarke et ar(320)
The value of 6i was found to be 0.039mm which corresponded to a true
plane strain fracture toughness, KIC, value of g4 -64 Mpa/m. JJC $ras

found to be 28.5 Nmm/mm2. This gave a value for the true Kr" at 6oooc
temper of 80.13 MPa/m. Table 7.10 shows the comparison between

the valuer of Krc obtained in this section and those obtained using
side-grooved specimen and the stretch zone width.

St-retch zone width measurement

Side-grooved specimen: C.O.D.

K
sz

K6

KJ

K6i

KJIC

78.53

81. 87

80.55

84.64

80. 13

R-curve procedure:

J-IntegraI

c.o.D.
J-Integral

Tabl-e 7.1O: K of Comsteel En25 at 60OoC temper using

Experimental Procedure Kr", MPa/m

rc

The agreement in the
values in the C.O.D.

uncertain. Robinson

I equal to 0.97. In

different experimental procedures.

Kra values obtained is obvious. The slightly larger
analyses may be due to the factor I whose value was

and Tetelnan (200) obtained an experimental value of
the present study, ), was taken as unity.

From Table 7.fO it
fracture toughness, KIC, for
MPa/m (taking *JrC of R-curve

can be concluded that the true plane strain
Comsteel En25 tempered at 6OOoC is 80.13

analysis only).

Now reconsider the relationship between fracture toughness and

the size of the shear lips as depicted in Fig.5.15. The data below 45ooc
are replotted in Fig.7.16 with the 6O0oC data included. It can be seen
that the 6OOoC data, instead of deviating from the linear relationship as
in Fig'6.15' now lies within a + 6t scatter band of the relationship
showing conclusively that the plane strain fracture toughness is related to
the size of the shear lips through equation 5.2 even when excess yielding

is present.
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"st, = o'31 (*n/o" r"'u,'

o K"c

Relative toughness, K,,Jcyr, dnua.

Flg.7.L6 Eelationstlip between fraeture toughness and shear
15.p size'( wittr Ora value included ) .

rhus the aPPare-nt deviation frorn the straight line b.ehaviour for ternperJ.ng
te4peratures a,bove 45ooc (see rig.6.15) was due to the AsrM Ko v.alues being
classed as true Krc values. rn thi-s respect, if true xr" virties are to be
determinedl by the ASTM testing method, ttre ,standaril w111 have to be
restricteid in terlns of the aLlowable o*/o"" ratio or sone similar reguiremeRt.

7.4.5 Felow aribi"i:nt Temperaluie Testine Data

To extend tJ:e range of appl.i.cabttity of the pLane stgain fraetu:re
toughnesslshea-r- lip size relatlonship, attempt was made to decrease ttre size
of the sh'ear lips by lowering the testing ternperature. This was done using
25mrr thickness spesintens tempered at 6OOoC. The results of, such tests are
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Fig.7. 17 Overload

specimen

fracture morphology of 7075-T6 aluminium
tested at -lg6oc-
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prescnted in Tabte 6.5. rn spii.e of the large tainperature drop, from
0 to -196oc, the values of Kn::c:r,iaincd virtually the same. For the
comsteer En25 specimens, this is contra<lictory to the findings of
Pcrguson and Sargi"rorr(274). using cracked-notched round bars of the
sane rnal-e::ial tempered at 35ooc, they demonstrated, like for most high
strength st-eels 

(32L'322] 
, that t}e fracture toughness ciecreased with the

decrease in t-esting temperature. The drop in toughness is generally
assr:cial--ed with the change in rnicroscol:ic fractur-e ]:ehaviour, fr:om
ductile dinrples to quasi-cleavage or 100? cJe.rvage 

(323). 
Fcrguson et al.

\1 t"I found that the fracture surface change.d from a mixture of tear
dimples and intergranular cle.rvage at room temperature to a predominantly
quasi-cleavage at riquid nitrogen temperature 

(256) 
. However, in the

present stiidy' scanning electron micr:oscopic observation of the fracture
surfaces did not reveal any significant change in the fracture mechanism,
ductile dimpl-es remained from room temperature down to -196oc. The initial
high toughness of the 60ooc tenpered material did not seem to be reduced by
the decrease in testing temperature. Con.sequently, the fracture toughness
rentai ned a1:proxinately constant.

For 7075 aluminium al1oy in the T651 and T7351 conditions, Nelson
and Kaufman(275) found a slight lrut steady increase in fracture toughness
as the testing temperature was lowered from room temper:atr:re to -lgooc (or
-szoor). This increase was also observed in the present investigation with
7a75-TG alloy from ooc to -78oc. Ho\,rever, a significant drop in *rc r"=
observed at -196oc. Macro-fracture and electron micro-fractographic
observations showed that the fracture appearance of the 0o and -78oc specimens
was quite different from that at -r96oc. while the former specimen
exhibited a ductile fracture mode similar to that in the as-cast material at
room temperature (discussed in section 6.10.2c), ttre ratter specimen
(as shown in Fig. 7.17) was observed to have been rolled rather than cast.

This could have happened as the material was supplied in machined blocks of
size Tonun x 16ornm x l60rnm for which the history iras unknown. From the fibre
direction observed on the fracture surface, the crack plane was found to be
in either the T - L or S - L orientation. As noted in section 7.3.3, this
orientation offers tlre l-east resistance to fracture and therefore, the Lower
fracture toughness value obtained at -l96oc was to be expected.

The variation of plane strain fracture toughness obtained at testing
temperatures below ambient with the size of the shear lips is shown in Fig.Z.Ig
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atrong wit}.r ttic previpus data. rt ea6 be ,seen that the ahunfuium al,loy
d-ata fe1low \rerl' closely the previor,rs trend expressed. by equation 6.2.

tio=n't (Krcloy")a'02

AL.

8n25.t Comsteal

I

"Rel'ative toughnees , \Jry", /m.

Fi9.?.18 Relationrshi-p between fracture toughness and shear llp s{ze
( Below roon tenB,erature testing data) .

qgEdata for the Co=msteel En25 specirnerlB were not shown in,F'ig.1.L1
beoause they were rrot regarded as valid plane stral.n fractrrre toughness

values by t}le sanne cribetia u"sed in sectioq 7.4.L. It was fourrd ithatt

a) the net section stresg to o.2* proof, stress s6tj.6 for
specimera 1ltA6N and. I5A6N was Q.81 and 0.77 ,re.spest:i-vetry,

both larger than two fhir.ds,

5

d

'Jtl Irl

o
!{.i'l
o
A.rl
-{
E 0.5tu
o,sm

5.
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b) P__.-/Bwo,__ for l4A6N and I5A6N was 0.039 and 0.035max ys
respectively which exceeded 0.030 for the effect of
plane stress to be negligible.

Although the range in which the data falr in Fig.7.rg was
by no means extended by lowering the testing temperature, the data
do support the previous concrusion that the prane strain fracture.
toughness can be related to the size of the shear lips through equation
6.2.

7.4.6 Application

Por the determination of the plane strain fracture toughness,
Kr", the ASTM stana.ra(tr8) and the British standard(rr9) impose severe
restrictions on the conditions of testing to ensure that the amount of
prasticity occurring in the test is small in comparison to the
dimensions of the specimen. As a result, the presently accepted testing
methods fQr Ktc are difficult, time consuming and expensj.ve for generar
use' several parameters have been proposed to overcome the problem. one
of these involves the measurement of the stretch zone width(307,3r5)
which can be linearly correLated to t-he relative toughness of the material.
The fract'ure toughness can thus be determined by measuring the stretch zsne
width at the interface between the fatigue crack and the overload fracture.
However, the measurement of this region requires the use of the electron
microscope- Additionally, it is difficult to decide the position where
fatigue crack ends and where the stretch zone begins. These make the
method impractical. Measurement of the size of the shear lips at the free
surfaces of a specimen on the other hand does not involve rnethods of great
complexity. As the size remains fairly constant along the free surfaces,
this quantity can be determined with greater accuracy. The present study
has demonstrated conclusively the relationship between the shear lip size,
BsL, and the plane strain fracture toughness of the materiar. rt is
therefore evident that Br" is a promising parameter to estimat" arc. The
*r"/""" relationship accordingly has considerabre importance in the
analysis of service failures. Service failures often exhibit distinct
shear lips which are easily measured and using the relationship a quick
estimate of the fracture toughness of the material can be obtained.
rn addition, the rel-ationship can be used as a preliminary estimation of
the fracture toughness varue to investigate the specimen thickness
requirement for standard, fracture test. From the design point of view,
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the relationship has the added advantage that it provides directly
the conservative plane strain fracture toughness value. Before
outlining a procedure by which KIC ""r be predicted using shear lip
si-ze, it is however important to investigate the applicability of the
relationship and to evaluate its limitations if any.

Since the Kra/B"" relationship expressed in equation 6.2 was

evaluated in this work using only Comsteel En25 and 7075-T6 aluminium
a1loy, it is necessary to examine first of all whether the relationship
is applicable to other materials. Available information on the size of
the shear lip and the corresponding plane strain fracture toughness is
very limited. fn Fig.1.L9, available shear lip size and reported plane
strain fracture toughness data of other investigatorr(90'L28'255'3241 is
plotted for comparison.
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Fig-7.19: Relationship between ghear lip size and fracture toughness
usinq data from other investigators'
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Some scatter in the results is evident but it can be seen that the shear
ILp st'ze/fracture toughness relationship expressed in eguation 6.2 is
obeyed reasonably well. The scatter was from the inaccuracy in the shear
J-ip size measurements; in References (90), (f2g) and (324) the investigators
measured the percentage shear 1ip only as an indication of the change in
fracture appearance in which accuracy is not essential. Fig.7.l? indicates
that the shear rjp size/fracture toughness relationship is not only
applicable to Comsteel En25 and 7075-T6 aluminium alloy, but to other
materials as well.

With the establ-ished relationship between fracture toughness and

shear lip size discused above, it is now possible to predict the plane
strain fracture toughness of a material without having to conduct the
inconvenient standard recommended procedure. First of alL, the average size
of the shear lips at the free surfaces has to be measured. This may be
obtained, in the case of a.preliminary determination of specimen size with a

standard test. rn service failure analysis, this may be obtained from the
fractured component or article. To determine the 0.2t proof stress of the
material, it is reguired to perform a tensile test. Alternatively however,
a rough estimation of the flow stress (approximately half way between yield
stress and ultirnate stress) of the material can be obtained frorn a hardness
test since the hardness of plastically deforming materials, taken as force
per unit area is approximately 3.2 timcs the fl-ow stress(325). The plane
strain fracture toughness of the material can finally be evaluated using
equation 6.2. To illustrate the procedure, a numerical example is given as
follows:

using H-tr steer tempered at 100oor (53goc), steigerw.td(322) forr.,d
that the plane strain it""ture toughness at 2OOor(S:oc) testing temperature
was about 50.1 Ksl/in (estimated from Fig.l of Reference (322) ), the o.2t
proof stress at the corresponding testing temperature, 23I.6 Ksi. At this
test temperaturq' the fracture surface of the O.O85in thickness centre-precracked
sheet specimen was observed to contain 5Ot shear fracture. From the data,
therefore,

"SL 
= 0.O2I in (O.54mm)

ys = 231.6 Ksi (1597 MPa)
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Using equation 6-2,

8"" : O.4t (Ktc/o y=l'' 
0 2

Krc .* be calcurated to be 53.2 rsi/in (57.5 upa/m). rt is noted that
the calculated value compares well with the experimental value of 5O.I
rsi/in (54-z upa/m).

Eguation 6.2 correlates the shear lip size with the prane
strain fracture toughness and the o.2e" proof stress. As such, the
equation always gives a conservative fracture toughness value in medium

thickness specimens, that is, region B in Fig.2.9 where the amount of
shear lips in the mixed mode fracture is compatible to the amount of
flat fracture- &lhen the specimen thickness is large and the proportion
of shear lips is less than 15t, region C of Fig,2.9, the fracture toughness
calculated from eguation 6.2 is equal to the plane strain K-^ of the material.

7.4.7 Possible Linitations of the KfC/BSL Relationsh

In section 7.4.6, it was shor^,n

strain fracture toughness and shear 1ip
for which data were obtained using plate
and 3-point bend specimens. In order to
desirable to examine the situation where
and tensile specimens.

that the relationship between plane

size is valid for several materials
specimens, namely, compact tension
generalize the relationship, it is
data are obtained with Charpy impact

Charpy impact data for comsteel En25 of the following composition
(weight percent) z o.27c, o.3osi, o.63Mn, 2.G3Ni, o.7ocr, 0.55Mo, o.02ls and
o.o23P were obtai.reduy Ferguson, clark and watson(326) using standard
Charpy v-notched specimens and fatigue-cracked impact specimens of similar
dimensions. The shear 1ip size data were obtained by watson(327). Their
results are presented in Fig.7.20. Although the data points lie in the
vicinity of equation 6.2, a considerable amount of scatter in results is also
apparent. This scatter may be due to the measurements j-n shear tip size, the
fracture toughness as well as the yield strength of the material. ft was

mentioned in section 2.5.1 that fracture boughness is influenced by the rate
of loading. The variation of K_^ with strain rate is stilt not welr'
established (328) 

. For instar."]tr.ir,9 the same A3o2-B stee1, Ripring and
{ ??a\Crosley'---' found little difference between static and dynamic fracture
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touElruess values while E*sb(3218) found that clynariri. *r" to be lower thaii
th.e sLa*alc re.srrltsi ,
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Ft-9.7.2Q: Relatio'nship between shear J"iB size and fraeture toughnees
usinq data .from Char1ll tests.

Itahn et ail{49'329) re.porteil a con,siderable irlcrease in dyrnanr,i" Ktc over the
s'latj'c $tith SAE 4340 Eteel. ThereFone without perf,ornrl.ng the dX'narnic

fraeture toughness tests, it is not po,ssible to d.iscern the effect of strain
rate on Kr" and o* for Corytsteel Enr25,. Xn additlon, the f,orrration of the
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shear lips is generally suppressed(65) in the impact test. Because of
the sma1l specinren size, the shelar lips that begin to form at the two free
surfaces of the specimen are rapidly infruenced by the effect of the
free back surface. To investigate the relationship betwe., Krc .nd 

"""in impact testing, it nay be necessary to increase the unfractured
ligament, (w - a), of the test specimen so that the formation of the
shear lip is not affected by the back surface. rt is thus concluded
that Figr'7'20 is not meaningful and that further investigation is needed.
to substantiate any correlation between shear rip size and fracture tough-
ness for Charpy impact tests.

Fig'7'21 shows a plot of the shear 1ip thickness for the tensile
specimens which were machined from the fractured compact tension specimens
against the corresponding relative toughness. The shear lips were measured
by viewing the tensile specimens at 20 times magnification under the Nikon
profile projector. Equation 6.2 appears to fit the data below a 4oooc
tempering temperature. However, in this temperature range, the size of the
shear lips was not cornpatible with those in the corresponding compact
tension specirnens. comparing the data with those in Fig.6.r.5, it can be
seen that the shear lips on the tensi le specimens are slightly larger than
those in the compact tension specimens. No data above a temperi-ng
temperature of 4oooc hras presented in Fig.7.2r because the specimens
fractured by fu1l shear in this temperature range rather than by cup and
cone fracture. This is to be expected as the diameter of the tensile
specimens was about 3.56mm while the size of the shear lips on the compact
tension specimens tempered at, say, 450oc averaged r.49mm (Table 6.G).

rt was thought that the shear lip size is influenced by the size
of the tensile specimens used. To investigate the size effect, a series
of tensiLe specimens of different <iiameters in the as-quenched condition,
were tested- The specimens, designed in accordance with the British
standard(330) requirements, were machined from r- in. diameter bar of
comsteel En25- The axis of the specimen was in the direction of rorling.
The specimens ltere austenitized at 85ooc in a salt bath for one hour and
quenched in an oil bath. The tensile tests $rere carried out on a l-Oo0
KN capacity Avery testing machine. The results of the tests are sunmarised
in Table 7'r1. The hardness measurements have been corrected for round
sections.
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It can bre seen tshat the chaage j_n speejrnen dJanreter does not Broduce a

siEnirftean! change in tens,ile strength, ctre sl.nght ua:cia,tior;l ln strengttr
may have been res rlted fro-m Lhe iack of aligurrent device in the- testing
rnachine. While the percentage red,rrretion irr area decreases wit-h increasing
bar dlameter, the slze of, the shear lips on the othe.r hand inareagq's with
bar dlalreter" Similar L:rend has also been obEerved by De,Sisto et rf !46)
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with 7075-T6 aluminium, 6AI-4V-2-cn titanium and 4340 steel. The results
appear to be in contrast with the finding of the present work using
compact tension specimens, that shear lip size is independent of the
specimen size. The cause of such discrepancy is uncertain. rt is
however, thought that the mechanism of shear rip formation in the
compact tension specimens may be different from that in the tensile
specimens. Further research is therefore necessary to investigate any

correlation between shear lip size and fracture toughn€sso

It is observed t.hat in general the fracture surfaces of most

materials exhibit shear lips at the free surfaces of the specimen or
component. I:lowever, particularly in glassy materials and in low
temperature testings, this is not always the case. Completely flat of'
square fracture, with no trace of shear lips. is also a conmon

phenomenon. The reasons for the absence of shear lips in such situatj-on
is not clear but may be due to the dynamics and. speed of the crack
propagation, the mode.of fracture being cleavage or to the incapability
of the material to undergo plane stress yielding. It is believed that
the present fracture toughness/shear 1ip size relationship is not
applicable to such materials.

7. 5 sglM},rARrsrNG prscusgrol

To briefly summarise the discussion in this chapter, it was

observed that the material austenitized at 85OoC and oil quenched produced

a comparatively low fraclure toughness. The 1ow toughness was accompanied
by considerable cleavage fracture and rather flat dirnples. Tempering at

r1
100-c did not prodgce a significant change in either the fracture toughness
or the tensil-e prdperties of the material. At the 200oc temper, the
tensile strength was observed to be slightly reduced but significant
improvements occurred in the fracture toughness and strain-hardening
exponent. Scanning electron microscopic observation showed that the
increased fracture toughness was caused by a higher material ductility
which was evident from the fracture surface. The dirnples formed at this
temper were deeper and better formed than those in the as-quenched or IOOoC

tempered materiars, Moreover, only few creavage areas were noted.
Tempering at 3Oooc produced a marked change in fracture toughness as well
as the fracture mechanism. The drop in fracture toughness, strain-
hardening exponent and percent elongation caused by the tempered martensitic
enbrittlement at this tempering temperature hras accompanied by a change in
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fracture morphology, from di-mpl-es to predominantly cleavage. rhe
presence of cleavage fracture continued onto the 400oc tempered
materj-ars where the yield and tensile stresses dropped considerab{
but the fracture toughness increased only slightly. At tempering
temperatures above 45ooc, further reduction in yield and tensile stresses
occurred. The fracture toughness, strain-hardening exponent, reduction
in area and elongation were all observed to rise steadily. Fractographic-
ally, the fracture surfaces consisted of ductile dirnples which as with the
previous tempers, the fracture mechanism was shear linkage between major
bands of l'tnS stringers at different elevations forming more marked terrace-
type fracture. The fracture toughness of the material was controlled by
the major MnS stringer population. In the L - C crack plane orientation
where the inclusions were aligned normal to the crack p1ane, the fracture
toughness was found to be two times that in the R - L orientation where
the lvlnS stringers were aligned in the direction of crack propagation. fn
the 7075-T6 aluminiurn al1oy where the material was in the as-cast condition,
no anisotropic effect was observed. The fracture was macroscopicatly
brittle but microscopically ductile.

The relationship between plane strain fracture toughness and
shear lip size at tempering temperatures below asooc was linear and couLd
be expressed using equation 6.2. At temperatures higher than 45ooc, the
rel-ationship was not linear. The deviation was the result of excessive
yielding which was reflected in the increasing amount of Lhrough-thickness
contraction. The ASTM standard testing procedure was proven to be not
sensitive enough to detect the invaridity of the specimens. rn this
temperature range, it was found that oN/oy= r"" greater than two-thirds
and that P_^-./BWO--^ l,ras greater than 0.03, Thus there r/,/as excessivemax ys'
plasticity which tended to overestimate th. Ktc values. To show that
eguation 6.2 was valid for specimens tempered at temperatures higher than
45ooc, other methods of calculating Krc h'ere employed. Except when using
stretch zone width measurements, the various methods which used the
maximum load were found to be inaccurate because of slow crack growth prior
to the attainment of the maximum load. The true *r" 

"" 
6oooc temper was

determined using the value of crack opening displacement at crack
initiation obtained from side-grooved compact tension specimen and the
"R-curve" method. The resulting true Kr" compared favourably with that
obtained using stretch zone width and the true Krc rt 6oooc temper was
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further confir,ned ""inE th,e e.tr"astic-plasti" JtrC patcautet€r. lfhen t1le

latter vatrue was ptotted on the .Eg' v.rsu=, K-c& 
= 

eurve, it was fou,nd

that the data Sroint fe1I withiB the scatter band of equation 6.2
srr*owlng that t-tre plane strain fradture totrghnesslshear lip si.ze reJation-
ship was valid even at hi.gh tempering terqn-ratures provided that the
Ertle \C value was use'd. Th€ rela€ionshiqr'was adldi-t.ionaltry feund to lre
v:alid using data o,f diff,srent maLerlals obtained f.:eom the literature.
coqrs'eg1r-e.ntXy it can be satisfactorillr usi€d in serrrice failure arralysls
(with the possible restrioti@s exgr{,essed abqve) es lrel.l as in pre;Lininary
6t-udy of sgrecirner,r siee eff,ect in sta:ndard plane strain fraetqre toughness
testings.
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CHAPTER 8

coNctusrol,Is

on the bas s of the data obtained in the pres,ent investigationT
the folloruing cqrielusions were drarnr..

(A) F5a:clqre togghness:

1. Ttle average as-quenched pJ-ane strain fracture toughness

in the R - L crack plane oriertation for Comsteel En25

was found to be 49 l,[Pa/m.

2. The firacture toughnes,s sf the steel sipecirnens was

considerably affected by the orientation of the crack
plane. At 50OoC temper, fractr,rre tqughness in the L - C

orientation was twiee that in the R - L orientatiorl.

3. The fracture tougrhness of, the steel could be inerea
sigpifie,antly by redueing the tstal irnpurity content,
esSreclal.ly pho"s6rhonus and sulphur, of the maEerial.

The fraeture,mode tested in the R - [, e*nd C - R.

orientation wa's controlled by the major ![n:S stsringep
pepuJ-ation, A shear linkage meehanism giving rise to
terrace-type fracture was obsetved in t$e above orientatiolls,
trn the C : R orientation,. the teriace-type fracture was

often f,ound to change to a nore zi.E-a,ag Ratuis6. Beadhen

and Yoder 
(295) type of fracture topograptry r*as naerg-

seopically observed in the L - C orientation.

At tenpering ternperaf,rre.s below 45:Ooe, t.he KIC obtaioed
from the ASTM E399-74 5+ secant offset analysis Was found

to be the truel pl-ane s,trcain fraeture topghness of the
material at that ternSlering tegE)elratur€.

4.

5.
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The valuee,of, K," obtained at temperLng tenSreratur:eF
absve 45r$og, ,af.Ef,ough passed the ASTFT standard
regulremenEts, were not the true pl,ane straih fraeture
toughness due to exoes.sive yielding. ft was observed,

that o*rrous rdas gr€ater ttre.rr 0.56 inrcl Lhat t ./tWo""
was greab€r than O.03-

t"racture: Lor,rghness evartrated at. ir'axj.multr loadl usingr the
ltielding f,racture meehaaics- aSrproa'ehes, na,meLy, tshe

C.O.D., .f i.ntegral ,and the equlval-enb e,ndagy ,qon,cerpt,

did aot correlate weII- with those ob-tained from the
,ASTM stan'dard beqause of the oocurr,ence of f,ibrous
crack 'gro irth before the attai.nment of maximum 1oad.

8, The Lrue plane strain fracture toughness of Conste€l
En25 tempered at 6OOoC usJ-ngr the elastiq-plasti" JtC
approach was foun'd to be BO MFa/n. This ooncelated
favounably irith those o!.tained from 6i using he tlR-

currren rnethod, the slde-grooved ecunpact tension s,grec5.rnen,

anel ttre, streteh aone wi.-dth

9. The pleine strairt fraqture toug:hness of 7015-T6 aLqminiuqr
anJ-Oy i-n the as-east eond.i ion wa-s foutld to be 27.7
mPay'tn.

1-o' The f-racture toughnes.g of the ahilninirun a1lo1r lras no,t
signifl-cantly affeeted by the orlentation of the crack
irtrane. This is bebause in the as-cAst condition, no
aolling oE)eratlon has been performed on the naterial to
align the inctr_usions.

6.

v.

1I, The fracture toughnessr K"r value$
the aluninium alloy \,retre dependentL

of
o|n

both the steel and

the speeine6
thickrness. K decreas,edl with the increase in s;reei-wrerac
ttiicknes,s lrrrtil a linriti.ng va.lue was reashed,. [t low
temperlng, temp.erature's ao'd rith maxinrur specimen thiclc-
nes,E, K. = KXe.
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lB9.

Shear }ltrrc

r. The slze of tlre shear Lips on the free g-u.rfaees of the
sBecimens .ested :in the R - L orientation rrtas eonstan!
along the path of crack propagation.

2. 1ftre siiae etr the strear lips orroe futly develolFd,
is, irt a rnixed mede fracture bey,ond the cr*ti,eal.
speci.uen thiekness where K. has a roaxi-g.nun vaLuer
i,nrdlependent o,f, the specinen thic.lrrress.

that

(e)

3. [he d.epend,cnee sf s]rear lip size utrron ternpering
teirperature rdas nearl.y identi-cal to that, of pLane strain
f,raeture touEhness ulpn tenElering tenqteratulre.

. Due to the low strain-hardening capacity of, tlle
rnate-rial7 the defonnation assoeiated wi,th t-he shear 1i6r

formation was c.onfineil withi.u a band of a few gratns in
wi.dth on the 4Sa su:rf,aces of the sbear lips only.
cons,equentl-y. nisroha.rdrress te*tinEs couxd not teveal
Elie e:rtent of the deforuration,

t. Ttr.e siee of, the shear Lipii was found to- be batter related
to the plane strain fracture toughness, K_^, rather than
K

.Go

2- th€ lelationship betr*een the p.lane .strsin f,racture Lough-
'Degs, KfC, *d Eh-e size of the shear lipr Ernr w,as

conclusively shown to be

B"o = O.4.J_ (Kxe/sy') r'no 
,

3. The rel-ation-ship hetween *ra *d E.r. Es neartry identical
to the theo:retica! pre ictiJ' or nii. (158) 

on, the size of,
the plane stres,s plastie zone using t}re Von M{ses ytelcl
criterion. The shear lip size was thereforea Epod nreasuce

of, the size of the Srlastic zone at th6 eurfaces of a pl.ate
specJ.tnen.

at.ionslrL
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4. The K_^/B_- relationship expressed asIC' SL

Br" = o.4r (Krcloy") r. ot

was aLso found to be applicable to other materials
like 4340 steel, maraging steel and 22I9-T851

aluminium al1oy. ft may not be applica-ble, however,

to data obtained from Charpy impact and tensile
specimens.
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CHAPTER 9

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE INVESTTGATIONS

1. To determine the relationship between shear lip size and fracture
toughness using tensile and Charpy impact specimens.

It has been suggested that the relationship between shear lip size
and fraeture toughness found in the present study may be linited to plate
specimens only. Additional investigation is necessary to extend the use of
the relationship to tensile and Charpy specimens. Comparison between the
mechanisms in shear lip formation may be made with specimens of different
geometry. In the case of tlte tensile specimen, analytical approach may be

used to rerate the amount of necking to the size of the shear lips. To

eliminate the effect due to the back surface in Charpy impact test, the
unfractured ligament of the specimen may have to be increased.

2. To determine the effect of fraui,ure mechanism on shear lip formation.

Using a material with well defined transition temperature, tJle relation-
ship between shear lip size and fracture mechanism may be investigated.
The Kr^/Bo, relationship may also be examined over the entire range ofIL bL
testing temperature.

3. To determine the effect of back stress on shear lip size.

Photoelasticity nethod may be employed to study the effect of
compressive stress, due to tJle free back surface of the compact tension
specimen, on the size of the shear lip at various applied stress levels.
Does the compressive stress suppress the growth of the shear lip?

4. To determine further appropriate restrictions in the AST!4 standard
plane strain fracture toughness testing method.

Using the fracture toughness results obtained in the present study,
investigation may be made to propose further restrictions to limit the

effect of plasticity in the standard test. The net section stress to yield
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stress ratio may harte to be'kept below two thirds or thg c:rack lengttr of

5.

F.or spea'irnens obtainedl in the R-L and ,C-E orienLatlohs, ttre fra.ct-ure
neehahism wae step or terrace type, each orack growth inerement being
deterrnined by the major MnS stringer popul-atlon, llhe effect o.f increasingi'
ttre $Baeirrgr be'tween MnS stringers has on the f,ractrlre meehanisn may be
investi,gated. trs the fracture topoEraphy sL.iII terace in nature? lltre
eff,eot in altering the shape of t}le t{nS stringers, perhaps by addlng rare
earth e.lenenls such as ceriun, has on fractrlrg mechanlsm may also be
iaves"tigated.

6- !o .determine the factore tlrat sull1press the formation of shear lLps
ln ftaterla.Ls ttrat fail by cornpl_etel.y flat fractrre.

sheai trips are formed as a result of th,e plane sttesg strese state
that -exlsts at the surf,aces of a specirnen. The shear lip sire ie controtled
by ttre plane s:train fracture toughneso'of r.u*e materiaL. The existance of'
pLarle stre€s gtresE state, and tlle v&lues of tlle fracture touglness in sone

brittl.e or gJ.assy material-s t$at f,ail. b1, eompLetely flat fraetune nay be
investigated. trSing eompact tens.iion sBeeimens.

the specinen be inereased to, S ( *r./oy= ) a , depending on whi.ehever l-s
aptr>ropriate.

To determine the ef.fect of rna.jor

tnansvarse fracture rnechanisn.

incLusion spactng on short-
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APPENDIX A

Derivation of Crack Tip Stress Field

-! 

^

Corasider the etteSg components actl.ng on Fn el.e.nent, of dimensf.on
dx ely. In the case of a two-dimensional problen, !'i.g.A.I shows such an
element with stresses resolved Ln the x-direction.

Dr
[ + ,,, 

*Y 
da,xy dy

-\

--+ox

+k*ilv

ts

['ig-e-]- gtre€s c€mtrlonents aeti.ng on a mate:riaL eLement..

The eguation of, equilibriurn for force$ ira the x direction

Eirnilarly, in the y dlrec,bion,

=Q .......1...r..,q..q...... A.1(b)

If It an.d V'are the displacements in he x and y di:rection
respectively, the three strain eomtrpnents ca4 be ex;rtressed as

ao
v

?v

0rxv
Ex

+

#x

=O
DoxE

Er
rEy,

0.y
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. . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 4.2

A.3

y = AU . 0v.xvTt+E

With appropriate diff,er.entiations, equatLon A.2 can be cornlrlned

to giwe

This diftrerential equation is ttre conditl.on of comllattbllity.
tsy using Hsokers law, eqtation |.3 rnay be tra,nsforrred intci a relation
be8reen the components of stness.

E2:r

Eze Eze Dav

ty' &' Ex?y
a:

F 
(ox-voy) T# (ty-**)= 2 (t + U) ;,as

oxctY

A.4

the eqrilibriun condition e*I)ressed in equatioBe A.1. wil-l- be

automatically satisfied if

_ azr! azu a2Ug*=# , oy:5;*, t*y=-p;frr -'..r....'.:.e.5

where the function tf is ealled tlre Alry stress function.



! O,............,-.. 4.6(a)

O,f e

ga (Vful = O ..........o.r........r.r...r'!ro-.....'..r.. A.6(h)'

The solgtion gf, ia plane extensionarl problemr in ltnea:r elasticity
involves ttrerefore finding the stre.es f,ttnetriarr S in equation A.6b ttrat

satisf,ies the borrr,rdlarlr so.oclib'ions o-f the n roblem.

In ttre €rase of l{odeL r ,crbek,r: w,estergaard(12) proposed a

rcotntr)lex function

.=
9 = F(eZ + y' InZ ..........-..r....r.!q!.......:.-.r...... 4.7

=
whe.tre Elzl = Rez * i rrnz with z = x + ty, a as-d 'z are given b}t

r.95.

vlith appropriate substitutions, the conpattbillty equati.on

can be reduced to,

a "tllF + 2l+-" + ++or( cDr qy

dz
E = z ' .Tz

[Is,irrg qauahy-Rieoarr conditLons, it ean be seen that

Vzgez = Vzrlaz = o .ri..........o.. '.... '...... 4.8

Conslder the problen of a craek of lengtlt 2a ilr an inf,inite
pl4;te under biaxtal stress shosn in rig.a.2,- ftre stress functisn whieh

:satisfies both the corylatibilitry and borrrrd'arlt condit'ions ls

z =o/'{L-/V where z = tl + iy .........r...'....... A.9

trtie diisptacement V i6 the y directlon can be shol1rr to be given by



Writiag z = E"i6 u= shonrn in fig.A.3,
tip can be evaluated ts be as follows:

196,

tffil .............a.i.. rt:-- A.1O

t-he stnresse.€ at ttre :ctidg.k

v=+(tr_u21
E

whi.ch Ls reartanged to give

\/
4g.4 (l + :r2 = a2 -.r.....J.-....e......,r.r. A.ll

Equation A- 11 shows srrs*t ttre shape of the eraek Ls er Litrrtisal

Fig,A.Z Orack ufid€r biaxial te-nsian

F'o!i eoo.'r'enfence, flre e,oordinate slzstem sho.rprr in r.i.g.A.2 i,e
qonv€rted witb the srig:i'a at the tip of tlre eracrr by repracJ.ng s by (z * a) -
Z tJlen becontes

st r2
?-U!-

/Z ""' ............... A.12

lrhere f, (al ts rear and a censtant at the erack tip. r"'*e required varpe of
f (zl is given ttre notation K,

z y,r1.o = Wm ..r......................,....f ..r.,.i.... A.l3
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Fig.a.3i Cosrdinates for stresses at eraik gi,p

=ffis c's{

x

o:[

xy

o {r-srn$

0 30.(5an ; cos 
-,44,

r* #)

Ct*tl.r,$ s.in ;q,

. A.14

The parameter K in equation A:14 is kaovrn as the stress intursJ.ty
factor r,vhieh Ls a rneasure of th€ stress sJ.ngularity at the craqk tip-
fn the ease of Flane ,stresg,

6, = Q - '...... - e .. r...... r. - r... a../...i....... A.l5

while for tr>l,ane strain,,

g
a

rt is noted that ilre anafysls above deal,t, wlttr bialsial
tcrn'sile Ftres:s system,. The Eniaxial ease ean be stqrly obtained by
str5nrinposing a stress of, -O ln ttre x directLon. ,tbe superi46rosition
of such a 's-tress holever, does not alter ttr€ crack tiB stresses given
in equation A.L4.
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''

APPENpTI( c

l{€ight Pereent Gonrposition analvqis of, 70215-T6

Alunl{tium Altrolz

Table E-li Welght Fercent Gomlpg,ition Anal-ysj.e
gf 7Q75-T6 Alwniniqq.

Elenrent Fercent

Si.[icon
Iron
Cop.per

Ma,gm€.si-um

Einc

NiclceX.

llangenese

trread

Ctrrrg.q:l:qrn

titanium,
Tin
Calelum

Sodl-trn

\trnadiurn

Gal-Iium

Eo:rsn

L,lthirrrn

Serylturn

Bismuth

Eireoniun
Strontlum

o.07

0.16

L.46

2.5J,

5..?6

o"oo5

o.oo7
(0.0,o1

0.t.9

o.14
<0. o01

,<0.ool

<0. ootr

0:.005

o.oo8

o.oo2
<o.oo1

o.o0l
<o.ool
<o.oot

o.oo1
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APPENDIX ,D

Compl-iance Coef,ficient for Compact Tension Specimen

= 2,e.G ,#)t/' - rsg.s (#ttl' + 655.2 (wqs/2 - rorz.o qt't/z + 63s.e ,#t"rG)

.55

,'54

atr 
.so

.49

.48

..c7

.45

.45

r0.0

rlff

ll,0

Fi.g..D-l: CoSrliance coef,f,icLent for eonpact tensiorr sFeeimen
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$PEENDIX E

Glirt €iuge Cal-ibration Res.uJ.t,

Excitation Voltage 3,00 v

Strain Gange BrldEe &eststance l?0 OhD nominal

Tabl-e. Eilr Re€qlts of three eoosequtive o.alibr+gion rrun.

sliF

Gauge

tn.

Outtrnrt Voltagel mV

I 2 3

Q.200

o.205

o.2L0

o.215

a.zza

o,225

0,?3o

o.235

o.240

o.245

0.250

0.255
:0.!t6O

0.00o

0.182

0.3,6,3

o.547

0.72L

0. s.95

1. O73

I.253
1.43L

1.6,06-

1.78t6

1.964

2.I40

CI.ooo

o.L80-

0.36c1

0.542

o,.vL7

CI,990

1,068

L.244

r.425
1.603

L.779
1.960

2.r35

0,ooo

o.rga
0.363

o.542
0.719

o.g96

1,.074

1.246

!..42'l
1.605

L,782

1.9s9

2.140
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APPENDIX F

Elastie CFacl -Edge Di.splaeenent

For cgqrpaet lensioTr-sp@c,imen (ltn[ = O.5l

TABLE F.1

140 at knife edges

at load line
100

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7

blwl

ELg. t Lr q,tariation of SElfp wittla,/fV,

60

20

al vt
At iloadl line

EBVIP

At knl-fe edge6

EBV/P

,0'.30-

0.35

o.40

0.45
p.5,o

0,.55

0.60

0.55

o.70

14.48

18,4I
23.22

29,2'7

37. gO

47.90

63.20

95,80

r.19.80

26.33

3r.46

37.49

45.O4

54.83

68.55

88.42

118.S3

167.79
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a P P E N D r X' c

DetermLnation of 6:taraln Hardeninq Exponent, n

Fhe StTain llarFeriLng Law

The true stress-straln relationship fof nany lraterrials ,can

be etprreseed mathenratic-altry as

o = A g n 
........ada......r..r.r.....a....r.....r.....tP --. G.r

wher:e O = trlre stress r

A = constant - the gtreugttr coeffi.cient,
r, = plas,tic compon nt of, tnre strain,
P

n = straln hardening e:<1ronent

llhe equation is valirit only frorn t}te comrencement of Blastic
flow to the maxirnnn lgad. at ivhich the specimen beElns to neck.
Assuming the validity of tJ.e equaticn, then neckLng or maxinum load
occurs when

do
t- = O .i....... r........r.... -r. r r.... r. !...?. t... .,. 9.. . G,.2'

P

Therefore Ae n. - nAe 
n-I

pp

or ... 6.3

where e-- is the ptrasti,c corn5ronent of the true stiain at necking. lltre
Pn

ttnie strain at this poi-rit is found from the lsad,-extension crr.rve us'irrg

the telati,onship

e_ ,= gn 3l .....n IJO

where tn = gauge length et necklng,
Io = inltial gauge Lengtt

thus E-_ = E^- - E, . .. r .. r. ..Pnne
lthere E = elastic comgronent of tlre ttrre straLn

e
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APPENDIX T

Strain Hardeninq Exponent, n

And Uodulss of Elasticity, E

fable H.1,

l*laterial Teuqpering
Telnperature "c E (Upa)

188000

207000

205000

207000

202000

2tr 0000

20s000

214000

207QOO

188000

1,8890:0

404000

195000

207000

209.OOO

1960-O0

17300.o

6300o

En25

Conrposition O

As-$renohedl

loo
200

300

1100

450

500

550

600

As-Quenched

IOO

200

300

400

500

. 600

650

o.025.

0.040

o. o37

0.o33

0.032

0.049

0.o57

0.064

o.058

0.020

o.o24

0.o39

o.026

0.o32

0.063

o.064

0.o87

o-.053

En25

Comgvsitioa

7075-f6

Alwrinlum
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Systematic Error in K_

TtrE err.or propagati.oh fornura eatr be eryreesed as 064)

[d rrx) 12 = l f*i$ o*r].

vrhe:ce tr(*) is the err.or in F(x, xE, xs ...) and ox. is the
error in lndlepen:dent variable x..

t-

&r eomltact tension specimen wli-ere ttre fracture toughness is
ealculated r:sing ttre esration,,

K=Ps13^rc - ;n 
t til (L.2)

tl.re ei:ro:r Brotrlagatiorr f,or:rnula gives

4 P P E N D TX

[\".l'= lon Sl'* fo" ' P-

L'*J I '6I t ,E
f (fu]'z+ 

ri "'
re tfi) 

1z

"wl*[or. #]"
Dividlin,g t*ireugh by KlC,

,Fr'=,u-!,''* (F),

from

thus,

o--+ o.2s (#t +
"e r3-l
r w 12t ..

t("*)
(r.4)

16) = 29,,6 t\L/z - rss.s ,#tl' + 6ss.7 ,iru/, - lor?.0 ,rolrn
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on formula yields, -

O,". Itt'I
^ | (L.b)()lwJ

O .5 , equation (f,.0) gives

propagati

I= 14.311

for a/W :

ot 
t*u'

f(3
w

Ftom equation

,oKrc, , _tKrc '

o,fr,

(w,

hence,

* ,"b,, o.2s (F) ,

r.49

(L.4) ,

o
(-q 2

p

lr '?\\D. t I

O,d.
t-.,/ 2

2.22 (+-)
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APPENDIX

Fracture llodes

As the interpretation of
discussed in detail in References

brief description of the principle

electron fractography has been

(115,258,269 and 270), only a very

fracture modes is presented here.

a)

Irrespective of whether the fracture occurs by intergranular
(along tlle grain boundaries) or transgranular (through the grains) '
there are essentially four fracture modes, namely 

(269) 
,

a) dimple rupture
b) cleavage

c) fatigue
d) decohesive rupture

Dimple Rupture

this is the consequence of the growtlt and coalescence of
microvoids that are usually nucleated at areas of high plastic deformation,

for example, second phase particles, incJ-usions and grain boundaries. As

the strain increases, the microvoids grow until the material between the
two voids thins down and finally ruptures fgrming cup-like depressions

known as dimples. A dimple is half of a m:icrovoid through which the
fracture has occurred. The size of the ilimple is dependent on the size
and density of the nucleation sites and the relative plasticity of the
material.

b) Cleavage

Cleavage is defined as the fracture of a crystal or grain along

specific crystallographic planes. Due to the presenc€ of imperfections
within the grain, the cleaved planes are usually not completely flat and

featureless, In fact, these imperfections together with the changes in
crystal lattice orientation give rise to such features as cleavage tongues,

steps and ridges, river patterns and feather markings.

When cleavage does not occur along true crystalline cleavage

planes but on unspecified planes, tl.e fracture mode is tenred as quasi-

cleavage. This fracture surface feature resembles cleavage in that it
contains river patterns radiating from the initiation sites.
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c) Fatigue

Fatigue fraeturep are causted by daroage from cyclic or
reBe,titive etress, Gerne,rafly; tb.e fraet-ure ogours iy1 two separate
stages: the Stage r fets;i-grre j-s the initial pro_Bagation of ttre fatigue
cracJsing Proc€ss while the Stage II fatigue begins with, the forrnation
of, ar:lest narks cornrqgnly called.striatLon€-. Each strriation l_s belle.ved
to be tlre iesult of one sinqre stress eycle- Ehe spacing betryeen
striatioris is not only affected by the magnitude of the alternating
str-e'ss, tlre 6rycl.ic fteguency but also by the differenee in materiar
proXErty and envirorrment. Although by andt large tlre f,atigue strfations
tend to be aligned in the direction of ttre eracle frcrrt, Loea11y this
direotion luay not be -s,o because of hateriatr- discontinuities and locaL
gtresges.

d) DeeObesive &rptur,g,

Fraettre of nraterial tiat oesutrs alorg path of weal<ness usually
Garsed. by preci5litation .of s,ecand phase particle,s r low strength grain
boundary phase or'envirormental factors is often known as decotlesive
rrillture. fhe nore comaton environmental factors. lnctude stress corrosion
cracfcing arid hydr:oge,n embrittlement shictr gener,alJ-y produce eritlrer an
.i.ntergranular or transgranuLar fracture topography.
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APPENDIX O.

perivatLon of Net Section gtressr -o" '

Consider ttre f,ree body diagrqm of a congract tensLon speel,rnen

shovr-n in Fig.N.l. The nominal stress, 0, of the speclnen l-iganent near
ttre crack front is given by

g= (P/Aner) + (ltclr)

where P is the applied lsad, Arr"t i" the area ,of ttre uncracked ll.ganeat
given by S $-a) , M is ttre bendj-ng rnoment applled at the centre of the
uncracked ligarirent given Uy n[wj(w-a)], and the ratio r/c ts the eectl,on
nodutrus of, ttre cross ses,tion.

Fig.N.I: Eree body dl_agra,ur of eQntrtact ten-sion

specimeli.

lhe section modulus eair be sho.wn to be,

rlc = | rtw_"t,

Ey substitution, the, net section stress of the compact tension
specinen can be evaluated as

o* =;i*a, + ;= ffi
which can be simplifled to sive o 

" 
= ,-ii*at [r * ffiJ .
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